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Tough times can't stop
· Swartz from st1cceeding
By JIM TERHUNE
Staff Writer
Quarterback Chris Swartz was rolling right ·
He was rolling as hard as he could right, because two Tennessee Tech pass rushers were
hot on his heels.
Morehead State University's football team
was on Tech's 18-yard line, the Eagles already
were down 17-0 and Swartz knew they had to
have this one. He spotted receiver Dave Pingue
in the upper comer of the end zone, but there .
was no way he could get the ball to him. The
beat was too great.
Although he knew he could only dive out of
bounds, Swartz still wanted to throw the ball.
"I threw it underhanded," he said Tuesday.
"Somehow it sailed up about four feet over
Dave's bead, and he jumped up and caught it
one-handed. I'll never forget that."
He won't forget that game on Oct. 17, 1987,
either. After then-quarterback Lance Jansen
was stopped by a blow to the mouth, the freshman Swartz took over.
.
Beginning midway through the first quarter,
Swartz sprayed 66 ba1ls around the Morehead
field, completing 35 for 336 yards and two
touchdowns without throwing an interception.
He set NCM Division I-AA records for at1empls
and completions by a freshman that still stand
today.
.
"We were behind by a lot, and we had to
think of something," he recalled. "We just started throwing a Jot. We went to the shotgun in the
second half so I could see better. At the end, I
was tired, and my voice was gone. I had been
overused."
.,
The 6-foot-3, 195-pounder from Bath County
High School was j1i.,;t beginning to be used. It
was as if they had given him a Gatling gun and
ordered him to crank at will.
Now, two games away from the close of his
football days at Morehead. the graduate student
with a degree and 3.5 grade point average in
accounting has churned out more than 1,300
passes, completed over 700 of them and gob•
bled up more than 8,000 yards.
Besides the two national records, he has set
six Ohio Valley Conference marks and broken
13 school records. The latter include four held
by Phil Simms, the Louisville Southern High
grad who quarterbacked Morehead from 197578 and directed the New York Giants to a Super
Bowl victory plus a 7-0 start this season.
"The last time we talked, Phil wanted me to
save him some," Swartz said with a laugh. "I
,,

...

told him I'd save him one - the interception record."
That one's in danger, too. Simms
had 45 interceptions, Swartz 44.
But exalted numbers for the quarterback have not been transformed
into exalted numbers for the team.
Tennessee Tech won that 1987
game 52-14. When Swartz went 33
of 52 for 429 yards last year against
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead lost in
triple overtime 38-31. When he hit
30 of 59 passes for 384 yards
against Youngstown State in 1987,
the Eagles lost 38-14.
Morehead has a 9-32 record the
past four seasons. Simms' teams
went 10-27-3.
Besides problems with winning,
Swartz also has lived with team•
mates charged with marijuana use,
key starters suspended, the resigna•
tion last year of head coach Bill Bal·
dridge because of heart problems
and the forfeit of four 1989 victories
because a long snapper was found
to be ineligible.
"It's been rough," Swartz said.
"I've asked myself a million times,
'What can I do better than I've been
doing?' But you've just got to do the
best you can possibly do and let the
other factors go. I don't have a lot of
control over them anyway. But I feel
like I have to take the shoulders of
the other 10 guys off them and put
them on me."
Last season was particularly painful. After Baldridge announced his
retirement, effective at the end of
the season, Morehead won three
straight and came to the finale
against Eastern Kentucky with a 5-5
record. After three overtimes, the
Eagles lost 38-31, preventing their
first winning season since 1.)86.
"We were so close," Swartz said.
"Coach Baldridge's problems
brought us together. A Jot of people
say it's a winning attitude, but I
think a lot of it is bad luck. Not one
person steps out on a football field
thinking he's not going to win. The
older I get the more it hurts, but
you've got to move on."
Then came the forfeit offers with
all but one being accepted. "We
know we beat ~em, and they do,
too," Swartz said. "The guy hardly
played at all."
The off-season before his senior
year brought more difficulties.
Swartz had arthroscopic surgery to

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

remove cartilage from the right
(throwing) shoulder. Tendinitis had
set in.
"I had a real strong arm in high
school (1,600 yards, 24 TDs his senior season)," Swartz said,"but the
wear and tear had made the
strength go down a little bit"
He also had a new coach, Cote
Proctor, a man who thinks in terms
of defense, wishbone offense and
then, maybe, the pass.
·
"It cut down on some things we
used to do and had an emotional effect on me for a while " Swartz
said. "But I had no con~t over it,
and I got over it."
Said Proctor: "We talked. and
' with his attitude he was willing to
do it."
Swartz then broke his left wrist
and missed considerable spring
practice. And he got the flu, which
carried over into the opener at Marshall. A week later, flu and mononucleosis enveloped the campus and
took out the entire offensive line for
a couple of weeks.
.
Pretty soon the airways were fill.
ing up with passes again. "The sick•
ness was a part of it. but I also
thought we might as well take advantage of what we have to work
with," Proctor said. "Chris is as
strong now as he's been since rve
been here."
So, with a 3-6 team, Swartz has a
chance to show National Football
League scouts his full toolbox. He's
not Phil Simms, though.
"Phil can throw the ball through
people," Swartz said. "My arm is a
lot less than his. They (scouts) say I
need work on the long ball and the
speed on the long ball We throw a
lot to our backs, into seams and on
crossing patterns, and I'm more accurate when I throw naturally like
that. But I'll lift weights after the
season ends and add a lot of
strength."
·
The NFL is a goal. But only one
goal.
"I'm kind of borderline (as a
prospect), but rve heard some good
things," he said. "I graduated dur..ing last summer's first . semester,
and I've sent out a bunch of resum~s. I've heard from some people. If the (NFL) thing doesn't work
out, I've got something to fall back
on.
"But I'll definitely give it a shot. I
made the right choice in coming
here."
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Sch,olastic Aptitude
Test to be revised;;
bias clai ~ rejected

1

have 75 to 85 verbal and 55 to 60
BOSTON College Board : math questions.
\
trustees ani:iounced yesterday the .: , The ~hanges also include the
most sweepmg changes ever in the ' n:itroductton of SAT-II, an expanScholastic Aptitude Test but reject- ; s1on of the achievement tests now
ed suggestions that charges of cul- , offered with the SAT.
tural bias prompted the revisions.
SAT-II_ will include, a written •
The new Scholastic Aptitude essay sectton, language proficiency I
Test, called SAT-I will be intro- tests for native speakers of Japaduced in the spring'of 1994 College nese and Chinese, and proficiency
Board President Donald M.' Stewart tests for non-native English speaksaid.
ers.
It will include less reliance on
Bob Schaeffer, a spokesman for
multiple choice in the math section the group FairTest and co-author of,
and _more emph~sis in the language the book "Standing up to the SAT;;·
sect10n on readmg comprehension. said the changes failed to solve the
T~e revisions, aimed in part at problem of the test's bias.
reducmg students' reliance on test
"The new SAT amounts to little
coaches, also·will allow students to more than rearranging the deck
use calculators on the math section
chairs on an educational Titanic"
Stewart said at the board's annuai Schaeffer said.
'
meeting.
Fair-Test and other critics have
In Kehtuch, the American Col- said the SAT tends to cover sublege Test is the predominant college jects with which white male and
entrance exam, taken by 60 percent affluent test-takers are more likeli
of high school: students.
,,
· to be familiar.
The SAT is taken by 10 percent
of Ke_ntucky st_u~ents, primarily
Often-cited examples in the test
those mterested m out-of-state uni- include the question "Dividends are
versities or private colleges, ,
to stockholders as ..." with the
The ACT last \year underwent answer being "royalties are to writits first rnajor overhaul since its ers," and the use of words such as
creatio/1 in _\959. The redesigned
"regatta" and "aria" in the vocabutest emphastzes a wider range of lary section. .
mathematical knowledge and more
In 1988, the National Organizaabstract reading skills.
lion for Women filed a lawsuit that
Critics long have charged that
forced the New York State Educathe SAT - the most widely used ' tion Department to stop using the
college entrance ex4m _ was biSAT exclusively to award merit
ased, particularly against women
scholarships. The department now
and minorities.
l,
uses high ~chool grades as well.
"Nothing could lie further from
· The SAT, administered by the
the truth," Stewart sli\d, "The SAT
Educational Testing Service of
has been in almost continual evoluPrinceton, NJ., was first given to
lion. It has never been · set in
8,040 students in 1926. Now 1
concrete."
, million college-bound students take
.. Th_~ old Sf\T ha~85 ~';r:;.3} a~~,. c.iU;,n11l!ill!Y, ••. '. , ,
Associated Press

·
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Moses the brakeman ·

/ . Edwin Moses, two-time Olymptc gold medalist in the intermedi- '
ate hurdles, competed in his first '
1
regulation 1,500-meter course in · ,
I bobsledding as the brakeman for
· t\le No. 1 U.S. bobsled team in twoman competition at a World Cup
' event in Calgary, Canada yester- ·
day,
'
.j
Moses will also try for a spot in
the four-man competition, set for '
Saturday,
·1
Brian ·]
Shimer, a for-:
mer Morehead j
State Universi-,,
ty football ·, ,
player from '!
Naples, Fla.; . ,
drove the sled. ,
· Shimer, l
brakeman on·· i
the United
Shimer
States' No. 2
four-man sled
at the 1988 Calgary Olympic
.Games, was named Morehead's'
Rookie of the Year as a tailback in
1980. But, knee injuries limited his
play at Morehead, where he got a .
degree in industrial technology in _.
1985.
·
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KFNTUCKY'S PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES:
STILL LARGELY A MAN'S WORLD

Women get less pay, lesSY)OWSr
By Jamie Lucke
and Siona Carpenter
Herald-Leader staff writers

Kentucky's universities largely
remain a man's world, despite almost two decades of affirmative
action.
A recent study said the University of Kentucky was a sexist
workplace, where the percentage of
women on the faculty has stagnated
below 20 percent for 40 years and
where women at all levels earn less
than men.
Statistics from Kentucky's other
public universities suggest that
their women are in a similar fix:
• Excluding UK's community
colleges, there was a net gain of 1.4
percent in tenured women faculty
or those in line for tenure from 1975
to 1989.
• Although women make up
more than half of the community
college faculty, they hold '2:1 percent
of the administrative and executive
jobsin the community colleges.
• Women earned less than men
in '2:7 of 31 teaching categories at
the state's public universities and
community colleges.
• Although women make up
more than half of all university
employees, they are clustered in
traditional jobs. Women made up 4
percent of the workers in skilled
crafts jobs, but 96 percent of the
secretarial-clerica.l force.
The figures are from reports
required from each university and
the community colleges by the federal Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and salary data
collected by the American Association of University Professors.

'Disheartening' record
The record of Kentucky's public
universities on hiring women was
branded
"disheartening"
and
"poor'' in the latest report on the
subject by the state Commission on
Human Rights in 1988.
The commission said the big
two - UK and the University of
Louisville - had especially disappointing records.
Women held '2:7 percent of the
top state university jobs - those
classified as executive. adm1mstrative or managerial - in 1989.
compared with 17 percent 111 1975.

Morehead State University was
at the bottom; 12.5 percent of its -io
top posirions were held by women.
The next lowest was Eastern
Kentucky University, where women
held 21 percent of the 115 top jobs.
Northern Kentucky University
had the highest percentage of women in its administration - 42 percent.
At Ll<, 27 percent of the '367
administrators are women.
Two of UK's 17 college deans
are women.
And when L'K searches for new
administrators, men are usually in
charge. Men have been chairn1en of
23 of the 2-1 search committees
during the last two years, according
to the UK study.

Hiring challenge
Overall, almost half of the new
faculty members hired in 1989 45 percent - were women. That
was higher than the overall percent•
age of women - 31 percent - in
the university teaching ranks.
Eastern hired the highest percentage of women for faculty positions - 59 percent.
Morehead State University had
the lowest percentage of women
among its faculty hires - 25 percent.
But overall. the hiring rate remains "well below the level needed
for females to reach parity with
males in the foreseeable future," the
human rights commission said.
Despite the statistics, few university employees have won sex
discrimination lawsuits and that is
one reason universities have not
promoted more women, said Mary
Gray, a lawyer and mathematics
professor at American University in
Washington, D.C.
"Litigation has been more successful against business and government," said Gray, chairwoman
of the American Association of
University Professors Committee on
the Status of Women.
Boston University recently lost
a sex discrimination case filed by
an English professor who said she
was denied tenure because she was
a woman. The school's president
said the English department should
not promote any more women because it already was a "damned
matriarchy."

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

"That didn't go over very well
with the Jury. But without a ' moking gun like that. 1t's hard." Gray
said.

Disparities in pay
Women earned less than men
on average among assi tam professors, the entry level for professors.
at all but one of Kentucky's eight
public universities and the community college system. Kentucky tate
University was the exception.
At the next highest level, men
associate professors earned more
than women on average at all of the
institutions for which figures were
available. (KSU's salaries for associate and full professors were not
reported by the American Association of Unl\·ersity Professors.)
Only the community colleges
paid women full professors more
than men on average. Women
earned an average of $35.
5200 more than men.
Janet Gross. a \forehead professor and forn1er chairwoman of the
faculty Senate, said that during the
last t\vo years Morehead had made
progress in equalizinR pay between
men and women in similar jobs.
Until rwo years ago. raises were
across the board, perperuatin~ inequities, Morehead spokeswoman Judith Yancy said.·
Morehead also restructured its
affirmative action committee and
charged it with developing srrategies to increase the pool of women
applicants, she said.
There was a $600-a-year difference between average pay for men
and women associate professors at
Morehead last year, with men earning $32,500 and women $31 .900.
At U of L, there was a $-t,300
difference between men and women
associate professors, with men earning an average of $39,000 and ·
women earning $34,700.
U of L President Donald Swain
cautioned against looking at averages, however. He said the difference usually is because women
have less experience.
Studies have ruled out any systematic inequities in U of L's salaries for women, Swain said.
Srill, Swain said: "Yly feeling is
that we've still got a ways to go at
U of L in according women a full
place in the university. and I'm
deeply committed to doing that."

WOMEN: Hiring
trends i'n state
· 'disheartening'

Females among new faculty hires
(Number)
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From Page 81
Nancy Ray, UK's affinnative
action officer since 1972, predicted
that women soon would make
greater inroads as the increased
numbers of women in professional
schools become professors.
But the UK committee said
\here already are plenty of potential
women faculty members from
which to choose.
American University's Gray
agreed. Although it may be true
that univers.ities have difficulty hiring minority faculty because so few
earn doctorates, supply is not the
problem with women.. "Tliere are
lots of women getting Ph.D .s who
are not getting jobs."
Once inside the university door,
women often find they have other
battles to fight.
"Females tend to have to work
harder to prove their worth. At
least, I feel like that's happened
from my perspective," said Morehead's Gross.
"To prove my worth across
campus, I had to work on twice as
many committees as a man to prove
that I was equal."
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University
admission ,,
standards
tightened
By Jamie Lucke
Herald-Leader education write(

FRANKFORT - The stat.e
Council on Higher Education yesterday toughened admission stand•
ards for four-year degree programs
at public universities, despite warnings that minority students would
"suffer.
•
The new rules reduce. the number of students who could be admitted without completing what is
known as the pre-college curriculwn.
Supporters of the tougher rules
said students were much likelier to
succeed in college if they had an
adequat.e high school background
. But council member Wendell
Thomas of Louisville and Universj.
ty of Louisville President Donald
Swain warned that the new rules
would make it harder to achieve a
council goal and legal requirement
to increase the· number of black
undergraduates.
Thomas said black children, especially boys, are shunted from
college preparatory classes by coun•
selors and teachers who assume
they are not college material
Swain said the new limits
would pose a special hardship at U
of L, the only state university that
does not operate its own community college program.
Under the revised rules, students who lacked the necessary
courses could be admitted to tw<>
year degree programs at UK community colleges and other schools.
But for the first time they would
have to make up the gaps through
college remedial work.
Students also could be admitted
to universities but would have to
make up the gaps before they could
enroll in four-year degree programs.
"At this point, we have created
another hurdle that at-risk students
are going to face in Louisville and
across Kentucky," Thomas said.
Students from substandard
schools or disadvantaged circumstances, especially in Eastern Kenn.icky, also would suffer, Thomas
said . •

Swain said the new n.iles would
divert minority students from U of
L to UK's Jefferson Community
College. And once students start in
a community college or are labeled
remedial, they will be less likely to
pursue a bachelor's degree, Thomas
said.
· The council asked its staff to
study the effects on minorities in
Kentucky. If the new rules hurt
black students, ''some action will be
taken," council member James
Miller of Owensboro said.
Under the old policy, up to 20
percent of the freshmen accepted by
a university could lack the required
high school credentials.
In the future, the percentage of
students who may be admitted
conditionally will be based on the
number of students who actually
enroll, a much smaller base.
In addition, exceptions will be
reduced to 15 percent by 1992, 10
percent the next year and 5 percent
by 1994.
Exceptions would be granted
automatically to students who are
25 or older and those who have
earned at least a C average in 24
credit hours applicable to a fouryear degree.
Exceptions also would be made
for students who have not completed the English and math requirements but who score high enough
on college entrance exams to show
they have the necessary skills.
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New requirements
The Council on Higher
Education yesterday added Algebra U, biology_ and ei~er
chemistry or physics to the_ hst
of high school courses n!quired
for admission to bachelor's degree programs at Kentucky's ·
public universities.
The new requirements take
effect in the fall of 1994.
With yesterday's additions,
the pre-college curriculum is:
• English l, II, Ill and IV.
• Algebra I and II and
geometry.
• Biology; and chemistry
or physics.
• World civilil.ation and
U.S. history.
• Nine electives. Recommended courses are in foreign
languages, advan~ math,
arts, computers or soence.

By KENNETH A. HART
Independent News Writer
MOREHEAD - Officials at
I Morehead State University say the
Igrowth of the school's minority
student population has slowed
somewhat
in the past year, but
1
those who do enroll are staying long
enough to graduate.
Between July 1, 1989, and June 30,
1990, a total of 22 black students
Igraduated from Morehead State,
said Virginia Wheel~, the school's
director of planning and institutional research. That number
was second only to 1987..as, when 'l1
blacks earned degrees.
There are 354 students clas.5ified
as minority members enrolled at
Morehead State this semester,
compared to 34-0 last fall, university
spokeswoman Judith Yancy said.
, · Of the minority students currently
enrolled, 277 are black. The remaining 77 are from other minorities, including native Americans,
South Pacific islanders and Hispanics. Last fall, the school had 'lf,7
blacks and 73 other minority students, Yancy said.
Jerry Gore, director of minority
student affairs at Morehead State,
said growth among the school's
black population had leveled off
considerably since the 1989 spring
semester, when it' jumped by onethird over the previous year.
However, he said, the university
was recently singled out by the state
Council on Higher Education for
having the best minority student
retention rate of any state college.
"Our student population has improved as far as grade-point average, and the student organizations
and programs we have help in providing a supportive environment,"
he said.
Regional universities in Kentucky
often have difficulty attracting
1
black students because blacks are
Iunder-represented in the schools'
service regions compared to other
1
areas of the country, said Norm
Snider, a spokesman for the Council
_on }!ig!ter Education.

I
I
l
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,"The problem is that there are:Sol
'few minorities ... that schools
;have to go outside their regions to.
:recruit students," he said:. ,- ' •.: ~: 1
~.. In the past, Snider, said, .
Kentucky' ·schools _have, been ; ill•
equipped to deal ·with the .social·
needs of black students. To address·]
that problem, the state now requires/
all schools to have minority student
advisers, he said. 1 • ,;:; • __, ) •• •• • Gore said more ·".ilacks ,from·
within Morehead State's · service]
region are opting to attend- the
school. For example, he said, there
;are currently 31 black students from
Mason County enrolled at the uni1versity. . ,. - · _ _.,
,
.
1
,,: "Word has ·gotten .;out In our
Icommunity and across the state
that. minority students can come·to
f1Morehead and get a quality education," he said.
-'.
' Robert Hamer, a black Morehead
·State junior from Montclair, N.J.,
said .' the school had made im1provements In meeting the social
needs of black students during his
three ye.ars there. However, he said
he , felt , improvements were still
needed.
,
, "I find· that a fot of times when
black students want something, it's
a question of why dO" we have to'
have that, why can't we be satisfied_\
1,withwhatwe'vegot,"hesaid.. , --,
; '· Hamer said he was · drawn to
Morehead State mainly because_ of-.
Its atmQSphere. Overall, he said he j
was ' pleased with his experience,
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-"'·Gore' 1credlted' 1'the university's
minority teacher education program with helping to bring black
. students from outside the region to
campus. ( • \
~
.·. Through· the 'program, which operates In Fayette. and· Jefferson
counties,">'school officials· identify'
minority high-school students ·who
are interested in becoming teachers
and provide them with·, special,
.scholarships and incentives;i.,,:.,,;,,,
1
: ·: Once t·students · enrollei ~-,rth;•
program graduate, they
given
preference for available teaching
jobs in Fayette and Jefferson coun-.
ties, ~_tor 1-,!sa K~y ~~;\,:i:i
r.i.
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By Jamie Lucke ., / • -' :,.. i", ·, 1 .. : Meredith''said Western .wiluld seek~
Herald•leader eduCa~i~n ·w}ne~~

i1.f' ' ;...,_..r a' state{a'ttoriiey.: gerleial's}:Opiniori~·

; . FRANKFORT--'- Wffitem Ken-. and, if necessa,;\ a·_~n~ ..iI_i,s~~
lucky University suffered a setback,· law before·_dropp_mg_1~·pl3'.18-_:;;,.,~;
yesterday in its push to become the,' _::·If-,th·-- - "'· ,-: · ,c:·,,:~'-1:":.-:,' 4 .}
•· . . .
,, , , " . ose avenues fail, ;we will be,,
,fi rs t regiona1 umvers1ty_ to ouer i ,very, interested in.-a.joint,doctora1
d?Ctoral degr~. ,, .
. . ,. · progiam_,that- meets-.the;needs of-'j0
, . Th~ Counctl on Higher Educa: 1 educatiop._ reform,'\ Mei;edith,,said:,1~:l
!ton satd state law,w~uld not allow,., , . :..:- . · .. ,,,,-. :: ,.,, -, .., 1,,.,, ";•:\
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MJU Clip Jbeet
A eampu.n, of recent artida of interat to Morehead State University
MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689 • 606-783-2030
whose public relations major was
placed in the lowest tier.
"We put so much work into it
and now they're telling us it's really
not that important to the university," said Howard, a senior from
Owensboro.
Western has one of only six
accredited public relations programs in the nation, and its students have won many honors rriany of which they hoisted during
public hearings on the proposed
plan that more than l 00 people
attended
last month.
to culminate in July 1991. But
.
The
PR
students have helped
By Jamie Lucke
Morehead will not state specifically
Herald-Leader education writer
organize a letter-writing campaign
which programs are low priority,
on behalf of their program.
BOWLING GREEN - Western
said Virginia Wheeless, director of
But Jody Cannack. a senior PR
Kentucky University - taking a
planning, institutional research and
major from Evansville, Ind., said he
painful step that no other Kentucky
evaluation at Morehead.
doubted that many underclassmen
university has taken - is ranking
At Western, teachers and sturealized ·'the extent the program
academic programs in terms of
dents have questioned the rankings
could be cut before they get out of
their future importance to the uniand complained that the plan will
school."
versity.
divide the campus.
Although the proposed strategic
Instead of pulling together as a
"It's very scary. When I made
plan, called Western XXI, contains
team, people are becoming parathe decision to go into PR, it was
more than 30 pages of recommendanoid, and the institution will suffer,
because of the reputation that Westtions, most of the attention has
said Professor William Floyd, head
ern had for its PR sequence," Carzeroed in on one particular chart.
of Western's department of home
mack said.
And some people are very uneconomics and family living, which
Home economics professor Viotook several hits in the Western
happy about it.
let Moore said: "The thing that
XX1 draft.
On the top rung of programs made us uneasy was we didn't
and in line for a greater share of
The number of students inknow how much information they
future funding - are teacher educreased more than 30 percent at
(the committee) considered or if
Western in the late 1980s, and the
cation and biology.
they had enough information.''
legislature gave higher education a
Lined up behind these two proMeredith acknowledged controfunding boost this year, in contrast
grams are about 50 undergraduate
versy could have been avoided by
co early in the decade when funding
majors and 30 master's degree proquietly placing low priority proand enrollments were depressed.
grams. Some programs would be
grams on a funding diet, while top
de-emphasized and others strength"If we were going through a
programs lapped up the budgetary
period like we were a few years ago
ened.
cream, without explicitly stating
I could see knocking off a few
Anthropology and vocational
that was the plan. Some programs
areas. But we·re in a growth cycle,"
industrial education are among the
would die out; others would grow.
Floyd said.
majors ranked at the bottom.
But Western took a more candid
But Western President Thomas
Other recommendations were:
approach.
Meredith said the controversy was
• Involve the entire academic
"The steering committee early
to be expected and that Western
community in upgrading teacher
on
decided
it would be as forthright
would
be
better
off
in
the
long
run.
education.
as it could be . . . and make the
"It's
much
easier
not
to
do
any
• Stan a doctorate in education.
results as clear as possible." said
of these things. You just feed every• Do not revive Western's deWestern XXI steering committee
one
a
pittance
and
keep
most
people
funct master's of business adminischairman Jim Flynn, who added:
happy and the institution stays at a
tration without serious study.
"That may be erring on the side of
certain level and does not advance
• Consider starting a degree
bravado."
beyond
that
level,"
Meredith
said.
program in engineering.
"Few institutions, maybe none,
Flynn, an English professor,
• Review athletics, which was
have
the
resources
to
bring
every
said
the main shortcoming had
ranked low in importance, and
program to a nationally competebeen lack of time to involve all the
mainly emphasize men's and womtive status." Trying to fund all
affected groups.
en's basketball.
programs equally creates "a levelWestern XX1 has been about a
The Council on Higher Educaing effect toward mediocrity," Meryear
in the making - slow by
tion has long urged universities to
edith said.
private sector standards, but fairly
set funding priorities. Several have
· A committee appointed by Merfast in academe, where policies
done so. But none until Western has
edith
recommended
the
rankings
ideally are hammered out democratexplicitly stated which programs
based on external and internal criteically. Morehead plans to spend
are low on the totem pole, said Gary
ria
developed
by
University
of
almost
2 ½ years on its plan.
Cox, the council's executive direcSouthern Colorado President Robert
Western
''went on a crash
tor.
Shirley. Morehead and several other
course pace" so the strategic plan
"Strategic planning at other inKentucky universities also have
could guide development of the
stitutions has focused more attenused
Shirley's
model.
1991-92 operating budget beginning
tion on what will be emphasized
The committee worked intensein January, Meredith said.
and less on what will be de-emphaly and in private over the summer.
At Meredith's request, the resized," Cox said.
When the draft rankings were regents have delayed considering the
Morehead State University
leased in September, "it was kind of
plan until Westem's vice presidents
launched a strategic planning procdevastating,'' said Tina Howard,
and
deans go through it "line by
ess in early 1989 that is scheduled
line" and the community outside
the campus responds, Meredith
- A service of the Office of Media Relations- said.
The recommendations are expected to under~o some chan~es.
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WKU ranking 4tsu
of its programs
stirs controversy
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-The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Tuesday, November 6, 1990

Entering college may be
more difficult in future
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT - Future Kentucky college students will have to
meet tougher academic standards
with fewer exceptions under guidelines approved by the Council on
Higher Education.
Council member Wendell Thomas
warned the requirements could
work against universities that are
trying, at the same time, to improve
the academic credentials of students and recruit minorities.
The pre-college curriculum is required for any student entering a
state university in a baccalaureate
degree program. The requirements
do not apply to students entering a
two-year or associate degree. program.
Under both the current and revised standards, new students will
have to have four units of English,
three of mathematics, two of science and two in Social Studies.
But the changes the council ap-

hurt his school, because it did n9t
have a community college to attract
proved Monday would make algebra II a requirement instea.d of an students who cannot initially meet
elective, and biology would be a guidelines.
"My only concern would be, let's
requirement along with an elective
· not hurt our ability to do affirmative
of either physics or chemistry.
action,'' Swain said.
Exceptions are granted, such as
The council also turned down a
for students age 25 or older or those
request by Western Kentucky Uniwho have already accumulated 30
or more semester hours toward a versity to establish a doctoral prodegree. But under the council's ac- gram in education. Most council
tion, the number of people allowed members agreed state law allows
to enroll under the exceptions could doctoral programs only at Louisville and the University of Kendrop immediately.
tucky.
The new policy allows exceptions
But others said legality was sec,
for 20 percent of the number of
ondary to the crying need for adstudents actually enrolled. Exceptions are now granted for 20 percent vanced training for educators.
of students accepted. Universities
Council members Jack Rose, su,
routinely accept twice as many perintendent of Calloway County
students as actually enroll.
schools, and Randy Kimbrough,
In addition, the exceptions are to Warren County school superintendbe reduced to 5 percent of the class ent, were especially critical of UK's
by 1994.
failure to offer the program across
Council member Wendell Thomas the state.
said the policy was contradictory.
Kimbrough said several members
Thomas said the entrance re- of her staff have been forced to
quirements work against many mi- travel to Vanderbilt University for
nority and at-risk students, especi- their advanced degrees. "I think
ally black males who are already that's a real indictment that we
don't have access to terminal desteered away from college.
grees for all Kentuckians," KimbThomas said the policy will steer rough said.
many of those students toward
"The track record is pitiful in
lower educational goals.
terms of professional educators in
"When they get tracked into the Kentucky having access to doctoral
community college system, they get programs," Rose said.
removed from the process of a fourThe council urged UK and Louisyear program,'' Thomas said.
ville to work with regional uniUniversity of Louisville President versities to offer advanced work for
Donald Swain said the policy would educators.
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Ber~a -StlJ9:ents organize
to_help h0meless
By Leon Stafford
Central Kentucky bureau

BEREA - Lisa Perkins knows
what it's like to do without.
Growing up in rural Lawrence
County, the Berea College senior
often had to do without some of the
everyday necessities many of us
take for granted.
"My father was out of work for
five years.. from the time I was in
the fifth grade until I was a junior
in high school," she said. "I was one
of those little lcids that got free
, shoes and coats."
So it wasn't hard for her last
year to get interested in the Student
Campaign Against Hunger and Ho, melessness, a student group at Berea. The campaign, founded last
year, has marched. done contract
housework and slept in the rain all in an effort to bring attention
and money to the homeless.
''I do it because it has to be done
. . . because someone else he\ped
me," Perkins said.
Perkins and · other campaign
members are working with Madi•
son County social service organiza•
tions and churches to renovate a
former Richmond retirement home
and tum it into the New Liberty
Homeless Shelter for homeless faro.
ilies.
The building, at 123 Pine Street
in Richmond, will house four transitional homeless ~milies, with the
first apartment possibly becoming
available by Christmas, said Florence Tandy, associate director of
Kentucky: River Foothills Develop1 ment Council. The council is one of
the social services groups involved.
"l like this effort because it is
students, citizens and government
all working together," said Tom
Boyd, the Berea professor in whose
class the campaign was born.
"It is not just their marching
that makes them (the students)
significant It is their raising of
money," he said. "They have essentially raised interests all over the
campus."
Glenna Taylor, a third-year student from Robson, W.Va.. said the
campaign has made students on the
Berea campus aware of the plight of
the home!~.
,
Taylor said she , became in,
volved because she wanted to do
something to help \hose having
trouble helping themselves.
I

Unlike the homeless in Lexington who are more visible and therefore ea ier to help, Boyd said the
homeless of rural Central Kentucky
are invisible, traveling from one
relative's home to another.
"In a rural area the homeless
problem is much more difficult to
1 enumerate," he said. "There is not a
~ rge number of homeless people
.f that we can put our fingers on."
Rather, he said. there are nuI merous families just one paycheck
away from homelessness - who
spend 50 to 80 percent of their
. income for rent One family sickness or one missed paycheck could
put them on the street
"Rents have gone up many
times here and throughout the state
and the country, but the minimum
I wage has gone up only once," Boyd
said.
With this, many advocate
groups for the homeless and lowincome have cropped up in Berea
and at the schoo~ including a group
that advocates fair and equitable
utility and rent rates and a chapter
of Habitat for Humanity.
The Student Campaign Against
Hunger and Homelessness itself
grew out of the "Poverty in Ameri•
ca: Theory and Applications'' class
Boyd,.taught in Jan\lar}'.

"Wh the oourse was over,
they said they didn't want to stOP," 1
Boyd said.
The students began · talSing
money through fund-raisers , for
homeless causes and~even raised
money specifically for a homeless
family that stayed with Perkins for
four days in May.
They also sponsored and participated in marches throughout the
area. Last spring, students went to
Washington for a national march to
bring attention to the homeless.
In September 1989, the groop
slept outside during a rainstorm
1
and cold weather to cxperienc:e ·
what the homeles., feel firsthand,
Boyd said
00;
•
These days, the group is ooncentrating on' the New Liberty renovation. They hope members will
learn to lay carpetingt and other
house construction chores.
About 25 students participate in
the campaign's activities.
Boyd said many at the rol1ege
are interested in the cause because
they come from areas where homeless is a reality.
"They come from backgi,,unds
where poverty is not that far removed," he said. "It makes it hard
for them to look at poverty as
somebody else's problem."
Taylor explained her interests
in working with the homeless by
saying: "I'm also scared I would
, ~ Y be in the same position."

I
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Eastern student
.
newspaper wins
national award
Herald-Leader staff report

RJCHMOND - The Eastern
Kentucky University student newspaper, The Eastern Progress, on
Sunday was named one of the
nation's top three weekly student
newspai:,ers by The Washington
Post.
The Progress won one of three
Associated Collegiate Press Pacemaker awards, which recognize student newspapers in two categories,
daily and non-daily.
Entries are judged by a panel
from The Washington Post

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

In winning the award, EKU
beat out the Western Kentucky
University paper.
"Obviously, we were a bit surprised, but extremely happy" said
Progress Managing Editor' Tom
Puckett. "We've worked really hard
to make it a quality paper. We've
improved our design, and the reporting has been consistently good.
We've learned how to put it all
together."
Progress adviser Elizabeth
Fraas said winning the award made
the staff feel it was doing things the
right way.
"A lot of things we were doing
got put into the proper place," she
said. "It feels good to get the
recognition."
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;~:.;;.Thenewpresident,will'sucx:ee<i:
,. Ronald Roskens, clirectm-.'.ofthe U.S. ,
;_. Agency for International Develop:;
;:ment" He was,forl:ed 'out.as Nebras:·:
~~;}~~ ..P~idei:it.. in·_ l~Bf:~·~::~}i~?:·t;.·._.;~
i/. • Hemeiiway.,firs~_;i:aiijefto'ki,;
mgt~n as_ an aSSOC1a~p~\€SSOl\?fi
f. E_n~l.1sh_ ll) -1968.:~/ea
_ ]i_ng,,for:ftli_e·_i.
f,-.Uruvers1ty,of Wyommg and retum:'J
\. ing to UK in 1973~ He~was:chainruuit
'. of t.JK:'s English, ;deparnnerit.:irpm'f: .
(.1981. .\llltil_-1986,,. whert'ihetbecaine'i'
J; dean of.,arts and ,sciences':at-.thef
11.-Ui)iversity o~ Oklahonia:;:,,;/~i::1:'.· 0}
'_._. :.. ,.,_>As',_r·._,·.:'n.gt'·o'n'.'cam·_".•,i' 1p',ia:,.·.•.AilJrtL_,·{)_
!or, '•H=way:is"'secohd'(ohly/f6':.
: UK;?iesident, Charles,s\Vethmgt,'oaj(
.He·1s,-responsible'for;:all'lof-•the·
,'academic programs imdo~tiorisf
"on UK's· main campus;lexcept·:for: ·
· the .UK _Chandler .Medica1··,1•-"'-ter·
',i
1
""-'
'and,medical education_•,p'·rograms·
· :,_11 /
, ,, He:held.a series,~(llJeetiilgs;_a~·,"
·.,
thi~ wee~ to 1-!pda_ emplo~,:
r,.and stu_clen~.on-his agenda.for'.the•
:,cl,e.~.fi.1g_t?,n~~P~,~;;~i.\?iie.i~it'-i;j]
0/

r:

UK

te

f:j ·Robert Hemenway/ cbaricellor.. ofthe',.Univer-j
:sity• of Kentucky's Lexington' campus, .is a:
jfinalist for . the preside,cy: of the: University o~
;~~bras~~<·. i ·_· l~-:;-~-;" , ·•,.:/.
~,t,,ijemenwarl.:, :i_aj native) of. HlistingS, Neb.::;
Ll:.EXINGT0N.H™LQ'.lE/\DER,_ LEXING'[0N, KY,,:MONDi',)'.,lNO.VEM~_E;&l.2@~;
:artd graduate of the Uniyersity ,of Nebraska at/
Firm g·,ves UK $851000 for endowment '
i ,•, . ·... ~-· · ' :,; ' 1 : Omaha .:.... yesterday: said he\
''"'-' · ~ "quite happy".at UK and::
The Lexington law firm of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs has agreed ·
had not been'• seeking other!'
to give the University of Kentucky College of Law $85,000, which
positions:· 1 ·i"y;:·.j !'·•·'• ,,.•• :! . if
will enable the college to establish an endowed professorship. '
'.;,, •''ThO&!' \\.lio1·,ifoilimatedi
The college will use its~ funds to match the gift, resulting in a.
'rife:for·'the.· Nebraska· presi-;'.
endowment of $170,000.
idency: ao' me'·a ·great''honor\
Income from the endowment will be awarded on an annual basis
since: the• University:tof .Nd
to a distinguished member of the UK law faculty. The professorship
braska is•a'majoi: university;\
will carry the name of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs Professorship in ,
' .,/J
as well as!my·alma mater,"-,l
Law, and will provide salary supplementation, research assistance,
\Hemenwav, _Hemenway•said.: ·. ,: _'<, • 1
and other means of assisting the teaching and research efforts of the
mi.H:i/._; uJ,_;': ,_, ·,,t'hhave,\agreed\tot'talk;
holder.
-with, the Nebraska regents,, but: it ,would be i
"The UK College of Law is one of the primary sources of lawyers : ·
;inappropriate for me to say anytning:further at J
that we hire for our firm," said Stewart Conner, chairman of the
!'~i~ ~~~;; ,\~:.::;: ;::·::~ ;~:1:,::~.f:f~;·.;V~-h.:.:it~~f"} - : ·. . .
firm's management committee.
l
\ ·. Hemenway,. a _toP'. 1,JK. adintrustrator:_smce)
"We are very much interested in encouraging UK to maintain the '
'July 1989, said he did not know who nominated
excellence of its faculty and to continue its good job of turning out
h' .· · , '
• · 1 · , · ,,, ....1 · _.4- •: · . · ,
quality graduates."
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,·:.:11t··:>.
.:,'!

. ,._ .. _.,·i'•lf·,f. ...1

.. .'1., ·:--. ,,;.. -::. ..:,;:_,:_-~1i:r') ~t
/3Y;,Andrew;Oppman!!;':/f.i, •_; _;
[~~[fld'.~-~~d~r, st~tt, :,:,;r11_er .'n:•,k:i' -. :f
~· .'fUmvera1ty, of .Kentucky: Pi-esl•t
'-aent Charles Wethington said UK'si:
:$17,50().'a-month contract . with a i
-Washington lobbyist has, not yetf
\bee'!, ren~wed
the,;,;~:><>! j
·:may, not need more help 'ratsmg,
,money for a proposed science and/.
,technology center. . . ' · : . ~•·•. ,
j',:· Wethington said Cassidy & As-\
:six:iates successfully shepherded J
i,UK's, proposal for an' $18:million:!
;Advanced Science•and,;,Technology •.
lCe'nteri-:.-.-known, asi1ASTEC - ,1
it~ugh j, CongrE,SS,L.,:which ;'has';
;-agie~ci_' to. fund, half the project:_/ ,;
·;:,.-- UK's contract.with Cassidy,;ex•'.
(pired,at 1the end,of,October:hlf,.•. ,j
[, ,,i.•\_l\'ethingto~ said ~e believed UK i
,officials,~workmg,,with;_Kentui;ky's
:: congress10nal·,, delegation, r,, could 1
l
asway <;?ngress,;to f:n:ld ~:.f\i!itl two i
lphases:::of' thec;proJect.,without:the,
U1elp._of\the,fobbYisa..,~..,,,;,,l:r-1,:.,'9:.~:<l

peca~,

0
th0:~ ~~~

:~~n_~~
th~~fr~_:~
;financial, standpo~~ y~~"don\ex.',

;confer with the state"s <;angression•:l
,ii-di !~ders be£thore makintractg' Ha _finalhas,
,__ ec1s1_on on, e.C?n ,;, e_. l
(al!l(l asked~ comnnttee sµpemsmg;
fthe technology cent'.::; ~f~~/~r. aj
,recomm~dation.•:.,.., ./:-'!/" , , , ,:
·,:;-C'. "If I make a decis10n,-.notcto,
'ex!e!1d the contr,i~ won't rw,e ?Ut.
,,coll)lng. back ,.,SIX, ..!flonth_s._,.Am~,
'mont?s later,. :and hi;,ing ~t ~;~
\,8?'\1e ~th_f;l" ,-:;; firm,, ~ec;51!1d:,;;· -,,
~-- }'Even though, there.s:· a,·gooa,
'deal of money involved, 1'J'don't·
;_thi~k we ~ught to, rule out the
,.option of being able to employ some
(expertise to he)p·us.":i <;'."',·' '· r. ·,_
, · .UK has·pa1d-the•firf:i,$715,7~:since fonner university President
,O_tis.'A.. Single_tary set.. u~·. the.con:,:
; ·,tract in April. 1987.Single_tary re-:'
111:tiredfromUKmJun_el987and,_~ve:
il',months lat~r, was,hired byC:ass1dyi
l'. as a,,part-time ~nsul!Jmt lf!s, two;,
\',day-a-month. duU~, d:d. n?t_ mcl?d9
LanY~!J.KQ1!S1l~,t.::c,;;,.,·,,,1,,.,~L;;::~

!

·:,:·:Wethirigton· acknowledged'roiiii
[{cem by faculty leaders'ilbout Sing:~
:·: letary's .'post-retirement': -affilation;
[;;with,_the. lobbyists,~.but~said :,tliatl
was "a.whole separate issue';.. iri:his,
f reasoning not to ~edrately;,rene,y.i
· the ·contract
·,.•.. •-"'i; .ii" ,,1:,:. ,;;j
1
think
that
the·iin'ive&i&•i:a~"
1
, been well •served by;the'..coiifracf'1
''
· 0even,,thouglj-,1t-J1as1
· · , _,. ,,. · ·
[;•WI.·th ,:·eass1dy;been ainatter of somiicontrovetsy
,t:·, The science
cenci
fter; which,.might .lie•.ready\by!thei
~)994-95. ·school, year,lwou1d",:oriiig;;
', , together UK scientists·, froni'.c,tlie)
V, robotics, engineering .arid 'co111ptiter,i
l'sdence,fields to work· o6!,researcli1
i,'Jthatcould.
be: used.•.,by,•..industry,,:;i,;cli
·
,.
..1,,. :;. ,._....,
- • ·•• ·,•V ' · · ....
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t

f•"• ·..

,·.
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m®c:i11~w'SJ1-tca
I Choi¢~:-Y¥i IJ.hf u_enc~ ,t.~fq,~m~J
and
,j
I_

I
!-'By, c,t{ad C~rlton• ;: :.;.::.:,;',; ,_>:., ;_ ·::..,, -:·
malre'scor~ o liiririg decisions::
1 c1Jall~e mil)
i'He'.old-Lead_er edu~llon_ writer , ·.. <' ..,'··.' • \ ; Perlµips his bigges_t
I · ,Op:,,Fnday,, sl!'•,peoplej.WlJ!,-.~e, _,,be· persuading teachers,':paren,ts;. stu,1
[·¢rhaps,the mos~ 1ml?Of!811t _decision m,:. dents an_d ·schO<?l administrat?rs .t?.SU!);l
1,Kentuc)cy.education smce the-199!) Edu-. port a multitude of changes m·the way)
)'cation·Refomi Act.was enacted in'ApriL.' : children learn atid 'schools-function. ·. ·!
[' ;' -'.The state'.s first' education?wn:\mis-: •;· . The three candidates for the job:~J
1.sionef,will:b;e selected-fro~•a sqort>ljst"', ': '."'• Thomas.C. Boysen, superintendent_;
cof three natio~lY,rOO?gn~.~p~-: .of San···mego':County,_ Calif,· pub!ic
l tendents; · • _.. :,. : · :--,,: ', .. :: ,-<, . . :· , schools,-an ,office·:that provides _supportj1
f: . ·On: Jan..1.- t!;e ·commISS1on~::.w~1·...-. for ;4;!,. dist)icts, enOOlnpassing.-390,000 I
!,take_'over the•dutie;i,no)V ~onned. b_y, '' .stu<Jen,t\j, :; ;' • . ,· ·., · •· , , .. :•; ", ,_::-•
l !he, el~ed _,supennle!ldent, o~ ,,P_u,b_li.f:,. ··.. · •John-A. Murphy, superinleljdc,nt o~l
1mstruction, ·: ·· / •, •.' ·,•:· .•·•·,•'Prince· George's County Md'-·publid
f'•::·. 1Jie ,co~~i?ner's, :!a5k'\vi1) ,be;fo ;; •~h~ls;'.a ,districtwlfu 1()8,po{) S1!Jd~~--'
,t;ke ,a .Jz3-,\l,1t;9le m;;~elpJ_ng ~\Ztt~chool:, .. • ~-FilhamJ, µ.iry, ~uperintendentp~
'~pc•; ~ , G!ouce:iter, Mass,•P,Ubhc sch09ls, ,a
I patience with Leary's lack- ,of1
\ ~t~~c~ •tui::? lo~
-lti~.JYlfu),(j_(X.tsw.d.ents.;;'::.:.~.,... ' '. knowledge of d(strict policies, :
1~-T-h firs·.·t·~·-"' ·' · '·.' ....:.:;1·\.,; ..'.
I state laws and.daily school,func-•,
, • .• , e
.commISStoner wu ~eQrga·f
,
'
1 . . .·' •,.
1'nize. the' .:state Educaiioii Departmentj
,, tans.
' . ,, .• •. ,· .
I
Learys biggest strength - 1
1'public relations - couldn't out:.j
1
weigh his weaknesses, said Lori .
·. ;_·, I • : .• r, ,,.
,
· Parrish,
board chairmai)••.,._,at the,I•:'
•
,tun e,
,
, ·~.
l
i;:
.,
The criticism is unfair, Leary_. ,
I_sa1..
'd
.
J
. ... •.·--'t
,, ,., • ..t -~ -,
->: ' .: ' ...-1~·
-~
J
. • "In. some places where. I've :J1
· been, some people said, "Aw,,
. Leary, you're just ,a P.R. -mim,'0 (
t.
-.: ".,
--~
'. he said. "And I said, 'No. I'm a;
man who wants to tell a positive;
story about education and inspire 1
1
-. others to succeed."·
· • ,
'
' '
',
t '
.....
I
Leary said his ·departure was :
By Chad Carlton
i' prompted . by .. shifting political ·
Herald•leader education writ8r
,
tides on the board. Some of the '.
William J. Leary
1
Fifteen, years ago,. Williai:n;
members who hired him were ;
Leary left . the Boston pubhc .·,
ousted in elections and didn't 1
: Age: 59
schools after leading the 60,000share his visionary approach, he :
student district through a strife- ·
J said.
· '
·
. '_,;
Education: bachelor's
tom era of court-ordered desegre- .
His
ideas
and
style
would
be 1
degree, Boston ; College;
gation. ,
well-suited for the Kentucky edu- !
master's degree, Boston
Two years ago, Leary left
cation commissioner.. job, · Leary : '
State College; education
Broward County puilic schools
said. ,
'
.
.
;
doctoral degrees, , Boston
· - a 162,000-student system in
,. • Among his strengths, Leary !
University and Harvard
Fort Lauderdale, Fla - after
- said, he has a· strong and varied .I
Unive!'.Sity.
,
board members strongly criti- ·
experience in•·' urban and· rural;,
ci2ed his perfonnance and spent
Recent . experience:
', schools, leadership in desegrega- .
$138,000 to..buy out his contract..
superintendent, Gloucester,
i: tion and proven success. in get::)
Mass.; ;schools, April 1989
Now Leary is back home ..:.... ,
., ting public support for schools. ·
to present; education· conleading a money-strapped, 3,600- ·
i: __ His. biggest _weakness?-C:'.'!.
sultant, Boca Raton, Fla,
student system in Gloucester, ,
::· i;.-obably work a .little too hard," •;
July 1988 to April 1989;
Mass., just up the coast from his .
~ T ...,, ..... -~-~d Ga
I
. Boston.
,
:'· ~ ] ' , ~ •; -~.
l! • •
.
' . i
superintendent, Broward
native
, . 0,,
:, : If named comm1ss1oner, Leary,,
County, Fla., schools, 1984
"There's no ladder of success
"' said his initial priorities would :
to 1988.
·
that says if. you go to a big one,
include carrying out school-ba!\ed .i
1
'
you're better or something than 'if
• decision making; helping schools j
-· Other: Enjoys power
you are · running a little ,.one."
1 develop strategic'plans and build- I
walking, swimming, watchLeary said.,_
· . •·
;, ing widespread public .support_',.. ;
ing Boston _Red Sox games:
Leary, 59, has a'national repu· . "I want to get to the grass,_,
tation in education circles as an
Leary left Broward County in .
roots level,''. he said: "I want to 1
inn?vator, a long-ra~ge plan~er,_ 1 July 1988 after four years at o!le
meet with · , students, parents, 1
~ idea_ man and an 1mage-bmld- . of the nation's largest school disteachers,_principals."
,
mg whiz.,''\_ ,
~ ·. )
• ,, ,
~
:
His ·, showman style · has ,
1,,,, tricts.
"Hfs •· very - flamboyan~ '
Leary was hired with' the hope .
; played •.'well in Gloucester, said .
Glouce:iter School Board .C1!3m that he could improve the dis· Clifford Brooks, president of the :
man Rtchard Josephson. said 1.~,a trict's lackluster image, raise test ..
' Gloucester Teachers Association.
recent newspaper Iarticle. · Id , scores and curb the student drop- ·
Leary brought a number of·:
classify him as an outstanding out rate. ·. . '
. . .
innovative and experimental pro- ·,
politician."
. ! :·: I.• ;_' ' L; . After.
\,cad, board_ and:
l grams with him to Gloucester, !
But S<!me people v.:ho have community members seemed sat;
~ including o_ne devised by a Har:_·.
worked with htm say his_ talents isfied with Leary's perfonnance. ·
f :, vard psychologist· that identifies. 1
end there.
·· ' . · " He sparked excitement in schools
· young children's best skills and,,
''He's a showman, very outgo- 1 with visits in which he read to
nudges them toward that career ;
, ing, strongly opinionated, very elementary .. students or·; sang
direction.
· .. _, .
. •. · :;:'·,
political," said Toni Siskin,. a, choruses of Irish folk songs. · . ·f··,
"His strengths· are in innova' :
Broward County board member.,, · Dropout and retention rates·•
lion and new ideas," Brooks said. . ;
Leary can't handle .the nuts. . remained stable despite signifi-'. :Leary summed up his· man-::
and bolts of running schools an~ 1cant enrollment increases. And
'·"agement style in a Miami Herald-i
lacks political courage to
Leary got good -marks from the ,
article about him two years ago.'!
·difficult or controversial· deci- teachers union. ' . ; •· .'· . ·
.''There are.leaders.and there·•,
, sions, Siskin said;;~.,; . :• '., ".:
But in his :fin~( t\v~ y.
. 'are managers,'' Leary said. "I am '1
I
k''
h h' "'I•
. I
I
l-. •.":'He)ikes ~o ~ls_~~. ~ .. a~il.boar!LEiemQerS-saidsthey -!~]
:;obviously, a lead~:~ith~~V}S_i~!(,~
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; ·:. 'i "Some :_of'! the ; 'people I've ; · plans_ -aiid1_tl)ought. Boysen ·was,:
worked with would like someone, :right for.'the task. "';,., ., ..•, ; ' •.:,. ..
w~o's ~ little more !_aid back," he• ' ,, ,''I~ ~-thJy•v~ ciearedith~~
·_5:<11d. "Im pretty 0 ';~nted to get- froaaway,:and,~need someone to i
}~g th~ ,york done. . . , , : _.iliive ~ down _it," ;_J3ernd ;,_said'. ;:r
1i·_,.: Bernd, th~ San Marcos super-_ don't kno)V_anyo~:W~O.~\Ild,be:•
•,mtendent, said he had been read-·1 better,than Boysen,n,,., ., · . , 1·;,; · A
about
,hng
. .,.....
--~-- ~··. .Kentucky's
. -~-· reformi L_ .. ~;-.. ~~\~~~'~;~~L.'.t.:&;.._'~

Boysen:
Te-st·,··ng ·, _· ,_ . ,_. , .-.
i,. :.
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And 'Boysen has a lot of
Stanford Calif" graduate·
~ . ,f ...1·_, •• , .~-~
r.,;,,'t.: H1• ~',}J~ :
:i._:. i
~llowers. . .
.{"•'\',;:, _.,:.. ;,, ';-;degree; Makere;/universi-; , ,By Jamie Lucke. ,:·, ,·ni) r1, '. ·.·.·.- ·:!f:-· ·,· .· . , ;~---~>._
.·.'.!,-_;,,,·
. "He's such' a can-d0, hands-on 1,.ty, · Kampala, Uganda; eciu• , 1 .'Herald•leader education writert;ir 1:,J, ·
0
·
d
th £ l
... cation doctoral degree, Har:,, , •· · '
·
h
·, ed ·' John ·A. Murphy;•.. ,,.,;:;-;
~!ih1ge_:ih ·;_;vard University.,._\, . !,,, , ,· • ,tem:;:n i!t~an~~ rjo~ast ·,::,.,. "i,;f.~;"}'::·\11
rou:: said Carole.Teall, Boysen's.
•
spring,·: officials -.in> '-'Prince
•·Age· 55· ,· .. ·.· "' r•,c,,,,
tssistant superintendent·"He's so ;. , supen·
R~n~~Jenr°,-x~li~~ge~ ;'
George's· County; Md., offered a · ·, · , ,', '.- \'.·.: ·-7/• ~- '.\-'; 1
nspiring, you don't. want to let
10-year contract and $45,000 raise
·~-•Education: bachel<ir':of 1 :
iimdown.",,,
...: . . . · , County,Calif.,schools,1987:
to keep him.
·.· ,
. _... :•science;-''North~·:Adariis.f!
Boysen, 49, 'is superintendent ·•to present; superintendent,
Murphy, superintendent since.· ; (MassJ Sta~e':College;,lllaS'.>,
,f San'· Diego , County ·public . Conejo Valley-,
Unified
.1984,
had overseen. a· dramatic, .,_ter of',educatibn;·Universitf':f
••hools, an office·that coordinates
-School Di strict.,_. Ventura ·
d · h · be!
eel ,•of Massachtisetts;,doctor ,ci(i§
~ variety of educational and ad, ,County, Calif., l9SO,to 1987"' • =o~;ste!, ~/ ;he e:s;::of.' ,
~!,f'.:' .
hinistrative: 'programs for the · · •, ·. • '. · · ' ' · '· ,;, ,,. · ' '' ' Washington, D.C. ;.: ·, , ,
" ',. . :-re,,,: ,, ., ,,;:,, , .i·. ;r -;\.,'.:;;_ ,;:. ;,. ,
aunty's 43 ,school distri~ts: and , _,1 , Other: Enj6ys'•hunting·'
_,., Ronald Reagan, had praised: ,. ·,._. Recent:-,,,expifrleilce:•s·,
ive community college d1stncts:: · and basketball.
Murphy's work and Roger Mudd ;. superintendent,<·,. :;::Prin'cei,.
The office has no legal author-· I'
'· ; had showcased it on a public· .. George's County, ;Md.; 1984·.'· ·
ty over school ,districts, each of · ! · ·'·
'' · ''
television special about education . to present;, Maine1,Town,," , .
vhich has ·its ,own. superintend-, •.·,· ;':, · ·
.. : refonn.- ,.. · ·. · ·•.,-;·--: ··· , , , .
,,._ship,;Park}~idge, Ill:;•·1981f,',,
~t :rhe,offi~_provides help Jo:
"He's· ~ery li~ble, persoiFJ ''': Local'-1:iusiness· Ieaders·\vei:e .. -:84; -~Wake .. ,County,;:.,N.C-;.·, ,
l!stncts, especialli: ~maller,pnes, ·able,'' said Harry Weinberg,- su- 1 .eh~puraged because developll!-ent" ,·_,1976'81; 1,Bridgewa~,~~•~,,
uc~ as teacher ffil:Inmg semmars,
riritendent of_· valley Center) .. no,_ -longer ·.. bYP~ '. P,nnce., 1•. , tan,· NJ,; 197/i--76,fi,,,.c:i :,;t,,,~r ' ,
um_culum .. planning, -d:Ug, pre-_· ,. peUni'fied Schoo·] Di'stn'ct,_,·,,,"He's also'•_;! , Geo_rge's .· County_,: m,·. fa_ vo,,r . ·,.. f,,·, :1:;, . ;:,h;J. -,'. r. >J:. · '. :. 4i .
:--Other:·enjoj'.S
golf·and,~--:,
•~ntm~ and stud. ent testi ng, . ; :\no,nonsen.se,:- very· goal-oriel)led,'. . neig.hbonng ' ~1:1?,1~Iti~ ,'.)w._,1th, :__. ,,,1
, wati:hing''his.',
sofi,'.,Sean,·--.·a'
,.J ''
, Without J!<>Wer f~rce,_Boy llrelentless and focused.'' -,,,~. '',: -better; schools._;'.· , . •,, ;: .. :,,.
,
•
en has ccnvmced d1stnct super,,
·. , .· · .. J
''",:'"" •·,:,'--'But the idea> of .a. 10-year'.
_high'··ischool,.?sophoino~~;~-.
~tendents that his visions. will .' -,-c?.~.has ~~ullto&J:~~1;:~~/~- : ,"rontract'and huge rais,(for Mur-:, ' <Juart~bac~ PTa.r.Jootlla_!~ ;J .
1elp the ccunty's-'390,000'•:stu-- impr9\'.l!lg_~_. ~-a 1-... ~phywasjusttoomucliforavocal. . ''
'., ,{,>·, . ':,,.•'.• · .
1
lents learn more and succeel:!.. ; ! ':' ,Boy~~: d!b~u~ra:c;a~.• -group,of parents. They ~~ed:the' the test_ scorcs::,voufd-go UP,•. ¥Y.:11
"He doesn't hav~ any authon•;. ·:~~: er.. : , ,- -. . . . .
•glare• of his good pubh!='!Y, ~, ·emph_as1s .~ '::.be;n':'on .qiJl1lity!
rover us at all," said Mac Bernd,
. P Y ., : .,-... ,
, ,,-1 concealing the underachievement teaching, but•you ve ,al'Yll~•got{
uperintendent of· San Marcos. ' ·,..':IJike "fo)!:have"••evel')'.'bcxl_y; of:, black· children,· , especiaUy' :your,critics!i ;:•i:·(,;:;~ ·,:i?\"~0 fi4
Jnified School District. .'',_., t": ;,. 's!iare the same visio~ ·or'stn\te~ci males.:·t ;.-, ' , -' .
' , ','·' : . _-'.'. :·,:, -As; part!of1a,Marylan'd; Fl)m•j
· "W_e didn't have t? use any of·, plan as _much as poss:ble and give• •,.' · "I think hii. 'biggesi:fail\iJ'e -i~'-, mission; Murphr:said ·he·r~'!i:}
is ideas" Bernd said. "But.we people.a lot of runmng room to he tried 'to claim success too mended- abohshmg;standar_d1zed.,
.id, beca~se they ~ork," . •· •' · get their:part ofit ,done,'' Boysen.1 soon:' 'said Alvin Thorntoil", ·a :, tests .. ariq::._repfa_cing :;th~;;,'-':itp~
Boysen's biggest accoll?pli_sh- ,said, •. , ·
, 1 ,
~, · ·
parent_" and Howard· University., better m':"sm:es. of leanung;,•,: •' J
1ents have, l_ieen champ1oll!ng i'.· 'But Boysen doesn't sit on the~ professor· wh? 1!as·,. head~::a;··: , ~esa1d h~,was,the.first•,~i~~:i
eforms in testmg and measunng 'sidelines . . , ,
.
:. ,. . school desegregallon· momtonng
.. · d1stnct to raise, the need_,t(!.P,J?:~.;
tudent_achievement, a kei: c6m. ,_.. ', ,_t
ccmmittee.i _,_, \ •:. · · ,• vide_mor~;~elp for;?lackmales:J
1
,anent m Kentucky educallon re--_ · ·1•1 Just·r~ll my sleeves up,~d-, · ',Murphy turned down the 1lu' 1 •• 'About ,two:thirds .: of !;-tlie,,
)rm. .
,
·
\
get right m there,". he said~· crative ccntract. made it clear he I 108 000 students in:the'<lisirict's';
F"6r three years, he led a state "That's the. quickest·,way to fmd
would look.elsewhere ancl sperib{· 173'.schools are black. Whitefana'l
isk force that devised new as-1 out what's going on."
· .,;
week ii1 seclusion. , .. ':•·· ,::t' blacks were· fleeing'':to ·privafo"';
essment methods. In 1987(,he .::, ,.Boysen has' ~iade a lasting ,.. ,"T~e.criticism quite·~onestl~,'.; 'schools;: P!ognJall.,:said,:;~ore/~;j
\arted a progran:, no~.u_sed_ ,by_ •change in San Diego, said Marty hurt h(m, He felt he ~~sn t appre-,i syste~ of.,magnet,schools,_i!,11d_:a11\
1ore !/Jan IOO Cahf?rn1a d1stn~ts;,; Block, president of the San Diego· ciated:for -all the :thm~ he has·; array, o~ -•~othe~:· ,P~(l:l',~~~
hat s1mphfies testmg and ra1ses:_County;,Board of Education and ,done mthe system,'',sa1d schoo!:\·s~edc,1,,::\,!{.':.'1~·-:~;1,; .:•:th
tand,:rrds.. ··., · ."·
·;;
:assistant dean of San,Diego State board:member S=nne Plo~~:1 \ ,,,_ Murp~y ~!d,_tpe,goa!\w,<!s;~i1, San Diego's efforts have pro-: University's College i,f Education,
-~ former !eacher.- •' ,_-., '.'.' :., .:''··/,':/, ~ke t_he si:hPol'syi;ten1;,''.COil)P<;ti:~
luced.a marked increase m how_,.-,:.
.
.
"Looking back"to:where'we•· tive-with the-most·affluent-wh1te·.
nuch·students learn, Boysen said.~ · ·'.'The ccunty education °ffi<;e. w~re before he came, no one cin"' school system in· America and ·do''
:hat success can be duplicated in' had a lot of good pe_opl~ but it .say the man 'hasn't made major it,in a, five-year· period;,And-'\ye;
:entucky, he s;iid._, ,· '• · · ;·"·,:"/ didn't,,have a lo\ 0 (, d1Tecl!on and . strides ·for our , school system/ did it''.,:-!!:,; -:Ii.'!-,¥,, ·,.,y~-,_•:C·· '.·"%
. :~ysen_said he had·the" skills _.focus,_
th ~lock _said. ~om brough'. . ,This notion '!'!a( _the· test sc~res;· _- .. · Before_ ·(coming·i"Jti/;f:j'!i:f
nd __expenf;'l~,_to, /!la~~ ,_.Ken:; ,us, a\
, , , , .\ :. :, , .. ,_ ·and· a,Iot ·of, h1s-•reforn:5 are Just_, -Q,orge's :· County;•)M~~Y• ,:w,as;r.
~~~y's -~p1t,1ou~ _re_f~rm~,.work ' ":Boysen's, qliipges,''didn'.t__ sit P-?. tools is hob'Yas~•--•Pl_~~.. sliperintenden~c;of :Mamr ·T~wn::::
,-:'·,:lj~hare: •*e -~vision ,,?f,J~e' ,well with everyone. In' an ann1:1~l: said.•\:,!,;.\ ,r,l '·: ,>; "''•;/•':•:',•, :,', ·.,ship sc~ools~1!1. :~K;/o1~~ ,;;~;,1,
eform·movement1 · ~ysen:sa!d-~. .'survey; 1·several · managers cnti• \ .{, :·l Murphy ."had · prom1sed::.iliat',_ near Chicago,,,!ci'.' ·::/ :,c.),;·l ·,~,.y;,r, :.::i
I'm_ ;ve_ry,-enth,us~ll.c_;_,a_b;?~\ '}ts I cized Boysen for' ~king ~hang~ a_clJievement ,"tes_t.' scores,c. woul1t \ ;:~ Bcid~';,'ffii.'i·:f;/l ;o~W;\tl¥i
1
iatures.1,ve,been active 1r.i-selve1r•. :. too .:.quickly and 1mposmg' hIS.jl :~se from th~ 50th-to _15th percehn- ',: merger'ofclty'aitdc:oui!ty
schoolsl
I ?f th~.1 ~~-. -P~~ .~ Y,;J ·.policies ·on a veteran.staff.,. ;c:,:,,_ ~ •tile.,-Th_ey. did, but some:_tea~ ~ .,_.. · '.Walil{ County\sii~nterident1
~ting, wh1ch,1s•gomg to~ the,, .
. , · ·. · , •. . :_. complamed of'pressure, to ,driJJ,,,~
, "'NC.,<,-;.,""; .. ,.. ,,_,-;,
eystone."·• ··" '•.' •. '
'··. • ;· :,1,,,;.'.'.There .are, ~~-he.~n•,00 ~ :children ·and· "teach-the tests!'i ,-U "~--Ral~ig,,,,.. ·· ,;": :i.r-1\'.,P-,;,i·~,il/:
·, ·
•
• k-'; accused··of. speeding~ !JYjng..to
,
-.
,.
. M, •h,.,., t,He left Rale1gli m ,uerrudstof,.1
'. Boysen IS an energetic, qu1c '., fmilk ccikn, to' .' k!y'" 1Beml '"?-':."That's:., a , fallacy,':',' urp YI ·' 'investigation into' ·a:ccusations'l:
1iilki?g. leader w~o is, good· at.; l •·/-~,
}<,;, /!':If... ',·;·.. ,::·· :' said.' •We,put a sq-on(eipJihastsJ, ~the had •~gro;"m:a conflictl
1
lan~n!f, g()al-setti~ and; com.'j, , :,~ .. 11 .<,, ...· :,-j::.,• , :.,:,--'•,-,'/ .on everybcxly to.teach k10;5, ~t if:,; f·. irifetest'b' ,,;hiriil' "i:bnsultiilg,1:
1un1cating,f accord1r.ig (?,.th~se,1 ,5~;/J8?~11:~-;c~C~~<?:,Vl~ges,[ fcl!ie_,-' ~th~y- ~r~,,taught approp~a~ly;~:
'.,for'
rho· have"worked
with h1m.i·•"'/~
J:nomt. ...:·1-~-•
;.,:,"'•""... ;:<J
.~)f..... ,,..,,,.,,.
,,_,,., .,,·,y,">~
. ' ,.- '
,
S.,. · ..,l,c.,,.~, ·; "~;"'··. ·•·•• . •
....., · ................
~~:Li~.:!;t.~
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By DEBORAHYE'ITER'::,;.·~-!-_".,·_/;ai_;;i_',/.
but-because
on·.the,environfb'u'ildup..,m'··ne·ce· ·e-·r'"a"t~th•e~"~"e·~i
.,,
.,'I
,.·~
,
,t-•,,.,' ~,)·'• ,. ;,
. h ·-· ··-of hls,yjews
. . d ·1·d
C ._
'
• ., •
••
l"'l."U
0
~__ Staff Write-_r-,-:.-,_•-,'- ,, ... ,._. ·_. ·_ '-:: ! -,i,_:_-:;:~_::• -_ ·_·: m_ent;·t e_, eco_n_om
_ y _an - _so_ I,- waster_11\em:· ; B_ uilA_,.rt--~ in_ 1..o·uisvill-.e_ -_- \l;,,,;,/f,·c >
inb.

if_)·. J :;_,-;~- ..~~~:\_,:~-')~:-·~-y. . ~,!.-_·:.~~i?:/~>:\ •;~~?--~\~.~

,~~ers S~id::,;~::::·/· '".: ~ ~ --. ~~~~~\:··:· :... ., ,:·•.:it~'~ \: ~-Al~:of'Students~·on·,ttjJ tf~f t-.

. ·• College·c~puses may no longer oe'liot:. r,Toe group ~s formed_.10.-years.~go·-at•
,-b~s of·actJVJsm, but· a- nationa(student' ;Ke~t State Umvers,ty_b¥ srudents trying to
· group that met' at the University of Louis- - reVJve Some of the acl!VJSm that' swept cam·ville this weekend hopes to change· that,., 'pusesJn the 1960s, said Kim F~icke, 11 Chi·,'·.,Members of the Progressive _Student.Net-· cago schoolteacher _and orgaml!!r for the
,work~- mostly students from the Midwest group. --About_ 20 ·campuses".a!'Ound·· the
,-.•met Satu~day and yesterday to Icy to .,country are members·of the grQup, which
drum up, excitement about causes· ranging , Feicke said acts as a national network. : -_
from geltin~ U. S. soldiers-out ·of the Middle · ·- She acknowledged that a more conservaEast to getting the CIA off campus. , .-,. _ --live climate, plus a shift in focus for most
Members are: also involved with homo; - students now primarily :concerned with
.~exuals' rights, _economic justice, minority graduating and getting a job, makes it a lit-,
1ssues and OJ?position to sexism, hate
tie tougl]er to win recruits: -, ,,;, " :,
;
groups ~nd raCISm. ,
·- :: ;, '--",,, __ .
·-"It's a strugg!e- certainJy·students are
- Sporting bandannas and berets boots -more conservative and more'.orientea toand backpacks, the group ·of ab~ut ·200
ward a degree and getting ahead,'! she said:
g~thered at_ U of L's new student center to
·· But the rece,:it military buildup in the·Perdis~s h?w to convert more students to
·• sian Gulf seems to be generating'
the,r multiple causes.
new interest in the group, she said.
Some b~tl~d. at the suggestion that apa''We've really seen an upsurge," ,,; .'.
thr, - not actiVJsm - reigns on campus.
: :How to protest U.S. invcilvenient J
· We. had a rally last week for Gatewood
in, the gulf was a major topic, par•.·.,
G~lbratth and_ 1,000 p~ople s~owed up,"
tidpants said. Tuey _discussed how1
said To~ Pearce, af_fihated with U of L's
to· spread their message of opposiProgre~~1ve Stu_dents. '?hat's ·a thousand •
'ti<)n as well as how.to"organize and.
people. Galb_raith, a Lf:xmgton lawyer b~st iI
hqld demonstrations;'they. said. '.:.:
kno~ for ~IS pe~nmal calls to legalize
· Christine Jones 'co-leader' -'ofi
maniuana, IS runrung for govemor. 0 The
u' fL' g
:l ·1 ·,-,, · · b' ·
Progressive Students don't necessarily su . ~ s roup, sa, I s ,- mem ers
-, P- _
: and other l?cal pea1;e groups plan a 1
Port him because of th e maniuana
1Ssue,
.demonstration agiµI!St , the_; !J:oopJ

i:ainp1!5·&e •getting involved":,she
,.. 'd.' >:,·.-,;. :'.·- · . ·.':•:;_,::;:,•·~---·;
', ~-IP . : < ---., ' ,. f •,- • - ' '. ·.. · -• • -· '
V,·~-' workshops .. and ,~cuss,on;
_grou~s, ~e ~~mbers als,o discu~s~d. i
1hoY?.,;to..~~~ID191!te sexism_ W)~m 1
Jhe_i;yrga!lJZation, how to provtde 1
.better__._11cceptan.~e of homo.sexual i
~emlie,:s -~~ how to _reco~e the_'
: _pervas1v~-- ;influence. of white ~u-;
prem~cy-m everyday life, accordmgl
,t?, melJ!bers'.reports at a fmal ses· s10!! resterday afternoon._ Three P~~
.~stinian_stu~e_nts attending Amen-;
can,:umvers1ties presented work-•
shops on their people's continuing
c~nflict ,with Israel. ·. . ' .
:/
,;_"Everyone was very supportive,",j
said, Mike Babu, one of the Palestin-1
-'ians, He_ attends DePaW University,
~ C~iC_!lgo: __ ,
I
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.WKU. pla~ to r~nk progra~s for:.funding:
·causes a · st1·.a.:_;
-r.:.
,., '

l Associated Press
,.,,,

::~ill
not say specifically_what Pro:~
,:grams will get low priority, said VII'-,<

.

• ,,· ·, .· ' t .,,.
,.. ,','.;,.'-·-

;,
·:-1

: ., BOWLING GREEN," Ky. -Western Keil-'
I tucky ,.University's, plan for ,funding' pro:.-·
l gramsiaccording to their future importance '
1,to the school has some people.up in arms.
~,. , At the top of the school's proposed strate- ,
•. gic plan are teacher education and biology.
JUnder .. the. plan, which was •a year in the
,_. making,. ,those programs would be in line
· for a greater share of money_in the future.·!
, • Ranked below those two are about 50 un- :
, dergraduate majors _and, 30 master's pro- ,
grams. Some would be de-emphasized,
' while others would be strengthened.
. Near the bottom of the priority list were
I-anthropology and vocational education.
, However, the rankings may change. Toe·
'. plan is being reviewed by Western's vice
presidents and deans, and they could sug: gest that .some programs be _ranked higher
,.or lower.. .. . . , .
.,
, ,., ., .A final proposal is expected to be presented to Western's regents at the end of
this month.
.
. .,,,. _, , . :· · .
;l· Western also is reviewing all· of its budg,- ets in conjunction with".he long-range plan-·
, ning. However, Ifie budget review may not
, be finished until mid-December, according
:, to Fred Hensley, director of public informa-'
·; tion. i- 1 • ~ ·•
,,·
• ._
·· ... The plan contained 30 pages of recominendations. They include starling a doctor' al program, involving the_ entire c~mp!:'s in
. upgrading teacher education, cons1denng a
, degree program in engineering, and drop- ,
- pin~ plans to ~e~ve t~e master's program in ,
1· business adrrurustration.
: ._
I,,, The document also calls for a review of
,:athletic programs, which ranked low in im,; portance. '
.
.
.. .
The state Council on Higher Education .
:- ·has,!ong suggested that each public univer• ,
· sity in Kentucky develo~ this kin~ of _prior. ity list. Western is the first to finish its review.
-· · /f:· .,,.1 1'i..• •. ,•h >~ ; ,
,. "Strategic planning at other institutions
has focused more attention on what_ will be
: emphasized and less· on what will be de-,
emphasized," said Gary Cox, the council's
executive director.
,
· Morehead State plans to have a· similar'
list drawn up by next July, but that school

:,·
,"It's mych ~ierm~tto do~tof/ ·
, th ese things, ,he __ said; ·"You Just:

• ginia Wheeless, director of plan-_,]
"'nii\g · institutional research and,
~i\Val~ation. there.; .. _
C\ • -~ , -~
,., Western's plan was 'intended to,
,, unite students and faculty, but sonie •,
t,say. it will only drive wedge into.,
<:11\e.'.academfo C01!1Jllunity:· _ _ , ,. . _·;
, , "If we were going through a pen-.
•·:od like we·were a few years ago, 1-,
'.. coµldseek'nockingoffafewareas,"'.
2~aid Professor Willia_m.Floyd, h~ad_;
of the home-econorrucs and family, living department, referring' to the•
'lean years of falling enrollment in 1
the early' 1980s. "But.. we're in a
growth cycle." ·
Western's enrollment increased'
; inore than 3~ percent'~ the late
, 1980s; and higher-education fund' ing from the General Assembly also
: is on the upswing. , ', ,. ,:. . , . ,
'.'-'_, But Pre~1dent Thom~ ~eredith,,
'who appointed •the corrumttee •that•.•
1•
made the recommendations, said,
' _th1: process _would help,the school-:

, feed everyone a ])_1ttance an~_-k~p-J
most people happy, ·and the mstitu-J
1,tion stays at a certain leveI:aruf'd~-1
r:P?t a~ce beyond that _level.": ·:- ·-l
_, But _one program ;that ~ - m ;
[·,the lowest tiei-of-theplan
pui>-i
: lie rela~ons, aJieldJtwhich ~est'i
i • em has one of only -Sllt" acctedited,
' programs in the ·country;,_~-.. . . i
/': ''We put so·much··work into'it,•
'_' and now t)tey',re}ellirig _IIS:it's notl
, _really that 1n1portant to .the imiversi- l
~- ty;"- said, Tina Howarc(:i:public~J
!' relations major.'She. said the-rank:j
'· ing "was. kind of devastating" · ,,.
1': _Meredith said he :has 'ask~ ihe·(
c· regents to delay action on the stra-1
(•tegi~- plan until the'.'.school's vice':
· presidents and deans go ·through it· "line by line." He also·. said"he
;··would
'to get commimity. input:
:· before , iplpleinenting: the-, recom:!
,..
d ti"
- ··-- · ,,., '-" , ... ,_-_ ·
~ men a ons.
- 1n1onnat1on was also ga!lroreii'by" ' --: staff writer Cynthia c,.,.;,,iey. -~•-;,·.:,,, .. ;
1
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·'Ty·ra·nn·ical ·machines·'\\~
:rule educatiqn,,.~tudy'.~ay§:·j
:~·•._1''"""'•:1
!

..

: ~.

. ..-· •, . ~. ··.· ~,· ,;.:,...
tions from the' high scbool'curiicu,
! WASillNGTON,~.Traditional !um. Jl!ow, Cheney'said;'the,SAT;
! methods of training'teachers, test-' tries-to avoid.testing•whaf students
: ing students and selecting_ text'.- have'Jearned about subiects,sucb as'
rbooks are so flawed they may derail history and_ literature.- _', ,, .. i ·- ,, --· i •
creative eff?rts to improve learning, :• Cheney said ·_an '.alternative to;
1, a report said yesterday._ .'
-. the SAT-would'be,to expand the
[ , Lynne V. Cheney, chairwoman • use ·of ,the National } ~ , t -O~
1of the National Endowment for the - Educational Progress,-saymg it-was
· Humanities, used a required con- ,the _sole assessment t<X?l that is hiitl_i,
• gressidnal,report to harshly criticize nationa~y ,:epresenla(!ve·-and com·
i basic U.S. educational practices.
·. prehens1ve m calculating w~t ,U~.,
; Cheney called the practices "ty• studenti: know and can do-~
, rannical machines,".a phrase coined ous subJect areas. . ..;,.1::,.1° ..,·. •_:.
' by ph\losopher William James to
Donald Ste~ president6f the
· describe methods that become-coun- · College ,Board, which oversees_ the.1
, terproductive and, resistant , to SAT, took issue with Cheney's'OS:·,
1 change'. once established on a large
sessment-of the test, stressing:she'.
i scale. i'., . - ,- .· '. · _- "makes_- some thougbt;proyoking_
:
'.fhe report cited-"the Scbolas~c , and some .extremely qu~tio~_ble1
: Aptitude Test as "an almost classic statements, ___ .. , ..;•~-',;-_; i:,J_';. .••l
:_ example" of a tyrannical machine., Amo , tht 'nimfeious,recom~
:: "1)'rannical 1:111chines dominate · men_dati~, Chen_e~; sai~, ,t?' f;·l
, Amencan education and have con., ,_ -'
,. : · ',. -,···•" ' ,.-·d·l
i tributed~ to, its_ failures,". Cheney . •,• Prospective·· ,teac_hei:s:,:~h.oiiJ ,j
I said. "the most effective
fo_ r . ~ ab!~ to _cboos__e pa. tbs to·~-caa1_
f dealing_with tyran~ical _machines is : lion diff~t;.fr?m _t!tli ~ditlonal
-to provide alternative systems and . one. ~ Will bnng diVet;¥1\}'.",~·~e
'to ensure that people can choose ----:, ;• teaching lorct,; .allo?'; co~~nsi
and choose wisely-· among them.". of teacher traimng tecbniq11e;;,;_andi
:
: encourage schools of, education_ to;
t !'or this rea~n, Cheney said , improve their progranis :in order to'
chmce - all~Wing students and ·compete.
,_. "• · . :-_ ".,--;•,:J
, parents to deode :,vhere to attend,
_ : ._ ·
._ <- •• -..., '·•:a ,
, school - is "one of. the most
• Those _involved ·II\ textbook:
, promising ways of dismantling ty. · selection. should make.: use <:>f !ext-1
rannical machines and revitalizing book revt~ws _done by'scholars 8-!ld;
Lthe schools." ; , ,· _,:, ·. _. ·· , , i '.',,teachers ..m: the _fie:~ to-~~~,/~:)
;l The SAT•, descn''bed · by the fonned chmces.
' · , 1f. , ·· ,_, - ,,J
.
• , . , • -.J·•. -,', . --1-. ,.~,..
•report as the1 centerpiece of, -our, . _- • Colleges ..: and;> 'imiversities:
'educational system, filled an iinpor-, should' develop alternative 'paths.toi
'tan! need when first devised in the·· ·recognition and reward, paths'tbat'
}1920s '.}vhen ~fficials.- wanted. to , emphasize leathingi as ~t!U_as 1
•detach college entrance exanuna-<,·search.-; -- ., · ·---~: _ ; .', '',
::Associated Press , ,
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- · · w-~
d. ffl' ~ ·· .
Sdeact IAd Tiectiflddlr :"'~ ~1!eiiden.Fofd. ~Sen·

. ~ ~ -~
~DfOi~ iaid tliat.
•'
I• Qllldl.,~ e l '. were
~
F"irst, termer UK PNlldeQt ~ when ~ - _ ... _ ~ offldal.s ,
Singletary, who hired' the. ffim.c "'"il,om two
But that wu
joined Cassidy & .Assdclkt~.1., u a tfle Dist ~ c t he bad with them. .,
part-time senior consultant shortly· U. S. Rep. Hal Rogers also vague-.
after bis retirement from the J>.~ lY, remembered being contacted by
dency. That called the firm's lliring the firm ooc:e. .
'.
into question. and prompted the , '"Thi questioll ~ whether we~
Senate Council. UK's ~ ~ would i..ve gotten that money with- ·
grou~. to send. a memorandum to out them is not a, question that one
Wethington asking that top-level ad- can really answer outright," said ,
ministrators be _prohibited from Wlmberly Royster, a UK profeSIOI':
such empl_~ ent_Ul the ~ture. The overseeing the center's develo~:
requ~ still 15 being reviewed by a ment. "But we got the money, and
COlllIIllttee.
that's what counts:•
Second, ~~ougb Congress 8;110Royster said Cassidy & Associates;
cated $9 million for UK's project was instrumental In helping lJK ·.
this year, many believe the . school draft its proposal and establish
could have gotten the money on iia Washington contactJ He also said·
own. Employing Cassidy has cost the firm kept track the legislation:
UK $17,500 a month.
and kept UK offlciaIJ- abreut of its·
"There's a real division of opinion p ~ .
·
about whether you need these kinda . "It's sort of hard to say exactly'
of lobbying_ firms or whether._
wbla, they've done,' Royeter said.
don't," said Cwyn. Bralt.
"If JQU ,r,11111ted to .taint out one pat- ·
Council chairwoman.
_
tiadlr thing that they did that actu- ·
"But I know the council
ally caUSld U1 to get it. you couldn't
pleued wtb ~ )
• do that It wu a wlillie tot o f ~
sion to refteW' _..., w
workfrw tOl'lber.':

of K.enbiJ4y 1 b!l,S not yet re- ~ . the contnctlau been

newed its coatractwtth a W~- cized on two from.

1laD-bued lobbying firm, raising, the
~ ot whether the tltm's servi£el have been worth the approximately $700,000 UK has paid.
According to spokesman Bernie
Voaderheide, UK President Charles
Wethington said the university may
no longer need the help of Cassidy
& . ~ e s in getting congressional allocations for a proposed science
and technology center.
Vonderheide said Wethington is
still reviewing the contract, which
expired Oct. 31, and will make a fi.
nal decision about its renewal after
talking to Kentucky's legislators in
Washington.
Wethington was out of town yesterday and could not be reached for
comment
"He's going to see what the lay of
the land is and then decide if we
still need Cassidy in order to finish
this job," Vonderheide said.
Ro1, Meyers, a spokesman for
Cassidy, said he didn't have in.forID,ltion on the UK contract at ~
y ~ and would not c o ~

years~•
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UK to

r»egtn_Cf,:cf• at Love No¥•. ~

Sludenll protest 'Lall Temptation' ban

LEXINGTON - Thi UIIM!tSity of Kentucky will .light itl holiday
tree ll llOOll No,. 28 in the Great Haft of,tbe !bMleDt Center and
begm,,:ollecting gib foe ~children. l't• n tf , ; 1,
~ 1'1'>
111!! holiday prqect Is known u die Circle of !me. UK faculty,
staff members and students' pick up the names of children and
thm' bolfday grit wishes.
Votunteers are ~ to buy and wrap at least one of the
giftl listed by the child.
a addition t9 the tree Uahtinl. ~ ceremony will feature guest
appearances by Santa C1a1MI anclBob Hemelfway, Lexington Campul cbanceUor, refreshments and eptertainment by the Black

OWINHORO - About ' D students protested Kentucky
Wesleyan Colie8e'B ban ex 171, La3t Temptation of Christ, a
oontroversial IDOftl that was scbedu1ed to be shown last night
"We
lnnt cenaorship, and we want academic freedom,"
student gowrnment presidem Heather Payton said after the demonstratim
J
'
•
A petition ~ the cancellation, was signed by about 175
people. St,n-c•h.s aid they ~ try to get men signatures and

b....,,
c..r-....,._,

-~

v~j

,

.

arcie of Law mordlnator Darlefflt litJcby says the p ~
in 1,200 1if1a 1ut ,-r from.. lbt J. ." and,~
and it a:pected tD exceM.tbat this year.
v.l, .._...tree-Ulbtinl
Iii ~ts ad for the Medical,
am. Clmpua at 1 p.&,Dec..~ Soae ii- GOIDIDunity coleges

ceremony

~!:!!.-:~intbe~•~1-&.

J

don'

°" ,......

.

tbe petiti<m. to administrahs.
pre,r.m~ Wright, chairwomari of the Religious Activities Committee that ~ to abow the filJn .and follow it with an organized

~ ~~

~~ - - ~ ~ w.11 not the
'

.

.

.

"Now it's not dil principal c:l we want to see the movie, it's the
~ c:l • daa:t W111t jE, bl tmBCred." she sax!.
Ptdlidem ..
Sunday
that the closed
.
bec:a
ofobjectolafrom

Plp&D!i:

=-=-=~ =

ia.=atatwiththeUnitEd

~,t;.t.~
\ '
'!'f1Wt were tiJo many Jllople"wllo weri png to be off~ by
what we i:ft,; hf ID .. • 9',wtmlly tlr ereharic di,aaior\"
Jllnma lllid yial 4iJ...,11t·..i
iuturf.C%ly

the~..-. -

intapreted aa ID endui-..t by t M - ~.

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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hypocrisy."
· • ··
· Though Swain said the money
hadnotbingtodowithUofL'sdecision,' the black leaders said It appeared the university had "sold out''
its principles. ''The almightly dollar
has spoken and U of L has answered by accepting the bid," said
Gray. Neal said he hopes U of L
"does not let the money issue override the moral issue."
•
Neal said he was "amazed, insulted .and perplexed" that at a time
when the universil}' is co~ under so much scrutiny for its ~ !'lent o! athl~es, and ~~ck athletes
m particular, it would . so strl~ently,
b~ ~orward on,the ~e without.
consultillg us. It wo!'!d. seem th~
would be more sens1tiVity.'' ··
. , ~~ group !Jas requested.a meet..
~ with Swam, ~ho said yesterday_
he would meet with the111.: . :,,
Other local. dvll, rlgbll ~ ~e also ffldutered_tb,elr. pJO\elt, .
•:the Rev, loula Colemm, I civil
tight! activist. marched outllda the_
1verslty'1 adm1nlatratlon building
""
~ - - ' · __ ., Leo-·..., ,., •..,
•
Y"".""""y,.,.... ~ -...
ut!Ve director of the Keiitudl:y Com•
~on on H ~ Rlghtl, iaued •·
staiem~ urgingfilth~ unmnttv,,., _tg_
tum down the o er: 0 ' ''"li'.'J - ,
' "A grand cipportwilty IS P•· ·:
ed to the l[mversHY.:¢•~! ~-damonstrabiym,_.....,..CO!lcrete-

~J

·~~~,~u:f~i

a·~~-.-~,-.

p~f~ed·~;;;ill~~,,~~
i~~'"'''i'"~iiH
' ymo . . 111'!!~1 .. ~ ·-· - ""J~
-~--, --~-~m,~¢~,ui'tli~1
a~ns.i~

=Ql~"dep.anil!ent wm_ rei:eive-ro~ 1
n1Airini; Iii lhtibow.!. F"i.esta,~of:.

~~each~'

scli~f~~ 4th-a' f l \ ~ : ~ .

lr,i\'ecl, '"}~~~•er
~1ui0 '!fi~ __'.,..,Pml:;r ' ' • ,.6'

~'mafdted
lli, s_.Giowera'
Ilic;''--'"'"'"''''....'. ,,..•.. ' ...• :;· - , J

;;;.",fui~n.:.·~~~t
'~et aii'mucli"~·at·pliJ:~

- wain said thattheunlversitywDl
~- take af least $100,000 of the

Ii 'l~'.BiiniitsaiiL:;,'.i.Q1!tJ~;---~,.9li~

iJri go\iiifto·tlilii li>:wlcimg!;~t!\et

st:s·,:milJi_··
olih'i · " d tli,e:Afri>.Am,erican'stu · ,:

vote tliat

~9-~'\uj.~tliatthecaidllials_
·.. _:. : ~

~tohavejolned'the. oivfflity.of,
Virginia ~o_tjim iienifi ~uch:·
louder and deu !lles5¥,n ~'\ . .
Student-:'Goftniment AssM,¢qnr;

scti l,J!OO OOlf'fo~:aiibllsti_·:: iia'

hf~i 'ilame-' ......_[

.

.

_·oii;_fortmiiloiitY-"'~cflo_.r-_il

~weara·p&tch,oi,;,~~-~
ltgnor of King,!;,· · -,. "
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presfdeitt"_eont i:;vefett,."a'~L
saidrl!llim! to--thllfF~ Baw[.111AA1

"a' glltfbll in the -ji6sitmf 'etfi>i:ti;':
made this semester to.hlgb)~~t
importance_of divenitY OD . ~ " ' i
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· assessed.students•·views and had
. liadadlalogij!: with black c o ~

· fiileiiaeill:~oie-lio· .· '.forward. :·
;:i,-:::~:sahflieJppo~edthedeci~
-mori! because
nents of
•
. nau:feglstjjt!on·,p~hhi!11f11 to.ld~f,;
... ~pcthe' game played there. ::
:'.i~J.:~;the good part of yeste!;:
-!'!'J'.Jl,fon'"--~tobTack leam:
·'eiiltln'.; 2'°d,;,,c••and'.'·th. ' : felt it;
Yii'®l"'erili~elf~-: ;f.thei
li\iwl~;j\~ed'the're;o•.· -q9,_r.- 1
:~1,l'o~.:smd~tliat:'a. dedsloiit"t,f,

-u~=,.:a11er.,,
KlngD ·• t
"m'
·..,, ·,· ... ·" \,·:•.._-.:..c,
'!'.~ ·
_• af
Dw'because
of u; e
e,
'scli6ol.'s;';' -~-: many 'of· .iltem1
blac:IS'.ffi@)l'.lfa,fdilll!,ed a.~ of

0

•

'!i

. ·L,._,; /
·,; ~ •·
-· .f! .. ••· !?"- ,>

,,;,'!'fbere'11.clefip~to be-a-Jot

~ Bowl_sel_· ection commltteii,"'sai_:lfj
ll'pfe-game ceremonywDI,honor tli~,i
ZOOth anniversaiy'. of/the':ll!ill~O?'j
tti~tsandihalftlme•cereinoey~3
honor King: . · ,;·,;-:<r:1-,;,;-,_,,1',U~
:However eigh.t black leade!il'held''
i news co!derence- yesterday to mi.:!
nounce the clecision·and•ilSk that lt'J
11e
__....J!!llte~~ered:-·_,·Geral•
'Ld-- -Nqz_),t_._''.!ra_··~--,,_ J;:,!1,·
""' .,.,...
,_
1Rept3
i]onard G .. ·A1de!'nieli.i!aul Batfi;;;l
er;, Bhonda~~n:ijid Bill V{df'i'
soQ; the NAAcy!B,'~~IW Lanier,
and the Rev. ·c-~a,t~,
__1~anlels;',
_. •an:·d Josep_h M-um
...............
,...
•. , -'!i,';U
•• i!~_~pro,~
fessor, smd the decisioll•was:moral-:
Iy'wrong.
.··. ,i' . ,if~{'.~ .Y~
-~chardson said that; af-~·time,:
when U_of L is supposedly! .ent•;'.barked on an effort to improve race,
relations, accepting the bid is !'P.U!&

,, , :,,'.a ,

'i: ,"'-,;:; .~ . ._;,.:;:;:; '~., '~;
-~llflilliversily,oipc@s ~ ~,
a fliiii':-clpportli!!ltY· tQ' promo!~.' Its'.
fciotbalf team'iil.itbJacli: coinmimity
. leiicteri·calllng It a triumph of mooeyLo·ulsvillo~me·.00aralityccepted'
·tlieaneUi_invlliivet_arsityti.o..n 0tof!
the-Sunkist,Fiesta-Bowl yesterday~,
_ ID so doin_~1!1e university pla,£811 '.
I ~ l\t,~er-;(!fja-~oyal'
codtrove,..,.civer whetlier-·t&-lioy_·.
. th. e bowl
colt_
_ .__ game, beca
_ . use· Ari
__zopa voters last week; defeated a
measure.tliafwoii!dhave maae Dr.
MartinLutherKing_Jr.'sbirthdaya
statewide holiday;
The bowl invitation, however tarnished by the controversy, is also
the fulfillment of coach Howard
Schnellenberger's pledge of getting
U of L into a major bowl· game
within five years of his arrival in
Loulsville. It's U of L's first bowl
bid since i977.
u of L received its invitation
after Vuginia- once ranked No. 1
.in the nation - pulled out of the
bowl Sunday and agreed to a Sugar Bowl bid. · ·
.
u of.L was then selected in a
wliirlwind 14-hour courtship· tliat
began late ,Sunday. night and involved athletic department officlals, -u of I; President Donald
swain and members of the U of Lboard of trustees. Bowl bids· can't
be officially.offered until Nov. 24;
but are rouiinelyagi;eed to~. Swain safd'liecwas reluctant to
accept the Fiesta invitation until he
had talked to· Woodford Porter,
chairman of -the· board· of tnistees.,
swain' said' Porter, >whcf is -bladt;',
talked OPhoe· · civil .:whts lead••
em'; - id . • , ~mi:iaJii'.i~d- toldl
-•. ,U,,
citYJco11110
-:;:.,~rtab-,Ii -""-'" ,,.=-·
swam
he was
e w,w we
Cards- i..,;n.,inthebowl- . . .
.~-~a.•coinplii:afed', dee!, •·
sion and omr tli:ar wasn't· inade
,; sm'd' .,,;.;..;,.__ "'"'e' all knew
li""+i.;,
-••··
.,.,...... , ~, , . .
It wo~d be CX!iltIO~"f~ and we.
t h e ~ , of the is-

'fii•~
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.. !!!,!IJ,Pr;bQ,yll expenen~
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i"·,1·-:rije,2,0tli,i'anked Cardinals' opponent ~ tl\e Jim: l game in ArizoM
State's Sun Devil Stadium in the
Phoenix suburb of Tempe will be a
I teain from the Southeastern Confer'ence-probablyTennessee(5-2:2),
' Alaharna (5-4) or Auburn (6-2'1).
Meyers said his group will wait until
after the Alabama-Auburn game
Dec. 1 to name the second team.
David Housel, sports information
director at. Auburn University in
Alabama, said Auburn would participate iii the Fiesta· Bowl if asked.
"Naturally we're concerned about
the overall politicizing of the selectlon process," Housel said. "But
we're also · aware that the Fiesta
Bowl has made a substantial com•
mltment to participating schools for
niiilority students;'!' ·
·
Another-team, the University of
California at 'Berkeley, also·accept~
ed anArizopa bowl bidyesterdayfor the Copper Bowl in Tucson.
Interviews with·more·than a dozen U of L students turned up mixed,'
responses on the question of wheth, er the university should go to the
I bowl. Some were concerned that•
i going to the bowl sends a- signal
tbat th
· rsi d
,
e:,-umve ly· oesnt care
ellOUih about racial issues, and oth• en 6"ellm athletl\S shouldn't be
: mixed with politlca. .
, Law lltlldent Sheldon Johnson,
who II black, aald_pleylng in the Fi~-~aa--~lJ.•,reJ~ected."thbecae
Kinusge .

I

I...,_

..,,_g

'_=-~~i ~':Jf~v!

'i ~lit1a;bowt;,;...!Y
....·. rei:otds; ''Th but-not
do deserve
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I-,,;; ofn:e(J'VBll~.!jiffiyiir_ ·•Se.:
.lena;.~wfle)1is'illso black, said:
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:c~S!i!lii!!):~-the bowL,}fowev•
;e~$aid~:$F_millioaofthe,
~•.5,millloil,theiltowl, wDl\ briilg,toi

-U.olL slloJild1gu,1o,m1nortty,BCDOl~
aisllips;.i,,lilstead~•,Of the $200;000.:
- SW!lln.bas,ll!lld•!Rill-be made avail,
abla "One.inilllon:would mean20;·
scholarships. forever," she-.saicl.ns:
liifimnatlilllflifthi.illlly- llaOfa.
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U of L says bowl money .
will be used to honor King
By Glenn Rutherford

entire week of Fiesta Bowl activities, Swain said
\
The pr<neds, minus expenses,
should be used on a variety of ideas
that "will provide a further statement to the community that we are
serious about this, that we are
doing something positive," he said

Herald-Leader Loulavllle bureau

LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville will use
most of the $2.5 million it will
make from its controversial Sunkist Fiesta Bowl football appear.
ance to "honor the memory of
Dr. Martin Luther King."
U of L President Donald
Swain said late yesterday afternoon that he had decided that
the money the school would
receive from the New Year's
Day bowl - minus expenses should be spenl "in ways that
would honor" the late civil
rights leader.
.
Swain said he was appointing a committee made up of 1
football players, representatives
of the community, and members
of the school's Athletics Association Board of Directors to dis1cuss how the money should be
spent
And he aclmowledged that
the plan was an effort "to reach
out to those in the community
' who've disagreed with us"
about playing in the Fiesta
Bowl.
The controversy over the foot•
ball game arose after voters in
Arizona defeated an attempt to
make King's birthday a legal holi•
day in the state. Several schools Notre Dame, the University of Vir•
ginia and Penn State - decided
against playing in the bowl after
the King holiday was defeated.
But Swain said M decided yesterday that honoring King would
produce something positive out of
the controversy.
"We don't know exactly what
our expenses will be," Swain said,
"but they will be significant We'll
be taking the entire football team
- even those players who don't
ordinarily dress for the games. This
is a chance to say 'thanks' to
everyone on the team who has
worked so hard for so long."
The school will also take its
marching band, cheerleaders, Lady•
birds dance team and an official
delegation to Tern~ a suburb of
Phoenix and the ~ite of the bowl
game.
\ Some in the school's official
delegation will be in Arizona for an

I

-

I

Alderman Paul Bather, one of a
group of civic leaders aitical of U
~ of L's decision to play in the game,
said last night that Swain's an,
nouncement "is certainly a st~ in
the right direction."
U of L's dec:isioo oo the bowl
money was also seen as a. positive
step t,y Wilbert Nelson, president of ,
' the l\iaricopa County Chapter of the
National Association for the- Advancement of Colored People,. .in
Phoenix.
I "Louisville appears to be doing
something that could be of long~ benefit to minorities there," he
said
,
.
Swain aclmowledged that thoee
, who disagreed with the university's
decision might not be easily
,swayed.
"I've said all along I respect
1
their decision, and if their coo- 1
science says boycott, then they
should boycott," he said. "But we
believe we can do something posi•
tive. We can participate in the bowl
and honor Dr. King."

1

Among the possible uses for the
money, Swain said are creation of a
fund to help athletes complete their
degrees after the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's six•year limit
on financial aid expires.
The money could also go into
the school's Multicultural Center, to
its Pan-African Studies Program or
into scholarships for disadvantaged
students, Swain said •
• The Fiesta Bowl and the Sunkist Corp. also have promised
$200,000 for each school for minor- ·
ity scholarships.

l

1

I

I

Yesterday morning the Rev.
Louis Coleman and a handful of
other Louisville-area civil rights activists gathered in front of "The
Thinker," a statue at the front of
the U of L Administration Building,
to protest the bowl appearance.
They carried hand-lettered
signs that made it clear they did not
think much of the university's decision to play in the game.
But the protest attracted little
attention. At its largest, the group
numbered seven - almost matched
by the half-dozen reporters and
photographers on hand.
Yet Coleman, the Rev. Bob
Burks, Mattie Jones and the ,others
holding the signs appeared undaunted.
"We hope the size of our protest
will grow," Coleman said, •once
people realire that we'll be out here
every day until that football team
gets on the plane for Arizona"
Last night, when told of Swain's
decision on spending the bowl money, Coleman said his protests would
continue "until we see things in
writing - every dollar, nickel and
dime.
"It soWlds like a positive light
bas been shed on the problem,"
Coleman said "but let's wait and
see for certain."

•
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Bowl tQ, pay:, .
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, · Lanier said h~ ~oo ~e!lted what ; holidayihonorlng King, arid Tempe,
: •he tef1!1ed s:,vam s deas1on abo~t ' Tucson and Phoenix have paid holi' ,what will pacify ~e bl~ck_ commuru- , days. But that,is. not enough in. the
. ty before consulting with its leaders. . view of ·supporters of a statewide
, _ Other bla~~ leaders wh? on 'I_'u_es- 1 paid holiday.·• ·. ·
:; ·_
1 dai;were_cnlical of U of LS dec1S1on !: , _ When King Day supporters
__ mcluding state Sen. Gerald Neal, ' th.. first h lid.. thro.
th ,--;. ~
, state Rep. Leonard Gray, Aldermen , eir .
? ay u~ e '-"'fllS:
. ·, Bill Wilson and Rhonda Richardson·;.)ature, tra~g in0 the_ prud Columbus
, and U of L Professor Joseph McMil- \·, Day _fo~ a p~1_d}<!!1~ Day, opponeI\ts
: ]an,- could not be reached for com• gathered eno~g~ fli:,natures to SUS'.
ment last night.
.
' · pend-the law until_ a vote could ~
Swain said that he would have;,. taken this fall.,., .- ' · · · .:"'
preferred to consult with local black :·-____Lawmakers.then approved a·_~leaders before making the decision - ond bill, canceling the first one rui'd
to attend the bowl, but there wasn't, ''creating 'a paid King'holiday•while
r ROBIN EPSTEIN, Staff Writer · ···· ·-- · ·
enough time. . .
. , ,. -· : leaving Columbus Day in place.-($
.
- .. . . , .--·
.
.
.
He said he also wished he could _ponents gathered enough signatur:es
In the wake of local black leaders' opposition to the Uruvers1ty of, have informed Mayor Jerry Abram• :,.to place.that bill on-the ballot.too.•
nlisville's pl\f!icipation in the Sunkist Fiesta Bowl, U of L President, son and Jefferson County Judge-Ex'. ,. ' . Toe Klng-for:Coluinbus swap 'and
mald Swain ann?unced yesterday that all net ~f!lceed~ fr?m the': ecutive Dave Annstro!lg of U of L's;, the _King-and-Coiumbus· "bill'-.Wete
,wl appearance will go to U of L programs benefiting mmonty stu• ! plans before announcmg them. , • · . defeated.
·., · ,· ; · ..; . , _, ·: _::, ',
,nts.
' . ,,. . "
:i ., '
. . ..
'
. .
' Abramson doesn't plan to take a;', New
artd
Controversy over the Jan. 1 football game arose because Arizol!a position for or against U of L's deci-;--the on! ,states without
kind of
,ters last week defeated a measure that would have made Martin sion to go to the Fiesta Bowl but•· 'King [' lida , Most ·'::;'1ther King Jr.'s birthday a paid state holiday. - · ·
. .
will try to serve as a conciliato~, ~
, 0 . y. . _ -~ 0 er • _ , • ·
When he announced Tuesday that U of L would accept an mvita• said his sp'okesman, Dan Burgess..,. haY; a paid holid~y,,although._some
in to play in the game in Tempe, Ariz.,•Swain said the bowl appe3:• ,
Burgess said Abramson doesn't •. don t__celebrate cit .ever;/,
~o~
,ce - for which the university's guaranteed minimum is $2.5 mil•; know whether he will go to the· .nut!te it _on~ of :ieveraI options from
,n - would yield_ $~00,000 for minority scholarships.; , , _· . , · game; he is tentatively scheduled to'. _.which.'state, worke~-~
Aside from predicting that the total amount committed will be attend a New Year's Eve ceremony lnfonnatlon for !hit atory· wu'alaoii'')
ignificant,", Swain was unable to say yesterday how much money_j at Theater Square the ni@t before ..Irgothorad by otaff wrlllJra Lawrence"•,,
11 he left after expenses! which include paying for the f~ot~~ team j An!lstrong · ~~d he will ~UPP?rt ,,Muhammad and !Sheldon, S_hllfor,arid l
,d coaches, the marc\ting,b~~.. c~eetleaders and digrutanes_to,- whatever deas1ons the uruvers1ty ~Y.~..~l•~.!"°,8~;:':.!il•··•·•'.J
tend the weeklong bowl festivities .. , , : . .
· . ,.
, . -. makes. '.'I won't try to second-guess.
···
Swain said he will appoint a committeir,of approximately seven'· it " he said. ·
.
.
,ople composed offootball players, community representatives and'. .' Armstrong said be'hopes U of L's!
emb~rs of the U of L athletic association board of directors, to' Fiesta Bowl appearance .won't hurt1
ake specific recommendations about;how_ the money _should be. the ,community's image, .-and · he"!
ent.
··
·- ·' · · · ·' · ·:' ·,_,. · , ·- '··· · · · probablywillattendthegame. ·. :j
Swain declined to· say whom he will ask ti> serve on the co~ttee : Two King Day holiday measureij
1t said members might include one or more local black officials. were defeated in .Arizona in last,
In addition to scholarships, the money also could be used for pro- · week's election, and the state's I
runs benefitin~ minority students that already were planned_ but. pocketbook is already taking the 1
,t funded, Swain said. They include support for athletes to continue strain. Tour groups have canceled'
eir studies after their scholarships expire, ,programs for a planned , reservations . for conventions or!
ulticultural center and enhancing the Pan-African.Studies dep~:J :stays at hotels in protest, and Na-l
·
. ment. Swain said his decision to . tional Football League authorities·
spend all net proceeds on programs have recommended moving the i
· "" · 1 ' ' · .-·_,,,·., benefiting _minorities. is., meant . to 1993 Super Bowl to another state.::
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~.;! 11reach ;out"

to· members •of •'the..,: . . "To date, we·have two organiza- 1

black community who would prefer lions that have indicated they want1
that U of L boycott the bowl, and to to cancel,'' Larry Hilliard, a spokes-I
·show that U of L is serious· about" man for the Phoenix area's conven-1
'trying to "change some attitudes" in lion bureau, said yesterday. :yve•~~
:Arizona..
.
still in the dialogue stage,· and -we
i ~ ,Of the eight black leaders who on hope to retain that business,'.' , · ,,
·1:u~sday were critical of the univerArizona law gives voters the right
:sity's decision to participate in the , to gather signatures and demand a
:bowl one yesterday cast· Swain's r referendum on most hills !fiat clear
:latest announcement in a positive • the Legislature. The Legislature can
light while another said it was be- , abridge that right if 20 members of
., .,:side the point.
•the 30-member Senate and 40 mem,i • Twelfth Ward Alderman Paul , bers of the 60-member House agree
;Bather said Swain's illlllouncement , that it ls an emergency 1!1-e~. ,-,j
,'was a "step in the right direction,'' ; , Supporters 1of - the ~aid, holiday
but added that he and other black' have never had two-thirds suppor,t
f leaders, still have much to :discuss~ f~r any of th8!1" J?roposals: ' · · ~-,l
with Swain at a meeting scheduled ..... NFL. Comnuss1oner. Pa?J Taglia-.
for Saturday.
. . ,., , , , 1 • hue said yesterday_ he ~ recom-_
,., Both u rif L's decision to go to the ,. mend· that the_ leagues owners
I bowl and·the·university's failure to move _the, 1993 Su~r Bowl fro~
nsult with local black leaders be- . Phoerux because of the Kin~ vote.
making that decision raise : G?v. R~se Mofford has estimated
• · -Ii. ·
b · t O·f L' · s ns'livi·ty·
. tliat losing the. Super Bowl would,
1
ques ons a ou
. ~ e
-· cost Arizona $200 million in rev~
. to. the _black commurucy, Bather , enue; , -~ . . ;
· ,
' ,_ '.
· srud. ·' ' .
.
·
The Univeisity' of Vrrginia'• and
_ S~el~y Lamer, president of the Notre Dame turned down Fiesta'
Lo_uisville. ~hapte.r of ~e NAACP, t· Bowl invitations because of · the·
· said Swam s act10!1 still_ ~e°:1~ a ': state's:, stance- _on the· civil-rights
lack of understanding of Kings (ID• leader ·. , . • .:·.,., . •,•, . -·., ,,:
; portance in the black commuruty. 1 , Jim ·c~pelim( athletic director at

' fire

u

:,~~~fk~~ s~;~~~ffd;~;e~: ':i~ ii ~~nz:~%~~:~~:'.~;:!:1
was'.

! so~e mo~ey, that will ~ake eve~- ~ rejection of ·the · King holiday

thing OK, but that doesn t deal with ·• one of several factors that led the·
, the issue,'' Lanier said. · .·
, _·university to decline the. invitatio~"
,,_•• ;,•. r....:.c_,~0 - _ • __ ;'_ _ •
· ' ' -Arizona._already has an, unprud

~; ;,~.,-,. ~ ·1;\_·:·::.::.!~,,·-:.~,.:.i~:}:~~
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.Two applicants:;1favored·-!
·1·0·· r.··e: duca··tlo'· n· c·hief~p--'6sti:~1- i-::":}:J::i;._~,,:_;k;i~~~\{
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.. _ \ ;for education here, Mountz. said.~

,
•
... . . portant because the ,commtSS1oner
- ···'c-"~---"---;:-'-:'-':~.\willplayaniniporiant:roieinput-1
: By Chad CarHon· ·.. ,... :. : ;1 ; reru;s. is praised for. front:line work.?Jing a new:•method.:of
· and Jamie Lucke ., . ·... ';' -·: :, ;'.' - : ·m. _1mp~oving ~tude!l! ';res~g, _ih :- how. mucha:_students learn' into _.ef,1
•
· . · .· • .1 Cahforma and his ab1hty to mspu-e ., feet. . · , _... -., .. --,, ,- - •. ·-:-;cc -· -·J·
H~rald-Leadereducatlonwr1tera~.
·; teachers and administratOrs:;_ ,,'•,-'~: J. ,',_'.,
. :·'·:.\; ·:;_ • - ':' ·. ' The odds-on favorites in· the:), ·:, Murphy;'-- superintendent,·: iii';,;'. Rep.Roger_Noe, ~of:fl:
t!Jree-~n _race for;.'state educa- . :: ·Prince George's County,, Md.;--'for'. ·,;House. _Educa~9n C:c~t~' 5:11d:1
tion ~~ss10!1er are,'.fhomas Boy-·) 1. sevel) years, is attractive to inanyof~. Boysen s role. m:Calif~~-s :!estin&._l
sen of California and John Murphy ·: .. those interviewed because he has a',. P!O~ trnpressed, il(ni.··:··:,:-, ,,.- .J
ofMruylan?, with fey, in Ken!U~ky•;r_• proven 'record:·as an administrato~·,' ,:", :; 1..'!hink:he;tshown thl-.riiost
education cu-des betting on Wilham -' 1• who -can, produre positive , results ; innovation; and he •seeitis to 'khow
:uary of Massachusetts.
. ': quickly without losing board .sup-,. 'the : most about · the',assessrilenf
:--:·.Toe·commission ~twill select Jport.· :; ·:· . · ',:' ; •·
process,~d ~t's~hatwi~'r;lrivei
,Ke_ntucky's first appom~ schools f ._ .: _The ,differen<;e, m~t often □ted( )ot: of ow; cumculum deye)oPl)lflltti
·chtef plans to meet behind closed ,_-:_ between the two ts that Murphy has. _said Noe,.D-Harlan.,.'. -'· ·• :, ... : . , •
;doors, this afternoon in Louisville ' direct responsibility for 108 000 stu-/, • ' .. •- '·· ·-- :- . ;< .'. -~,. · · '!
and announce its pick at a. news ··(''dents'iri 173 schools,-while" Boysen·,;/·· · Rvnald·-:Walton,•· supenpte_ndent j
'.conference Friday in Frankfort. .. -·, 'i has ·no direct· authority over 'the• :,of ,Fa}'.e~e Co1!f!tY, ,sch'/°~- smd,~e 4
c Interviews · with 'people : wlio} •>390,000' students .jn'. 43· lcicat'"dis-.'.....!XJnurusstoner.• needed } 0 , -ha"'.e. a:;
'ha
, 11· · the ~ch -11,-,
,.,• m·c1s·-""
, . . ·- ---.l,,·· .. •,-· -.·, ~l·,,··£
·- successfultrackrecori:lma-pos1tion
1 vebeenioowmg
~!:,-~'··.~-th•._:~;--~:<;•.·,'::·";_!i
!including representatives of Ken-,~. Boy5e11;49,headsan'officetliaf'~-'.au_ ~~-,.,-: ..:;.:;; <'i'.'-:,-. -,
ftucky school boards, adin_inistra~·:; f:' h!IB ~o_.legal'a~tho~ty ci~er. schoo,I,~;y ."It's Ol!e ~iligfto:~ siii£~4u1_._;J·
rtors. teachers and J?llrl!n! :µid advo-,J ;,_ dtStri~ each o_f'which has its ~wn:.:: ,~ deyelopin!< :1!11'.o"'.<lti.ons ~d. p~t-_
,cacy groups - pointed t:o Murphy · l supenp~de!lt:,!he.o~ce:Pf9ytd~'.-,ting·mnovati_o,ns_m:place,''.)ie,sa1d. :
, and Bo~ as the favontes. ·__ ;
j : help !\' d1stt:i~; !:5pectally_ smalle,,J. ;'It'.s --an?~er, ,tl,ring to, lµiv~ 1
11 • ; They'. have ~imilar ·_strengths, ·1 [ ones:Jhe ~I? IS :!n ?1'eas:SUCI\•~ \:.~ble ,to. ,garner;SUPJl?!i ~~r, !11~
including reputations as mnovators : , .teacher; traimng ·seminars; cumcu,,·. ·.innovations:o_ver -a, penod .o( tune.'~ 1
:who have' proven records' of ,rally-': I' !um planning;dnig prevention ahd ·.•' .. The searcli l:ias .takeri about-five·l
~ing publie; support for education' s_tudent-testing. .. :, : • ·.
tmonths and-hajl i!tcluded 'moretbaiilj
'.reforins. -: . ,-' · "',:. ,-,.:"---' /, - •,,, Experience with student testing; ::'a dozen meetinM!)f-invqlved,-two,,
\
J Many·
wary of teary', be- ; l_ public relations ,and. hands-on··ad-' .. inle!;views with: eiicli fi;talis(and
'jcause M_ was. forced fr<!m ~uP<;_rin- i). min~trati~n. ~ere all quiilifi'?'?on~·':. backgrciund1_ ~ ~ - ,bt ~~ PT!:vatfi
tendent Jobs m three dtStricts and ,.. the-conumss1on,•sought--as 1t -nar-'=firm..., ·· -- ..... ,., ,.;..,'".,, 'C''·'•:-· ,.•.-.~
[!=\been criticized as being long on!,. rowed. th~_fiel~·-•:· ,..,_ -.. :~ ,, . -;,'.,~'.',,...::.This-~ pi-opa_bly the most. lm:)
The· C<?mm1~1on 1s looking, ~ot. _.'~t:dectS1on made :ibout .educa-1
1~ e but. short ~~ ~ubs:ance. ..'-', 1_ 1i' The final dec1S1on rmght hfuge,,_an education cl)1ef who·can_eri.!tst _ition;,smce. tpe.·Iegislature .ad j
'bn ·which candidate the commission! · teachers, administrators, parents' joumed,". Mercet· said. -''If ·this:
[thinlis _has--the approach and, per:"i •.·- and others to support the sweeping ''reform effort. doesn't work; )f,·,thisj
'sonality, best.suited for Kentucky. ·,1 r-,education .reforms', the·, legislature .. 'commissioner: doesn't< · ·-succeed, ·1
':" ''Part. of· it -is their chemistry! ·: enacted earlier this year. •.. ,- .•-' ·,, ; •we're going to have a real crisis· in1
i'.with
group,': said Bums Mercer;! ! . «, "We don't have a cheerleader :, public education," , ·; ' :,•,;.,;;y_;,\.'l
"'a COrrlmission member. ''We'll 'ask! 1-....M...... ··- -- ..... .,__ · \ - '·· ... • • • - • - - ,._ - .,. • _..,, __ !,.-... - -• •·: ,,_ •' -~- ---· ~ ~
·:ourselves; 'Will the people of Ken:'
,tucky
respond to this . one.• •or,
.tl,tatl
1 ••
one.........
,•.; , .:.·. · .:·· · ._ • • I
) : .-The. Education Reform Act re:!
'quires that the six-member commis-j
sion's_.. 'choice be
'.unanimous.
·, • ·. , ''\J
,
, .,
,
I
'
, , , :,'."We didn't put any- in as finalist,
that ,we wouldn't put in the job,'')
said ~IIljllission. m~ber ,:._Wa_de!
Mountz..- -·
.. -- ,.; . , , _.· ,J
'i,-: Since "the finalists; \vere 'ari·nounced _',last week, education,1
groups around· the state have been;
calling, their 1counterparts in other1
states to fine\ out as, i:nucli.a's;theyl
can about the three. : • -. , · .,-, •1
, '. :·.,Boysen. and Murphy, ge\ lrigh
marks :from ,many, of.·.the . same,
people: .
', .
. ·' . '
: ,• •. ·.
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"I_ gu~ every~ne_ has theiri
•favonte," said comm1ss10n memberi
Sandra Gubser. "The problem is:
that all six of us· have to have the:
same favorite." ·.
, :.
. , Boysen, superintendent of San!
· Diego , County schools for. three1
·- .,,___ ..
• I
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Thtiglier _standards
could cut numbers
By ROBm EPSTEIN

Staff Writer

The University of Louisville's
College of Arts and Sciences, un•
der a directive to reduce its enroll•
ment by 8 percent in two years, is
likely to adopt standards that
would prevent students who have
C averages in high school from
. . admissi
~ocal civil~~ts leaders say
that could hurt U of L's efforts to
enroll more minority students and
raises questions about possible
erosion of the "urban mission" to
whicb the university committed itself in 1977.
Under the enrollment-management plan adopted by the universi•
ty in October, artB and sciences'
enrollment would decline by 900
students from its current 10,911.
The School of Business would have
the next largest decrease in raw

~~~~
300 in two years. That's more than

20 percent
•
The plan also calls for an in•
crease mgllduate studentl, espe.
dally in engineering, in part t,e.
cause, under the state Council on

~~:~

:::Wt~:...":

each ldlool and coDep. the plan isi
suppoeed to llleviate clnPk short•
ages of faculty and classroom spacel

in arta and sciences and other
· 9Cbool,. improve U of L's reaearch
output and bring in $3 mBJlon in ~
ditioDal state- moaey.
To ICbieve the reduction. artB aJld
aciences mll1 require iDeoming
fl'esbmen to. have a hl&b 1~
~point mnge of2.&.~
rA tbe..pnlint 2.0, said 1.'boliae J.
Hynel "Jr. ac:tfag delll ot arts and
sdenc'fs. 1be bulinea school ii
c o ~ i t l ~-

fromU liU. _..

,_,aate Deu
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the laigta eatrancl 11
tbJs year~ ., ~
-of
black
freshmen - 63 out of 139 - and 30
pen:eat of itJ white freshmen - 395
out of 1,318 - could haw been excluded, according to numbers provided by U ofL ..
The Council OD Higher Education
is requiring U of L and ocber pubUc
colleges and universitiel in g.,.
tucky to increase miJlority muoDment. The goal is for U of L to go
from about 9 percent to 11.3 percent
by 1995. U of L President Donald
Swain said the enrollment-management plan is not intended to reduce
minority enrollment, but local civil·
rights leaders say that's what it's
likely to do.
"Reducing the commitment to
arts and sciences and increasing research is automatically going to cut
out a lot of black students,'' said La·
ken Cosby, vice chairman of the Jefferson County school board.
Cosby said tha! if U of L_ teaµy
has an urban mission, the uruvers1ty
would be committed to serving the
black population in the Louisville
area.
.
"'Ill .... ■illion I think ii a

myth,"-·.........

an utban ■tselnn, It (U al Q having
is trying to- be like the University of Clti·
cago - very stringent and Pteldc·
ious."
Another factor that could restrict
some bJgb school slUdeDtl' acceu
to U ol L is the Council on Hlgh«
Education's recent decision to stiff.
en ad.mission standards for degree
programs at all Kentucky public
universities.
The new standards add one bigb
school math course and one science
course to existing requirements,
and reduce the number of students
who can be admitted without meet•
ing the standards.
Swain denied that reducing en•
rollment in arts and sciences and
ma.king undergraduate admissi~n
requirements more stringent will
dramatically alter U of L'1 character
or mission. "You're, taDdng about
some
lll'OUlld the fringes,"
he said. "I'm quite aware that we
still need te provide access to a
wide nap of ltudenll, and we'll do

- Bur Joiepla McNIJM, -

that."
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• doll professor, said the number of
~ students pursuing gradtJ.
- ltUdles is minuscule and that
tbly bave to-begin at the undergrad.
uate level. Tougher admission standards will hurt minorities, he said,
because "the public schools do a
. veiy poor job C: getting • . • black
1 students ready for the university."
•. .Anne Braden of the Kentucky
Rainbow Coalition said reducing enrollmeat ancf nising standards sets
a daacen,us precedent "Not only
an doon ~ s!lut disproportionti color, but a lot of
wbitel are mo being shut out too,
especially poor and working-class
whites."
Swain countered that the Council
on Higher Education permits U of L
to be selective, and noted that stu•
dents who can't get into arts and
sciences can go to Jefferson Community College, which has open admissions.
Toe higher standards being considered by the business school
won't affect freshman enrollment,
because students transfer there
from arts and sciences or other
schools as juniors. However, the reduction in business enrollment
could mean more students will remain in arts and sciences and in•
crease aowding there. U of L offi•
cia1s said.
Dennis Golden, U ofL's vice president for student affairs, acknowledged that managing enrollment is
a "complex ~ignment" Unlike institutions that cater primarily to one
clientele, the University of Louisville wants to be accessible both "to
potential Rhodf!S scholars and to
those who are under-prepared," he

1--;.iy..;,..;..

said.

Holly Everett, president of the
Student Government Association
and- a member · of the university's
board of trustees, said she supports
the enrollment plan as long as it
preserves that diversity. "In an ur•
ban area. you have a variety of
viewpoints and a variety of people.
You have to make iure your univer-

cbanc-

•
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sity retJects that." ,
Swain and Hynes said I'lllStng
staDclan1I will not necessarily affect
minorities 11101'1 than whites. "I
would not waDt to assume that Afri.

I a.~
qualify -- -
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.dards.

students
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don!t. get·inio•,arts. and,sc1ences:1S ·.
reauce,r:liy,;liiglier'"stiii~Jhe ;:
university's Preparat~iy:Divistgn-;- ;
a pre-college; non-credit:p~• :
tbaf'.""rovides stiidents"witli tililedi' .
aJ befp:~-is 'ii'"sarety viilvet-SWllin
said:-- . ·-·. ..• ... . .
-~
Tb.~"enrollinent, plan.does not indud~ growth:gflhe:Pieparatoiy·o1,
vision, which CIJI!'.ently,bas 7;74 stu- :
dents,.but .Swain, sa1d that.could ·
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. UniVJrsity of'. £.onl..'1~ef~: ont:,J~i
black ro,mmunity lea~~ed'a'.jn~~
yesterday with, both sides0·agreeillg·tci;dili,,J
··b th .
· ....... theJi'?,{;t••··•\li
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Donald Swain called ''frailk" and-'"'n"'4iiti .,
ting" discussl ,1.,..;';,,. 'th' ~
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at the Brown
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U of L's announcement last Tues4aY; that
it would accept a bid to the Jaa· r howP
game in Tempe, Ariz., quickly came under
fire because Arizona voters recently defeated a measure that would have made· Martin
Luther King Jr.'s birthday a paid,state hoh•i
day.
Amid calls for a boycott of the bowl
game, Swain announced Wednesday that-all/
net proceeds from the bowl appearance will'
go to university programs l!enefiting minority students. Toe bowl will pay $2.5 million
to each participant, plus a $200,000 grant'
for minority scholarships and programs. ,
Those at yesterday's noon meeting of 18
uniVersity and community _leaders agreed
that while the relationship·between:fhe imi,1
versity; and'· tb.f-black, fc:ommunit:t, must,
change, the sclioo!'s .
on .accep~'
the b d-' a111f .• ·.. - .
· ·
..1. . ,' ...ua;,~ ~ tb.e proceeds - will;

-

{

..... ~~Our decisiori'.was'."iilid1!~ fu Tun~
~and we luid no' o!ce ~ to;

l..i,_~jj;_,¼~J

oli.Fiesta:13a\ff~tl
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Hynes and Swain reiterated their
col!IJ!litmenno enrolling moi;e mi:.. ·;
nortty· students· .3l\d said· efforts to ·
~t:tliem,; such as hqlding open
houses. "ilnd, hiring an admission .
counselor:.to focus 'on black stu- :
den~, are·. under WIIY,::, ... ;:, ·,
•~If.if ap~ there is S(!llle dra- ·
matic effect.on the representation of :
African-American students •·• : there
will .be a response," Hynes_ said.
U of L committed itself to enroll'
men! management in its' 1990-95
strategic plan. That plan also. made
recruitment of minority and honor
students a top.priority and declared
U of L's intention to, emphasize research.
Increasing graduate enrollment
will require aggressiye recruiting
and, perhaps, additional resources,
said Rob Parrent, director of admissions.
Toe Speed Scientific School,
U of L's engineering school, has 465
graduate students; the plan projects
an increase of 120.
· Speed School.growth is crucial to
the financial success of the entire
enrollment plan, because it accounts for $1.4 million of the $3 million.the plan is.designed to bring in.
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solfCsaid after the·nieeting:1!'We-lieard their~
position and we voiced our position, andl
n9~g ~ - ~1
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.
•) -~!!llg:thos_e~m1~n.Jing
university
were football coach Howard ·s,.•.,;,ne~
betger;- athletic·'clihlctor:-''Bilt,·,d~and;
Ralph.Fii1zi?atrick,
iissistaiit'fo'ilie
.residen(.
.
. , .., ,.. ,cP._,,
...... ,_
. Leaders from the blaclt,community.atcthe.
meeting' included 'I~ NAACI!~~delifo
She\bY Lanier, _12tli Ward- Aldermani.Pauh
Bather,. ·state Sen., Gerald,N~ :state.. Rep.,
Leonatd' G . and school boaid'memlier".
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,, ti::ti, ~~ex.-.1~
pressed'concern abo
decision was:,~'~'lie,o~~
his side ot·thestoiy;;::; ,, . {. · i1

a·

make' it 'In time>'~ 'L Swain•
saicf.H'lt-wasvery rushed.-flion't-of.1
fer that as an.excuse; that's siinply a

s

fact.,. -~-~·

. Swain;.said he- understood•;that
there \wuld •be "some residue' of'•
dis& ' · enf and dlsa ·• ... tment,":
...;;..~'th···d··ecisi·.
p
~ h"...,,1,•
,.,_,,..._gs
e
on,
. .,.~."
9,......'
_!!ja_t' people could still ~oy.i. the
.game, ·1
. • . . .
i-:Jswalii 1~dlt!i'at hlld' there been.
,,more time-he;would have.conferred
'witli
a/'c:oinlliuillty f,'U
.....,up;,He
said
>
' ~• • •
... cl
.iJA.~&•.,.tiP.!lfJ1eed tc,, ~c~. o~.:
contact with each other.· · .- ·
·' . But the· Rev. Louis Cole~ who
'atten.ded: the_:Qleeting; said' ~e will-contiriue" to push for U of L's with;
.drawal: froni !lie game; :saying the·
. decision• '!"1!5, "morally regrettable.''_,
''This decision has set back the·
university_ two decades as far ,as
race relations are concerned," Co_leman said. "We were very disa~
pointed-in their decision."
Colrms!l said S ~ could_have
cailed an eme1~ncy meeting with
civil-rights officials instead of conferring ·onty with Woodford Porter,
chairman of U of L's board of trustees.
"We are insulted when the university will depend on the judgment
of a few well-to-do blacks and assume that certain people speak for
the black community."
Earlier in the week, Swain said
that Porter, who is black, had talked
~ '. P!i0e!lix civil-rights leaders and ·
1 aty-offl<:iaJ!; and:told Swain he was
~mf~~/e'wi:*tl!eCa;!fs' playing
, m..the liowli.,. ,.1,.. .,,..,. ., ;, ••· ., .c' . . ,
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Colem\m will· Ieiufa prayer vigil ·
.. outside .the,·Uof-L Adniinistration·
, Bliildirig af noon: tomorrow•
Fallout from .th'e controversy con' timied"yesterday, when the the Association of Blackc<Students at'
U of L issued a:olist of demands for
. ~~~·1!1,,b#l,money.
:' The · students called for more·
~chglarshij,s'.forb~ks, the appoint•
·nient of.three tenured black faculty'
members, upgrading of the Pan-Af,.ff~ ~~8/1. ,dep;\rtment and a,
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.' Boyse1i- has' been aitit:iud; for
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wi~/energetic fstyl~~-and an·,
~tiliifuit~f'i{ large school'ms:~iniuiw,.tiye'.:ap~ch,_.§is; selected'., ,,tnaf.Soffie:who.liavewor!cedlwith':1
v.es.terda..·y· .:.-Ken
__.. tucky'_s_·.J.irst ap- Boysen
.,. . ·a1scl-said:
,. "--'
. . .. . - . cld '' "':l , .•. ··•!
poimea :edu<:!!ti_,!111,.. _co_lllllll.,;..ss_.}.Pnfer,:.
inade ·decision ..too qui rap.u!~;.:,1
Boysen, suJl.etllltenul!!lt' o
gered' employees"'witH his" deanlirie,f
Diego· County s¢hools, was chosen
drive.
. l
unaniniously_by;a six-member com•
Boysen will be .pai·d $125,000_ a:
•
,; mission to take
year plus a $10,000 annual pension \
.::i thelead role in a
under a four-year, contract
l
'i long, fonnidable
That's ahn~r•;. do~ble the'l
list of·education
$65 000-a-year salaiy for Ken- ·
ajonns.
tucky's governor. It's still slightly
Boysen said
lower than University of Kentucky
the. task was
President Charles Wethington's sal·
"one of the most
ary, which is more than $130,000.
exciting jobs in
America" and a
McAnulty said the salary was
fitting present
befitting a job heading what is
Boysen
on his 50th
viewed nationally as one· of the
birthday yesterday.
inost ambitious education reform
"It is with high hopes and a
efforts ever attempted.
joyous heart that I join you in a
The 1990 General Assembly
journey that will be good for chi!created the appointed position to
dren, good for parents and citizens,
reduce politics in tire highest levels
good for educators and good for the
of
education. Elected state superincommonwealth of Kentucky," Boytendents have been hampered besen said.
cause of their political ·obligations
Toe commissioner will take
and
inability· to serve consecutive
J!Y!e.r~~Ji1jµe11· held by the elected
terms, legislators •saiq.
superinteµdent of public instruction·
Superintendent of- Public· fn.
Jan: ·1'. :· .
.
.
structioir J6hri Brock, who will lose
lioysen will be· joined in Ken- ; most of his ·duties to Boysen, ap-,
. tucky by his wife, Laurie - and his ··,
plauded the commission's selection.
surfboard:' .
.,
Brock plans to file a lawsuit to:
.. "I think rm going to bring W' · restore "m~ngful duties"• to the'
afong and ·maybe malte a coffee
superintendent's office, but· he said/
table·out of it;" lie said.
·
'·'
that- would-not damage department''
Bo~'s acceptance speech and .
operation· or• his relatio.nship· with•.
Boysen,·
.
. . . .,
a· news conference were beamed by.
satellite;frhm San Diego to Frank: "
"Pll be his biggest cheerleader;,
fort and\ broadcast:on• Kentucky ·
given half a-chance,"· Brock said. ·
Educaticinal, Televlsion.·-to class· Boysen said he would make,
rooms around the state.
several trips· to Kentuclfy- during!
· .'".Boysen, was · selected· -from•. . December to begin the transition:,
amqng 0 123 people who applied or
process. A transition• team will· lie';
·were ilominated for the ·job. He beat.' named in the• next few weeks to>
out,:;iwci. _other finalists. yesterdayi
begin the task of reorganizing the '
Jolin'iMurpily.ofMaryland and.Wil:
state Educati9n, Department··~· •·,..,
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· .. ms,"
u·;=· ·.. Pb.D• ·m·_, ·'
-"· Eng~sh:li~~e:3I1(:IJ~ch\l9:r' '
..:English_at,a_.pnvate.si:bool.m.- ·
.·' San Franc[l!9);c:,foUI' children,
~,.ages.17'to'i!fu,:·,~,y r •,•!.'}
: ., . Professional: superintend:;
'ent, San Diego County, 1987- ·
present; Conejo Valley Unified School District, Ventura,
Calif., 1980-87;. Redlands Uni, .
fled School District, San Bernardino, Calif., 1977-80; Pelham, N.Y., 1973-77; Pasco,
Wash., 1970.73; director of
administration, Bellevue Public Schools, Bellevue, Wash.,
, 1968-70; teacher, Kabaa High
School, Tiiika, Kenya, East
Africa, 1964-66.
Education: Stanford University, B.A. history, 1962;
Makerere University, Kampa·
la, Uganda, diploma in graduate education, 1964; Harvard
University;· Ed.D. · in edtica··
tional administration, 1969:
Personal:· Cyclist, swim•.
:
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hilcer; liackpacker.
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He'll have a tiger by the tail\

We maf liave to:,Cfor"stiuws,
bnng,m a·~ pe(JJ!le·m·k •SJl!l!sto get the bhli:iiilling;/An iMp:irtant
p;irt of this ref0$~is ~,talet'IQ .tliel
dedication and 'enthusiasm of .:((im,
tuckianscfa:,making, th~;c.sch®!si

-.;"il1iii::iiiirui- of ihose
the
<i~ to .wlii~~:v. are ~ up

0

liett:er. ,;:~1::.,.,-1,:~r;.\.:f~
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, Q:i>'.Whe~i~u thlltHranshl

tioii
team come from?'.'"''•'%"'"'"
' . i,;;,.So .:i..-""" K tu ·'lI11>c,!A3l!•
., .n.. me.uwu. en cicy• .,.,,m_e1,
fiom'.iotlief"'srates Some fro~,t.a1!.~
fomia.1r' r:n:·•·· . · ~-'·
.!Jr!OVi:.i ea
But "r. d~n't hlive. in mind ~ l :

WHh 'lhomas Bo,sen,
day after he was selected for the job.
Question: What will be the
first item on your agenda here?
Answer: I think listening has
got to be the number-one thing on
my agenda. And I plan to do a lot of
that .
Q:'What is the biggest concern you ·face rui you, begin the
task of massive education re.~
forms?-~J.,. ... :-.;.,:,1.,.r.·~-.

r

.,;.··,

··•,i~i

A: Kentucky~is ·iryiiig tci"dci"in'
one decade what California has been
working on for two decades. And I
actually feel. we· probably· have ·a·
!Ji!tter chance. of getting it dOne:fu a''
cJ!!cade because it is so comprehen-

stve.v-:-..., __., ._

.:•·..r.;~

•

J

•; ,....: :·:.~ .. -~-·-'-'
•

•

The ''inaior 'ri~"'is· to' Ii~t"ut
f~.of .all'.t!te.,constituencies what
we're' trying'JoJiet"'ddne
liere: To",;
k'fell'.iii. nili\d
tliis :IS
' ,.·gomg·to
'· .. ' '· ~~~.i:.:
..
w=.'!Se
tlle Ufe~_possibilities of tliis 'gen::·
eratio\fof sc!ioolclii!i!teii'." ·
..,,~1!1~ up.a basketliall'dynasty, i(aoesn•t ~ done in one, year.
.rrhere has:to ·lie recruiting'.there'has
I.

rto•'.\Ee{ gariie i,Ians;"YOU~lfuve M•ket

the right opponents and you have to
get the job done and· win the games.
M,l of!tliis•v.:e ~JJ!~~i~o:~eei,:i in
•lllll)d,as·Jwe go• about-<~g<up
thii(very ·cornprehensivi:retonn:" ·
:J ~.)~!..~-::'-{.,::." ·1r~:'1 ~::..:i1.1..f..3.~ro~ ill·
·""" .Q: .. Do, you•,__,,.,._ to .. make/

Wlf'Oles&le. chAD~~YOU'reGr-

ganiz4f'the: Education· D,jipart""';

men~,:;~',rod: .p1an to.'
.1Jrirur. m
.ttikr'.fl;~· ..;
1

• ·~

'

1

t,Jrt~--,1'1.. ,,.,..~..:.-:.::...,-·_➔'( ..............

... Y,q&J'1-.0W0,.WGlllP,;;:,-,_. ·- ,

~,.,~_•_

:,1c.&i1Idhn;t>liave1 ilfanfud,idiiing

that':;What I'm'gQiiig µ,dpiis-set'up
a transition't:eanfto ~,1,.iclbahd ·
tJlai;$)Ck.jiif>ithfi-situatiOll;i/talk to
peop!e;µ1Jtherdei>\irtment aitd,set,up
anvecy ~stema(:ic :,ad,vertisiµg,,9f.
positi011S:and:Selecti01!'ProCess;tJl'1
, '" My, 6aliic, nofioitistthat,t!iis•is:a
Kentiiclcyi:reftjmr,aildJit'stgoiiig:ti:i

work'ibealtise1we·::ire' going to1nhd

theileai!mliii>'tiii Kentucky. ',:·mW

portlnfaI~(l?fl.leople'. fy9m ':a!if.9!:<m
nia to Kentiii:ky,.to.dii1ta Califorrua:,~
way,,Wbatl.have in mind,is sitting:i
down eyeball to eyeball with people
from Kentucky and a few. others to
talk about, hovl are we gojng'.to·li<("
;i,.)·
'
.
.,
. '< -..
,
this the Kentu=, way.a
Q: Some felt you had not·
been tested in a high-profile;
high-pressure superintendency
in the ways the other two finalists had. How do you answer
those concerns?,
A: I have made it a point in this
position to be on the front line as
far as the fundamental issues of
adequate financing for schools, local control for scllool districts and
schools without being fettered.
I think , one works on a few
issues deeply and that's what I
intend to do· in Kentucky. I've
developed·that habit of'discipline in
anl incredible'. 'active and i dynamic
area,
San Diego: County. ,
.
··•
• ··- -1=" .,
,, ,... 1
...,
: Q:,You,Jiave beeiilcast-•by}
some as more of a laid-bai;k.1
a~~o,:,,-,tll_a.!!;;,tli.e:::.otbei-.;,
finallsts;,~,.youcp~pared,t0;;,,
make, foi-cefut· decisions, in',i•:
c!udhig st~ps .~~ remov~
Cttrant· -·~penntei;iden~s,,,_ !11\d.sl'.
board
members? ,.,~·. -·.,.,._ t1: ·,.
. ,. .l •. ,. •., . ..,., ,-~.-_..:,,:_..,;.-.!'-HX{~'s~'tf\ t1/J,7

.¥:w~,!l\

.:M~it[iliui~t.~hli'i;weiI~ci~Vlitii•f~
here in'Kennli:icy'edui:atioij ;refomi fi~

Wet'

is thi(expectation of, sucre!sl ·
insist upon ·-sui:cess. We support

iridi~ilj~~l

sua;r~t¢]y
iii)
stitutions are failing · the children
thath''-~~te _th~ir ffSP?l),Sti?i/itje;;.~t/1.~J
u"' 1 1s unperative· ,or us to' move

in.

-::-i

-i)Ji~ j,;; {: b

Q:. Many.-, have,, pointed to·
yourc: experience"1:;in'iv'stnd~nt'
testing• reforms: in,,Californi&
How big,of.11, roletdmycni· Rian
to:.plily,in, the~ developmen~;·of:
tliese,d' assessinenti,q methods;
here in Kentucky?ii\;.; ~"ff'!~?J:iM;.
, A'• It's certainly,, 8!!iruz ,to,-be'

soinTlhlng;ilia'.t,will il:av?mtatten,'
tion,as~· ... i'iftlu{lce{fo. :'of'~vi!·
... ,.i,.,~~•~·,.:•· -hJ'"".~tv r~l'-1
elemeni..,. or 1CJ.wUL.,. .,.. ..... \-,, lfV-ln't.:

:"""tll'tlie~Natioiial::,'A'asESSn1c,1t""of
IDiu&1iofuli Pi'' 'ess'the extent:to
\¼fcli! tli~y'are~iierfunnance tests,
'•ihe'"d~,ee to which they encourage
,g\#!llfeai;liiilg. 'Allctifl:those; are

~gq"""' bYtifv :m•-.,.,..,~ '·-1to make

1.thls~'-it,bri~ted'~':work!
· .,..,~i.t';"::'~----p

I

~~;;.--·.Yi)

.

11

~1t:l'm.aware there-are many oilier
players, the Council ori Peifonruui'ce
1Standards, the S!ate-13oafd'for Ele'riieritafy and 'Seroiiilafy·Educiiiion
very. important, to. me,._the·
teacliers
:-and·:adiiiinistrators..
l
~·· •• ., __ -.----... 1
'.....
'
,
'c"'""lt'!i''an'area~of' keen· interest'to
lfue·~aiid"it's'Talso?orie· in. which 'I'
know we have to have a lot of
collaljoratioti1 'l ..-! .!
••
,, •)Q:,,.What aspect of education teform do you think will
be" the. most difficult' to make
work?. -... A: f'.d say there are two. One of
them is the empowerment dimension, in which I include site-based
decision making, professional training of teachers and the very clear
performance standards.
No one in the country is really
doing that well No one has the
comprehensive vision of Kentucky
to do it as one piece and to do it
excellently...
The second piece that is goihg.
to.~~ a lot,;of~~fon is the.'
_firiance
.piece.:
1 · ,..,r· •J.1
'
.,
._i
I ~. ",
"'Z'
_··· ~~-:1~1is ·do
get <ibn~
' ,w:ithout'adequate financing. My-at:_
, .titude~is.:thatijhe;pupli~: supports1
,;cwinners,,The.public supports doers;,

and

~

l\'"I

not

•

,~And,ast-an=edfication".i:oinmunity •

we ha:ve!fu,put iiut shoulders. to th~
:\"heel'
fllt,!his, worm·· ll!l9 IJ!OVe it.
aliead.\.,. tt;,{1 ;'t-, ~~ .•&. .~-( ~-.~:. ,;:· ):;:_ 'd -~
,

':•••

·,(n

,• - •

•

•

•

1

t;1 1Then:oui-,cham:es'of gett:ing,.the·
resouri:eli,,anfgoing_;to be ,greatly:'
s~~~..~...;~:11.: l .#r -~ 1·1 f : ,

I

· "Iii' a;;JnibliC:-iiriiversifyj
like.,this,~_;1t~·has-,to,;get:..a1
considerable'amotiritjif, fund•\
. ~--Ii'ogi
.... :1,r··o'ther;
..,.;J:.,
'' ~-··•(•,,t
mg_i---.'
;
. sources
.",'

Wethifigtoti'said1''.'lt's'::C1elfriyf

criticaJltoithe·deve10i>menHot>

a,great tllllversity.• ·_· ., 1

: '

. ,M'obr~ytliilwe\i&-tsrua·tili

sch00Ps1t~.~su~~ame
from -"the11:nunioet'of"siruill
donations,' UK-recei~es frobii
its Supl)Offets•.:_.. -F!"F.-· '~""f'.' -·i~:·i~
. "The $25 gift"fo' $ome is•
just as niucli as· malong ii'
Fellows ·commitment," he'
said.
Several leaders· in the
state's political, business and
university circles are among
this year's 46.'i Fellows, in. eluding: Ford; state Rep. Pete Worthington, D-Ewing; Rep.-elect Ruth
Ann Palumbo, D-Lexington; fonner
gubernatorial•· ·candidate:. · TerrY:
M_cBrayer; Alex M. Warren Jr., sen;_
ioc vice president of Toyota Motor_
Manufacturing U.5.A.; and UK Athtl
)~~ ,Director ~.M. Ney;ton., · ,J;1} {i
·;,: \';The Fellows pro~ began, i!';
, i966 during John Oswald's pres1{
'daicywith 21 donors and a com-,,
'mitment of more than $2.2 millibn..:
: It picked up speed during Otis A.:'
· Singletary's ; 18-year;: presidency~
'raising •'more: tbam' $39.3 million',
''from-when· lie took office·iJ\·1969
· tifhe retire;! in• 1987. t.,;-,~·,.; :

~.-n,;.'•un1
· i~_'
'i.Ji
.._,.~-,.an1.L
..,t<:;,,_.aimnutQlentsYen\
:,,. .1iai:"'ece1;,ed
-· rf., IJlOl'e'
._ .
''
0 ;

r. .• $57~(,• 'lli'""',!'d_uring .ilia 25·
,Jh!P.- of trl;e1~· ·-With,
~~ -.... :·.·;:::,-..:- ·c. ;";r•::--:f!!!!~:~:r,LT:;-:. ::-:last: night's·' inductees, there are

2,697 Fellows;:, ,~::•..\ _ ; ·: .. . \·I(,.
·. Shortly after Fellows topped th~'.
2,000-member mark last. year, '\heschool hired a full-time directoc for
the program, Jon Zachem, a former
pilot with Trans World Airlines.·:··.
,,,;; Zacherif;-·53;.was· executive 'di-·.
rector .of the. Hillbrook Foundation,·
a private group tfuif raii;ed _nioney
~ Fayette County sch!)(?~ bc;fore

~~µ. -~~"';-s-~-:·::-:-=~2=-~~~1t-?

-c?i; lJK's··250-meinber Development
Cooocil/ which met earlier yesterday; voted · to start several new
donor recognition programs for in-.
dividWi and ~ who give.
tlie· school from $'25 000. to-$1 mil;::
lion:. ca.if'of-t' deferred gift Cot
,.,,,,;.,,,.
$125
000 to $5•. -"''Oll.'"1>6-,;
·
. · l .. oil-..
WU-U, - .;•·-·~:•'".rrJ.' 'f!"
~ mm-,wm ,.
· indiviauals:
!~;ba~'~beyond the.
'Tello';,,.·;;;:;;.,,..;.,..~
....
....... Mobley said;,.j. ~

... ..

~~

~-

f~~o~il\~~ai
~ t:~··;,;.~ $25,000, • $50,000, . $100,000,
"1()(),000 and $1 million ,- that
'tofyespond to groups named after,
'tmi•· university's five doo>ased ror.
, ., ·aen... ""-.- ·., , .• . .•...
mer pres! . ""·"-"
·. .•. .
::"t
...,.,; ,·,.
_.....:r

fi:~~&f3~·FitM,,c,,if~a_E,l!~~W~T9Nfffi~:m!P\fMB~~~ffl
a~i-. !~:-+r~-:.11~lt:1.:.r~.,-1~~-c1;;

J•)_lfi~~1~·,l-t;t.-1·e_;'··1·:if:.} ~~i
1nfosnect_iiteti ~~
·~~.~--~ ~V.V:. - ... l., ~,, - ·t1 .••
&~:1.•.tr,TJ>'.j{:)i~~~J·,~-fi.i ff=! f-'1~t.~tt~~\r'( ~~
~ •:;•:L )i·;. >- ~
J

._. - .~.;.;,. ,~ ,,,•u~,>~· ._,:'}
i!:nlp,V.."~11J,,½;.j .·-'-''~n1,·~- .... ~r..:.i·_!-::,

,

~~- -<;£71 -;(.-.\l~tli ~- ,-•.c--..,.,.,.i

~teif]~11ts'.s.tay1~~
t..

'

1
011e''"r·n·:. ·, "ht
l~ t. . . :>~1, :ir
g·'

.. •./ ~--- (,. _,.J~-~- ..,;

~•:;;:rr~_

,,~

{~: ~

_"J0\{ifftil-:.-H-:,i;ih$~-t/:'.{~Hi!:Erb
1

By: Da'f,d,_,\;:Hiill.;,0_'.g

r::-.

,;),;;-;~?

-Hera.@~Le:iid8.r:ataff •r1tef-1:'f~

~

!;: ·

,,:,,.j·.~ii:,'scRijbI-tsefifors•mlerested ·
in-a~diiig tlitumv~tyaf Ke!\;

tuclfy1's66ii\,will'liilve-,-a'-'clianre"ro
.: see what life .wo~ be like\on the-

•

0

:1Leilingtj\l:ampiis.;,~.;n:..-;;;; \l~.t ,; .
•• ;'A-.. ove'lnrght1VI~e-pro~ to.
~:,iii, February. through' UK's
. ·adlnissfons: offi~ will' -allow ,!ird'
spectiv~ students tii' spend the night
in a· dormitory, attend classes and
eat dinner with UK,students:- .·.
"It will be a tremendous boost
to students' -recruitment," said Randy Mills, senior associate director of
admissions at UK. "We have a very_
good campus visit program now,
but it is limited to daytime visits. "
The new program is a joint
effort between the admissions office
and the UK Student Government
Association.
Two UK students wiil play host
to each senior during a visit. The
student will have a chance to attend
classes and will be given a $5 meal
·ticket to use at any of UK's dining
halls.
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' ~''J:C. .. McPh1eters""'weiit to"'
en11t aSlliali'Methodist girls col•
.. .. ip.. ~~PPi ,hi~906.., Ke'!°
s;:.Asliury. Theolol!lCal-.$emi-..
ruuy hadii't even. been faillt · 7·
·';,But itJwas) thert' at I th'e''now~ - Meridfaii/ College.-11i'at
Mcj>heeteis, who would·liecome ~~s-secomfpresjdenf,' unwi@.igly
did; ·wme of ms, most . Important
for' the se,itimuy.-- ~ .. ,-:
·1Specifically, he befriended Meridmnts- -president, John:· Wesley Beeson; •whose son, Ralph Waldo BeeSOll, ..would 'give almost' $50 million
to.Asbury over the years -'- the most
recent one a $38.9 million bequest
apnounced by Asbury. officials Sat•
urday..
: Ralph Beeson, a Birmingham,
Ala.t insurance executive who died
. Oct.-15 at age 89, gave much of his
wealth to select theological seininaries and churches. His estate- was
worth more than $100 million when
he. died.

wuik

"He· was a very complex individual," !illid Bill Conger, Beeson's second,cousin and executor of-his will,:.
"He·'got more·pleasure from Invest-"
ing his money and giving it away as
opposed to living it up."
·Beeson willed another $38.9 mil•
lion to Samford Univers~ty. a private
schooL in Birmingllam assoeia!ed ·
with tlfe ~abama Biipt;ist State Convention. He also•left money to ..Maryville:eo11egEt...in'Teim~see 8119 to
thet ind'epencleiit. 11(esbytetian
Chlirch
Birmingilllln, which' · he
. .
.. ·
attendedi . · ' ,
.' ..
. Beeson,'s gift-to.~bury,Jocatecfi,Ii
Wtlmi)jif..in.Jt.5S!!DID~,' founty, was\
the school's~ and almost.dou0 •
. bles~iJs' $20Jnilllon,~en(en~

of-

~

~~

'

downient~ ·,,c...---::_·. --.. ~ . "-..;·;..._·-~-~~ r~:,
" ~ ; fo#ded.ijp92_3; ~,?OQ'
-students/ froin;_ 54.' d11,nomma.~1!5·
around tne world.''It'.i,i aiii~rlg thil.!t
. largest-seminarles'-iri' tli:e' •nation;:.-

: said Robert T: Bridges;''its ;·Yicif
·presidenffor"iidviiiiceinent. . · '·, - •
.. J\bout:$10,mi_l)i.Q,n~.go to fully
, 'endow .,,.;.,;n., anil additional· pro-_,
. .,,;,,.:,..,.r':'l:',;,~" Asb · .President:
_ 1c.-,uu'?....~.''\..~•- .~,.. ,..,; _..,.,_.--:.·,,

i!c:e

-

~-,,-

;Da~d ''i:, M ~

-

..

• •

•.

siili(~Aboui'l

-$6-million:will beused tii.lnil!il and J
. _equip apaj$D~ center, whjch.'\"'ill
use- higMecli' Video equipment to
train students and· ministers• iri'
preaching and other pastora/:activi.••
ties.
.· ,' · •. ·, : ,;- ·;:
And some $1 milllori,will go'.to the
operational costs of, the ·E;. Stanley
Jones School of World Missions and
Evangelism, which prepares, niis-'.
sionaries, McKeena said.. ' · · . . · .
The rest will"be·used to.-ihcreas'e'
scholarship funds, renovate: the Ii- /
brary and expand its holdings, and
build apartments for married stu• 1,
dents.
·
·
:
"What this really allows us to do l
is shift our development efforts j'
drastically," McKeena said. "The
real key is that this gives us a stable J
operating base for the endowment '
for chairs, and othe~ .t)tings, and ;
frees us to pursue helping students !
with financial aid"
.Bridges said the ·amount of Bee- :
son's gift was a shock, but the fact
that he willed part of his estate to .
the school was iiot. Beeson and his
late wife, Orlean, already had given
more than $10 million to Asbury, including $2.3 million in 1987;
"He would always say, 'It's God's
money; it's not mine,"r ¥cKeena
said. "That's how he described his-wealth/'
. ·...:.:-;..:.·•n-1:i"J
Beeson also took a'prof6Wld interest In the work of missionaries·
and evangellsin,· an interest'.lniterited from his father. He'.luiifrio'.'i:hildren, and Conger sai4"hii;'.'gfying
most of his estate' to ~wrfustilutions Was
Beeson made his fortune through,
investments whiljl,~-JJ,~er of Liberty, Nationali:Ufe;,Insurance in Birmingham;;,,: Whil&·
amassed his .fortane.1Co~;S81d,
Beeson's defining charac:te'ristlc wa!!o
frugality.
: ,.]s-.i,~~
Stories about. his · reluctance to
spend include a,• ta!Ef r torcr. by·
McKeena about the tmie S'omeone
tried to give Beesoii' 'i1<11ew:jja1r ofpants. "He said, 'Tak~.tll~6ack.Why do I need two P.airs ·o~liilts?' ,.

no,SUIJl~~,orr'w ·

!Ii

0

Con

r·saldtl\at'tor•~

Beesofdiciri't own' a'·~~dry.er.::-.:::.--::-- _
-

-

..

..,...."To:h(m.lt wasnoihiiig iitrange."~
CoDgllr said..!-'11· was practical. But
!)le jusfiii\ioy~'seeihg th~ results of,
'whathe,Speijt l!O:sbmfj'goM Maybe•
ne'llllieablli'tcisee these"last results
».:,,=•· ~-~.:.,; ,, :a-a ,"!O
wum..~cu..:,:;1,..JJ~ rJ:,t,: ®·
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There is a place for the SAT

W

ith anything as emoti~~ as a test determmmg a young person's higher
education prospects, job opportunities and earning ability, controversy abounds. The C.Ollege Board's
long-awaited changes to the Scholastic Aptitude Test are no exception.
Critics at the Massachusettsba~ Center for Fair and Open
Testing have labeled cosmetic the
proposed elimination of lists of
words of oppooite meanings, greate: emphasis on reading comprehension, open-ended math problems
allowing students to use calcula:
tors and essay sections added to
achievement tests. Representatives
of test-coaching programs agree.
What is happening is that the
C.Ollege Board is trying to tailor its
exams more closely to the skills
needed in baccalaureate studies.
Nearly 2 million students take the
SATs each year, and colleges use
their scores to gauge academic potential. Critics say that grades,
evaluations and recommendations
are better predictors of college performance; and about 30 percent of
the nation's colleges and universi-

ties now have open enrollments.
Many others ~ve quit relying on
test scores as the only admissions
criteria.
Despite the controversy, the
proposed changes are reasonable.
There is a place for widely applicable standards in American education. Remember, standardized tests
absolutely control the destinies of
students aiming for college in Japan, a nation many Americans admire for its educational success.
And standardized tests are used in
many other ways by the military,
in private industry and the civil

service.
Strong arguments have been
made about cultural b~ in the
tests, and questions of fairness are
proper. But getting rid of tests
altogether is not the answer. That
would just eliminate the guidelines
educators strive for in preparing
their students for college study and
introduce even more subjectivity
into the admissions process.
T

This editorial appeared in The
(Baltimore) Sun. Guest editorials do
not necessarily reflect th£ tMWJ)oint
of th£ Herald-Leader.
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\$38.9 milliOn for Asbury- )
a 'megagift' in state, U.S.
By Joseph S. Stroud
Central Kentucky bureau

WILMORE - The $38.9 million gift that Asbury Theological
Seminary announced Saturday
appears to be the biggest single
donation to any Kentucky college
or university in history.
The bequest from Ralph Waldo Beeson, a Binningham. _Ala.,
insurance magnate who died Oct.
15, is also the largest donation to
any college or university in the
United States this year, according
to the Chronicle of Higher Educa1 tion. Since 1967, only 12 colleges
or universities nationwide have
received bigger gifts.
One might think some celebrating was in order for Asbury,
a small school with ~good nation•

al reputation, a modest campus of
modem, red brick buildings and a
student population of 800. So far,
however, reaction to the Beeson
donation has been subdued at the
seminary, one of about a dozen
major training centers for United
Methodist ministers.
"l think there's apprehension
because we don't know how to
handle it yet,'' Asbury President
David McKenna said.
Scott Edwards, a mt-y~
stude!lt from Lo~don, Ontano,
descn~ the reaction on ~pus
as "laid back," _and explained
what he meant th1S way:
"We're not here foc money.
We're not here to see how big we

can get But it's kind of nice to
know that the school will have
money and be able to pay for its
programs."
'
Beeson's interest in the semi: nary grew from a friendship hetween Beeson's father, John Wesley
Beeson, and fonner Asbury presi'. dent JC. McPheeters. ln 1906, many
, years before McPheeters became
Asbury's president in 1942, he went
: to work at Meridian College, a small
: Methodist girls' school in Merid~
~ Miss. The elder Beeson was pres1~ dent of the school, which has since
: gone under.
"
To put the Beeson bequest into
: perspective, consider the largest
; gifts ever received at other Ken: tucky colleges:
• The University of Kentucky
- has received several private gifts in
: the neighborhood of $5 million. It
: also received $11 million from the
-

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

moRi;-; -~

·.ASBURY: Gift;,.:
:: Lucille· Parker Markey Charitable
• Trust, but not all at once. ,
;; , • Berea College, a schooJ'- that.
:'. relies almost exclusively on private
: donations, got its biggest gift ever
•, in 1988, when the now-defunct Ap: palachian Fund Inc. donated slight-!
: ly more than $5 million.
: .. .C:
•.
• Centre College in Danville was·
~'given between $8 million and $10:.
: · million in the early 1980s by an.'
: anonymous donor, said William', H.~
:: Breeze, the school's vice •president
: and general secretary. Of Asbury,'.
:: he said: "That one they ·got is a':
- megagift in anybody's book."
*,
~.
• At Lexington .Theological.I
: •Seminary;the largest gift ever waslj
• $600,000, said James· M· Wray Jr..-·
: , vice president for development .at'_\
• the 200-student school.. . • ... , .I..
• Transylvania . : University;
1.
: ;:lJX)k1;5man Keith Elkins w<iuldn't:j
: .identify that school's largest private l
• gift, but said it was "nowhere near '
,I 1$39 mill'
. i_on."/ ·rl • _ . ··,. ,, . . ,, \ .-,,1
", · So where will
all of Asbury's !
~ money go?..
·. . ~ ~ \ ~i
i Not to Asbury College,
r the street from the seminary in ;
f ,Wilmore. The
was found.~
·ed in 1923 as a part,of·the'college, 1
•but !ncorporated as ii separate enti- i
•ty eight ye:irs later. ·, __ ,; .,,,, .. ,,
· · Although.' the- seminary· is , on:
. _oreak this week,'students who re-''.
mained on campus had some sug- .'
gestions '· for ways to "spend · the ·
mon_ey. Barbra Jackson; ·a first-year1
semmacy student from Brunswick;<
Ga, said she hoped some would be' i
spent_ on minQrity scholarships. . \\
· Greg.Shannon, a first-year stu,, :
cent from .Millersburg, . said he, i
hoped some .would be.·used to:l
reduce tuition, which is. $4,440 a; -~I
}'.ear for most students.
;. i -·:;· ., ;
·, McKenna said .he'" could· not. ;1
promise a tuition break,• but hoped.' I
to put more moneY, into all. sch9lar: ;
ship programs.
:' , . '
-But because,Beeson d<i.';ignated
the money for: specific programs;
McKenna is ·cautioning alumni and,'
friends not to view the donation as
the., end• of the ,school's money .
.problems. ;:1 ·:. , .. :'.,
· Of ,the ;"$38,9 million, Beeson',
designated:•. :, ·, ·
. -, • .1 , :
l • $9.25 ."million to 'endow•,13'
professorial chairs (new and exist-·
ing positions).
,
··:
• $13.85 million for general aca-·
demic support, including, library,
improvements.
,
- " • $15.8 million· for building, .
equipping, .'and setting up a new·
"preaching center" to train students ,
in church leadership and the actual'.. I
delivery of sermons.· . .
· -V
I , Robert T. Bridges, the vice pres· 1
ident for seminary advancement"
I said I that because the money was ·
feannarked, its immediate. effect;
:,vould be less ~n might be expect-. !
1ed. ' , •
• • , • f'"', , ,
' ~ I
~
;\,' ·1"Asbury Seminary··,is Jnot \a:,

1

·across.

seminary

'

I

·•

\

,' \ '

• ,

'

..
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wealthy institution, and 'e".fn ,t~is'.
doesn't complete the finanetal
;picture,",Bridges..said.,,,,,_.,., - .. ,:_, ,.: ,
~ As far.as celebrating goes, thel
1
1lxiard of trustees and faculty divi-)
.'sfon_:directors;did some last Tues•[
'day with what McKenna called "a {
)family·Thanksgiving dinner," : •· :

1 gift

iBy DAVE KOERNER:,",>·>,•'','.,;{,--,,,. ·if<
<>·.,::<,:.·;~}-,:_.,.
~:~·~ <';·
,.,,,,v,~·.:,~•..•

f;; ~ Some 'scliools also' use bowl profits 10·,:
;~b~. new.uniforms and upgrade equip-·i
..;. Based on /expense·• figures·- from , i,,ment and.f~cilities· or. restock tra1n1ng.·:
s~hools
that have Part!clpated in recent,. ~,room supplies, but Olsen said no deci- -~
1
,Fiesta Bowls, the , Uruversity of Louis-', · i slons have .made along those,lines. . ~:,',\
[ville should reap .a· profit of $1.3 millio •· · c, .,,_AnolJ\er discretionary expense wolilcl ·:
to $1.8 million from Its :-appearance :, ~ ';_be,; what,· _is 1• !=lltegorized as ,• players', ;
l~w~:tSUfh_,items,, as, pngs, ,,w_atches;.,;(the Jan. I football bowl game.,,.·,ci.,.;.~.•
/:!•. Five schools that played in 'the·game," · -'.!!Weatsuits and;T-shirts, ToeiNCAA•L.::
·allo;ws·eacq te~;to,spen,dirto more;,
/since 1986 reported• spending between ..
lhilii $300:011 awlirdl!'.,foii'ea lfpl'".:i:
t $?00,000 and $1.2 'o;illlion during their,:.
tr's participation' in abowl ~am~"l
Itrips to Tempe, Ariz.,· for the· game, ";<
t'{A~ording
ti>' Cnilg'Walkettassfs:..;;
f,.,<T!Je boY:I guarantees e~ch school $2:s.,
o'r·_.,·.,
· '"fiit'·.ance,
•· .,,,}
!million this year. Louisville will face a , J·tant"
•. ...athletics\''dire_ct"
. .
•_
,-,or"
Dand administration at West V'u-ginia;!
[Southeastern Conference team .--Ten-,·
1nessee or the Auburn-Alabama winner
.{that'school spent $17,460 oifawardsl
ffor 121_playerf'awards for the 1989 ·
7'." in. the Fiesta .BowL 1•,s,,-,,, .. :..,,; i:,::·_:
!,/Fiesta· Bowl, Which was~won·, by:'
1 ,-,U of,L President.Donald S~li'as.'.'
earmarked
all
of
the.net
proftis
from"the
·
/c
Notre Dame and determined the'na-·
f:
I'. ~e f<>r progr:ams benefiting minor' ~,tional championship. ,,.:;,..,;,..,... ,., ___,,,:
.- 1ties..-,-., .. , •.
) ·,:.-."~
·- . ~. ,,,, '........
.. - ,. '·
•/1,1,·
~; ;, That outlay- Whicli lireaks
;'i\That's ln,ilddltion'to 11,$200,000'grant " ' fto $144 per player ...:,;was· part of.
_$174,300 In. W~st Vrrginia's mlsce1.:
alrety,
...~chdy,set. ashii~~.byd·1p~,b!>Y.:!J1>~;11W!Qr,_,_.!;,
1
.,l s •01_ars ps an _programs.- ,.;,._ ''J>.,1 i,,laneous. expenses. ·.Also,. includedt,,,,-,._Swmn~as.-not m'Silable,for-commene•
;~as $2~,800,for.752 complimentwy_
r. Yesterday:but Denise 'Fitzpatrick,>·dlrec<''., . , gam~ .tickets. and $40,836, for up-'j
: tor of_ii~ and public' lnformation,af::
:grading t eqm)lment _and·tsupplies,e.
QofL; 'Said the anticipated high wind:·,'
_practice-fi~ld,,_rentaJ. and!Jhe·- pur-'.,
tfalliwoul~•not promptSwain;to change;'. , .;~hastof_f1~ta :Bowl jerseys,'..,.', : ·: 1
,;hJs decls1on.-"I don't'see·that·happen-·'-' \ ii'' U of L_ ~lso must, buy new. jerseys'!
Ing,'.' ~itzpatrick said•i . •· , ,
.
rfor. th~ F1esta'Bow1;·as do: all partici-;
(_pants ID the game:-:, -!-: ,- ( ,,,:.:,: ..; -; ,_
{· Swam ?>mmitted i!J of. L's net profits :
-to·mlnonty ,programs after focal black·•.
!•";'U of L also must· p~y coiitractwirn1
leaders opposed the school's participaf;honuses'.\to • U. bf L head ;football"i
'. tion In. the Fiesta .Bowl. ,Controversy
L~~ach H?ward:Schnellenberger.and !
•his full-time •assist'ants•,• 1)f
,,,..."•·, --,.''/ I'. t",,
, arose over the game after Arizona vot•· •
r ers defeated a measure, that would have'.·
:d ,(\ccording• •to, Schnellehbej'.gJi-i
r_inad~ Martin Lu,ther1King Jr.:s birthday/ ,.latest ·contra.ct; signed in:,1989," he;
, I a pwd state holiday•.,1-,,·1 ,, ;:-" ,,, ,-.... , .,,., 1:woulg__~iye.a mlnimu'1J' bonus of,,
;1;,, U1 of .L,_athletics ·director Bill ·01se1(' · .$12,500 for taking U of L to a maJor,
!'said ~sterday that' scltool officials are·:-· 'game, with the _athletics dlrector-de-'ll>
, In the, early stages of planning the· tripj; ,Je"1!inlng ,th(actuaJ amount Olsen .. ,
1,to; the.Fiesta Bowl_ and are .. unable,to
l!:8\?~,J~j,~S..~Y: 'u1what,, Schnellen_;~·
,:projec(:,'.expense5;", The..: bowL will ,,;be: ~
:!'eme,,!h,.,_n~,wo d be'or whether-.,,
,U. of L's.first since 1977. and its',first ever'.;,_· , .''lf-'Would ·come'from·the: school's Fi.!'-'
l-on New "ear's Day,,,,,.' ', .... ·'• ···i:•'",..1;,"" · '" .,esta,Bowl.·neti-proceeds,i, , ,_. .. , , . , :...
t~ i
' ;"Thls.'ls the first time l've'been fn.:' ;~'Si:ruiellejlo~tger was
;volved with a bowl since I became ·ath-'
_/,·l~t nlght'and·not ayailable for com-'
'. letic director, ~d we ,Just don't know-· :e ment, according to'hls secretary... _,
·about a lot of things nght now" Olsen·
r ;' According to the contract U of:·
said. "I'm sure we'll use research and · ~ L's assistant coaches ·would :eceive'i
look at how other (schools) have ban-' . , a cash bonus of one month's salary:
;died the situation, and I anticipate that'" .;rif· the' Cardinals play_ In ;.8' .major..
·~e will be within those ranges.".-,:•··, ,_-;. ,·, bowl_, The contract defines a major.I
( _ Based. on figures from recent. Fiesta ·- ·,_bowl as one,guarant~eing,1a mlni,'!: Bowl participants, schools have been"' •;'mum of$. 800,000'per.'school.; _ ,~ ,-,ii)
h;endlng 500 to 650-people ·to Arizona;" ,._1, Notre tlame, at $1.2 mlllion;'Spent1
'. with 150 to 200 making up what com-'' ~ !J1e most among Fiesta participants 1
i, monly Is called the official'. party and
r ID the past five years, though not all•;
- ;,spending at,least· a week. Included In· 'r !he· scho,ols swveyed provided. thej
:• Information requested., ·, · ,,,..,;, ·;,,, ,,
1 the official . party are players coaches ·
t and their. families, athletic admlnistra- . [~i:'.. How,ever,John Heisler,)ports ·tn'.J
t tors;" sports·
information staff' trainers : t\fonnation director at Notre-Dame -'-l
.
i ,and , eql\lpment
managers. •r. .:'. -\..-; ,: , · , ~;a ,Privately fun~ed school .; pointed:!
lt.:i Olsen ;said he, did .ni>Llmov/: who
nout,,that.,.~e Irish, "pretty. .muchj:o ::
l• would go to. Arizona from U of L, or · "'-first., class.~for•. a. Jan. J .l:>9.lVL~iJ,;;;j,j
\,whose expenses would be, paid but he ·
(1 Indicated that the school would try to ·
:. follow trends of previous Fiesta partici•
:
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Southem,hesaid.. ,, :. ·;•,',,.'·i
>" .,,_..-,. Measures, if taken, could,rarige·
: • ·· :
,+,,. :':• ;'; \.:.:.,from a private,"notice': to a·public
:Representatives of ,two accredit- . "warning;'! said James T. Rogers,;
: mg agencies began a preliminacy · executive director of the, Commis- '
, ·: investigation of Southern Baptist . sion on Colleges for the Southern 1
'· Theological Seminwy yesterday;' Association of' Colleges ·.and
'. :meeting with administrators, teach- Schools, which acts jointly with the .'
Lers and trustees. '·, : · · ;. · " ' 'association of theological schools in ,j
·I'_'"· ..'The Associatiori , of Theoln<rlcal·
·· accreditation. · ··, ··• •· ..
·,.· ,.., "'\.,·f-•' · \\I
Wt,•
'
( .Schools in the United· States and · If corrective steps :were riot taken, \
, .Canada and the Southern Associ-',•the seminary could ultimately, lose,
'.. '~lion: of Colleges and Schools noti•\ its accreditation._, :- : : .'.·.,,: j'", · '!!
· tied: .. Southern recently that they , Rogers, also mterviewed ', by- r
·, planned to look into reports "re- phone last week, said he could·not _;
· garding recent actions of the board comment directly on the. seminacy
: of trustees • . • which may intrude investigation, However, he said the \
: oil.the proper functions of adminis- ,areas that accrediting groups would.,'
,.tratian and faculty." : ·.
. : ,'. normally examine include the rela•.'!
;t:.:; fn,;their spring meeting,_ the·trust-/tionship o~ t)le· s1;minary's trustee;s
•,'(eS;adopted a controversial regula•' to the administration and any poss1-.·~
;:·t1on requiring teachers to allmv tape ,ble interference by trustees in nian-:'\
: .recorders in classes and passed a. aging or running the school.-~-· l:
; resolution encouraging • seminary~ · Both .accreditation officials· said \
,·'employees to support anti-abortion·. that special investigations such as';
I ·1egislation.
· ... "\'·· t-: ·. ·: '. •· · · the'one at Southern are not unusu-,J
. , In September, the board adopted · al. Aleshire said his office .launches.!
; new guidelines for hiring, promot• 10 or fewer a year. Rogers said he,J'
i .ing and granting tenure to teachers. , didn't know how many the South-·
Ur·; strictly applied, the guidelines em Association conducts. · ,1 · • l
) :could require faculty to hold conser-. :~. Roy Honeycutt, president of, the· l
: vative theological viewpoints such! seminary/ participated . in the ···-ac-~J
, ·;is-. belief in a literal Adam and Eve creditation mquiry but could not be .1
:-and the miracles in the Bible truly reached for comment yesterday..:
· Qccurring as supernatural events,
The · investigate~. one from each
;' . The inquiry was prompted by. ' agency, also were unavailable for :
i" •-"letters from 'concerned people,'' comment. . •. ,.
, ., 1;
i't said• Daniel Aleshire, associate di- .· John Michael, one of the trustees "j
::. rector for accreditation at the Asso-· · interviewed, ,said the investigators J
~ ,c;iatian of Theological Schools, in a. ·seemed less concerned with . the:
i. ·t~lephone interview last week: Be- ·changes that have been made at;:
:.- cause of association privacy rules; Southem than in making sure that 1
,·· Aleshire could not say who wrote • the trustees followed proper proce- ,\
: the ,letters. However, he said they dures when they set new policies. ;
;. ·were "unsolicited" and were not,
did not believe that they would t
r. ftom anyone directly connected leave the campus ''with a sense that-,'.
[• with the seminacy..
, . . . . . the trustees had done anything ,:
11 · · ,(\Ithough the inquiry starts a pro- wrong or that there was any· ;i
'·•cess that could ultimately lead to grounds for notable criticism.», - ,· ',
r .discipline against Southern, the in-.
He said the investigators said ·:.
'.:.vestigation is "extremely prelimi~ they would prefer to see the semi- /
H1ary," said Aleshire, who until this nwy ''work through our own prob- !
, summer was director of profession- !ems rather than an outside agency ',
al studies at Southern. Because of playing any active role." . ,
.;
: .ties to the seminary, Aleshire has
But the visit left Diana Garland, -.j
' not.taken a di~ict role in the South- one of the three faculty members ,
'. ;em in~iry.. , _ ,
.c?nsult:'1, ~h a different impres-JI
. · ., The mvestlgators will report to , s10n. . . .
.
,
. ,. . ,
: th!J association's ·commission on ac- _·, While the investigators 'were very'·
: crediting in January. If problems "businesslike" and did not :share ;
hare .J;een, the commission would ..their. opinions with the teachers"
/;th.en:appoint a team of "peer eval- : said Garland, associate professor of..'
f?r a '!lore thorough inqui- ·soci~ work, .her sense )s ~t: th_ej
1,,,uatoi's"
ry, Aleshire said, -,,
.
. ·: · ;,seminary faces an ongoing mvesti-:
,·•.,_-on1y after the s~~d investi~a;'·.·'gation Into its accreditatlo~;.~..';' ·. :/
';·lion would the accreditmg agences;, ,_ "l,.would be very surpnsec\.if It.
i,:onsider. whether ~~ .. act against i ended here,'' she' 511\:l. · ,:; :,;·.,, :, · :

i!
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Wethington
apparently
state's top-paid
college chief
By RICHARD WILSON

Staff Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Charles T. Wethington Jr., the University of Kentucky's 10th
president, has signed a five-year contract
paying him an initial annual salary of.
$143,550.
The contract, signed Oct. 23 by Wethington and UK Trustee Chairman Foster Ockerman, apparently makes Wethington Kentucky's highest-paid state university president.
Wethington's salary is a 10 percent increase above the S130,000 he earned as
UK's acting president and the final salary of
Dr. David P. Roselle, his predecessor, who
is now president of the University of Delaware.
Ockerman said yesterday that the 10 per•
cent increase, retroactive to the July 1, 1990,
starting date of the contract, represents the
same average 10 percent salary increase
awarded to UK's faculty and staff members.
Wethington was UK's acting president
from late December 1989 to September
1990, when he was named president by
UK's trustees.
Copies of Wethington's contract
and two accompanying documents
were released to The Courier.Journal and The Lexington Herald-Lead•
er yesterday under provisions of the
state's Open Records Law.
The contract, which runs through
July 1, 1995, contains a provision
permitting its annual renewal each
July 1. The effect of that provision
means that if it is exercised Weth•
ington would have a perpetual fiveyear contract.
Ockerman. who negotiated the
contract with Wethington, said yesterday that its beginning date was
rolled back to July 1 because Wethington, unlike other university per•
sonnel, did not receive a salary in•
crease then.
The trustee chairman said there
were no difficult negotiating points.
''We discussed various different
points at length and this is what we
came up with," Ockerman said.
When Roselle was hired, the
trustees set his initial $120,000-ay~ salary after surveying pay for
presidents of similar universities to
UK in surrounding states. Ockerman said he saw no need for a similar survey• .
"I believe if we had obtained that
information, it would probably have
called for more" money for Wethington, Ockerman added.
Current salaries for the out-of-

state schools' presidents - as well
as the heads of other Kentucky state
universities - were unavailable yesterday because of the holiday.
Wethington's contract calls for
his annual salary increases to be at
least the average provided other UK
faculty and staff. Besides also providing him with a campus residence
and staff there, he also receives a
car for personal and official use and
club or association membershlpl
necessary to fulfill his role as president.
Other fringe benefits include a
university contribution equaling 15
percent of his annual salary to the
national retirement fund used by
UK; $100,000 in accidental death in•
surance for him and $50,000 for his
wife; family health and dental insurance and an expense account,
which can include both public and
private funds, for expenses connected to his office.
He also receives tenure as an associate professor in UK's community college system, which he previously led. If he returned to that
faculty before retirement, his faculty salary would be at least 80 per•
cent of his presidential salary.
UK also will provide $375,000 in
term life insurance for Wethington
while he is president. And it will begin paying toward permanent life
insurance coverage of at least
$400,000, which would replace the
term coverage if he remains president until he is 65. Should he relin-

· quish the presidency before he
is 65, Wethington can retain
the accrued value of the latter
coverage or pay
to have it continued.
UK also will provide family health
and dental insurance for Wethington upon his retirement
A separate trust agreement calls
for UK to use private funds to give
Wethington a 15 percent annual saJ.
ary supplement to be paid into a
trust fund while he is president. UK
General Counsel John Darsie likened the trust to a supplemental retirement provision and said that
Wethington would pay income tax
on the supplementary pay.
Wethington's financial package
also would give him a one-time payment of $25,000 from private funds
to help defray the capital-gains tax
he must pay from the sale of his private residence in Lexington. Darsie
said the provision was inserted because Wethington's contract requires him to live in Maxwell Place,
UK's historic president's home.
Wethington has only lived in his
private residence for about one
year, Darsie said. Tax regulations,
he added, only relieve someone over
55 from paying capital gains tax if
they live In a private residence for
at least three years.
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UK paying Wethington
$143,550 plus benefits
By Andrew Oppmann
Herald-Leader staff writer

Charles Wethington receives a
$143,550-a-year salary as president
of the University of Kentucky, un•
der the terms of a five-year contract
released by the school yesterday.
His salary is 10 percent more
than the $130,000 that former President David Roselle was making
when he left UK for the University
of Delaware last year.
The contract also guarantees
that if Wethington is terminated as
president for any reason, he will
retain his status as a tenured associate professor in the community
college system and receive- &> percent of his annual salary as president
Wethington. 54, former chancellor of UK's community college system, was named president Sept. 18.
He was paid a salary equal to

-A service of the Office of Media Relations-

~130!000 a _year while serving as
mtenm president after Roselle's departure.

. R~lle v.:as the state's highest•
patd uruvers1ty president when he
was hired in 1987. Up-to-date fig.
ures for the other state schools were
not available yesterday.
: John Darsie, the school's chief
:coun~ l, said Wethington received
,th~ 5an:u.verage pay raise given to
un1vers1ty employees this year.
: Other provisions of Wethington's contract include:
• A one-time lump sum rif
$25,000, said to "partially compensate President Wethington from the
adverse impact'' from capital gains
taxes he expects from the sale of his
house at 2926 Four Pines Drive.
Wethington's contract calls for him
to live in Maxwell Place; the traditional home of UK's pr ident on
the Lexington campus.
'

~en rr11vc:i I ON

(.CDnf'J.)
Wethington and his wife, Judy,
• had bought the Four Pines house
for $238,576 last year. Darsie said
the Wethingtons moved into Max.well Place on Tuesday.
The $25,000 lump sum will
cg!Ile from private funds.
• The university will contribute
the equivalent of 15 percent of his
salary, or $21,532.50, into the
school's retirement plan each year.
Also, the trustees will use private
funds to contribute the equivalent
of 15 percent of his salary each year
into a trust account, described by
Darsie as a supplemental retirement
plan.
• An accidential death benefit
of $100,000 for Wethington and
$50,000 for his wife. UK also will
pay Wethington's premiums for a
$375,000 group term life insurance
policy during his presidency, which
will cover him until age 65.
The school also will pay premiums on a $400,000 policy for Wethington for age 65 and beyond.
Besides his salary and financial
benefits, Wethington's contract also
gives him the use of Maxwell Place,
domestic help, a car and one month
of vacation each year.
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER.
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Win over
·EKU starts
new tradition
-at Morehead
·ey Rick Balley
;Herald-Leader staff writer

:: A new tradition has started at
Morehead State - with . a new
~traw hat.
Adron Doran, Morehead's president from 1954-1976; att~ded the
Eagles' football banquet on Sunday,
1he day after Morehead's dramatic
'l:1-17 upset of traditional rival Eastern Kentucky. The victory ended an
18-game Morehead losing streak to
the Colonels.
At the banquet, Doran presented a straw hat to Morehead Coach
Cole Proctor with Saturday's score
written on it.
"! said 'You have restored excellency t~ Morehead. Go after it
again next ye.a.r,'." Doran ~id._ "l
told him to do this (add a wmmng
Eagle score) for the next 10 years
and then he can retire."
A straw hat from the. past
figured in the Eastern-Morehead
rivalry.
Robert R. Martin, the Eastern
president, was Morehead's. commencement speaker in 1972. He saw
a straw hat in Doran's office with
room for four football scores to be
inscribed on it.
·'
• Morehead had won the p~st
~three games, and Martin told East;en, Coach Roy Kidd not to let the
:Eagles put in that fourth score. So
-the Colonels never lost to Morehead
:...:.. until Saturday. By then, the old
:straw hat was long gone, so Doran
:presented another one to Proctor.
:
"! guess you could say t1:ere
:was joy in Mudville," Doran said.

~The contract may be renewed
for a five-year period as of July 1 of
each successive year.
Although the contract makes
Wethington UK's highest-paid president ever, Darsie said Wethington's financial package did not rival

(!lose of basketball coach Rick Pitino ~d football coach Bill Curry.
Pitino was estimated last year
to make at least $750,000, counting
a base salary of $105,000, radio and
television contracts and endorsements. Not counting endorsements
Curry makes $305,000 a year with
a $105,000 base.
'

What Wethirigton's UK contract includes
Herald-Leader UK bureau

Charles Wethington 's contract as president of the University of Kentucky includes:
• An annual base salary of
$143,550.
• A guarantee that if he is
dismissed as president for any
reason, he will receive 80 percent
of his presidential salary while
serving as a tenured associate

professor in the community college system.
• A one-time lump sum of
$25,000 to help defray the taxes
from selling his Lexington home
to move into UK's Maxwell Place.
• Retirement and insurance
benefits, as well as use of a
campus house, domestic help, a
car and one month of vacation
each year.
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Kidd, Proctor, Gilliam
share OVC honor
Associated Press

NASINILLE - Eastern Kentucky's Roy Kidd, Morehead State's
Cole Proctor and Tennessee State's
Joe Gilliam wound up in a threeway tie for Ohio Valley Conference
Coach of the Year honors.
Nine Eastern Kentucky players
were named to the All-OVC team,
three on offense and six on defense.
The offensive players are Carl Satterly, tackle; John Holmes, guard;
and Tim Wimbley, guard. The defensive players are Ernest Thompson, lineman; Greg McKee, lineman;
Kelly Blount, linebacker; David \;/ilkins, defensive end; .Brett Kolmck,
defensive end; and Craig Brooks,
defensive back.
Two Morehead players, Richar\l
Shadwick, a defensive lineman, and
Darrell Beavers, a defensive back,
were named to the team.
·
Eastern's Al Jacevicius, :Jim
VonHandorf and Tim Lester were
named honorable mention, as were
Chris Swartz, Brandon Ford and
Dave Pingue of Morehead. ' ·
Joe Campbell, a tailback at Middle Tennessee State, and teammate

Marty Carter, a defensive back,
have been chosen OVC offensive
and defensive players of the year.
Quarterback Phil Ironside of
Middle Tennessee was runner-up
for offensive player of the year.
Linebacker Anthony Coleman of
Middle Tennessee was second for
the league's top defensive player.
The selections were made by
OVC coaches.
Others named to the All-OVC
team include:
On offense, Steve McAdoo, Middle Tennessee, tackle; Jerry Jared,
Tennessee Tech, center; Anthony
Owens, Tennessee State, tight end;
Wade Johnson, Middle Tennessee,
fullback; Vince Parks, Middle Ten-.
nessee, wide receiver; Marcus Dowdell, Tennessee State, wide receiver,
and Matt Crews, Middle Tennessee,
kicker.
On defense, Greg Pollard, Middle Tennessee, defensive end; Jimmy McCamey, Middle _Tennessee,
defensive back; and Colin Godfrey,
Tennessee State, punter.
Three defensive ends were chosen because of a tie in the voting
between Kolnick and Pollard.

New contract

OVC leaders

' Morehead President Nelson
Grote will recommend to the Board
:-Of Regents a new three-year contract for Proctor after his first
.Eagles' team finished 5-6 and 3-3 in
-the Ohio Valley Conference.
• The break-even league mark is
Morehead's best since the. 1979
Eagles went 3-2-1.

Some statistical leaders at the
end of the OVC's regular season:
Rushing: Middle Tennessee's
Joe Campbell, 113.6-yard average;
Eastem's Tim Lester, 93.6; Morehead's Jerome Williams, 77.8.
Passing: Morehead's Chris
Swartz, 231.6-yard average.
Receptions: Morehead's. pave
Pingue, 58; Morehead's W1lbams,
55.
Interceptions: Eastern's Craig
Brooks, 6; Eastern's Glen Williams
and Tennessee State's Randy
Fuller, 5.
.
-· Tackles for losses: Morehead's
"'Richard Shadwick, 19; : Eastern's
David Wilkins, 17.
'

·Natlonal leade-'ra'---~--.
OVC co-champion Middle Tennessee takes some impressive' rlumbers into the Division I-AA playoffs
Saturday.
.
The Blue Raidetc are first in
total defense and scoring defense
and third in total offense.
Co-champ Eastern is second in
rushing defense and 12th in total
defense. Morehead is No. 11 in total
defense.
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Roundball opens: ~. _

.

Several OVCi"iicliools open their·
• basketball·
weekend,
Tonight, defending champiori\
Murray State will play .BuckneH in;
the San Juan Sunshine Shootout,,·
Tennessee State is· at Tenn~ 1
Middle Tennessee entertains Mis0 '
sissippi Valley, and Tennessee;
Tech weli::omes Bethel College. ·Morehead
its season with
a visit from West Liberty Saturday
night. T~nn~__State plays Ken-

season.this-

opens
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tucky Sta~ }n. LQ_uisville, and Austin Peay( ~welcomes, WlSCOnsinGreen &!f-¥urray C\)ntinbes play
in the SanJuan-.shootout,Saturday.,
and Sunday.· · · · · · · ·
__ ,.
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•
: - Eignti men's· players at More'.headmust,sit.out one of the Eagles'
;first foµr games because they par:ticipated, in a. fraternity-sponsored
•charity·tournament last April. They
:violated NCAA rules regarding out:side competition,
: The players include Doug
:Bentz, David Derozier, Brian Miller,
:Rod Mitchell, Mitch. Sowards, Pat!rick Tuobs·arid" Greg Wheeler. _

AuStin Peay opened the OVC
season last week with a 122-80 loss
to Arizona in the Big Apple NIT
first round.
Several women's teains also will
open their seasons. Tonight, Eastem is in the Comfort Inn-Chippewa
Classic at Central Michigan, Murray
State entertains Evansville, and
Tennessee Tech, '!:f!lllessee State,
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An issue to chewon
IEK the masticatory tri- cotting appearances and meetings
umphs of Turkey Day, in Arizona, following voters' rejecmany folks sit down to tion of a paid holiday honoring Dr.
read the neY<spaper and King. U of L's decision to go to
cope with the digestive conse- Arizona has been debated not only
quences. Yesterday, there was locally but on national 1V and ramore than one cause for heart- dfo, and in national publications.
burn. In clarifying his position on Like it or not, what U of L does
how to use profits from U of L's wlll have meaning far beyond the
Fiesta Bowl appea~ance, President borders of Jefferson County.
Don Swain said he didn't anticiU of L Board Chairman Woodpate committing all the net pro- ford Porter Sr. supports using
ceeds to "honor the legacy" of Dr. some bowl proceeds to improve
Martin Luther King Jr.
graduation rates for student-athThat's too bad. U of L has an letes, both black and white. Dr.
opportunity to make an uncompro- King would be the first, of course,
mising gesture toward the ideas to want athletes of both races inand values that Dr. King champi- eluded. He fought for an America
oned. Why not seize it?
_where opportunity is color-blind.
For those who have been in a As far as we know, he never
coma this past week, the bowl fought for some of the causes bemoney is an issue because some ing mentioned for funds, like more
schools and organizations are boy- comfortable team vans.

A
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U of L trustee wants bowl profits
to lift student-athlete graduations.
By ROBIN EPSTEIN

Staff Writer
Woodford Porter Sr., cbairnlan of
the University of Louisville board of
trustees and a member of the
board's ad hoc committee on athletics, said Wednesday that he would
like to see some of the university's
profits from the Sunkist Fiesta Bowl
go to improving graduation rates of
student-athletes, black and white.
In a related development, U of L
President Donald Swain said he will
not have the final word in deciding
how the university will spend the
bowl's· $2.5 million proceeds. He
said he will make a recommendation early next year to the board of
directors of the university's athletic
association.
He also said tbat not all of the
profits generated by the bowl would
necessarily go to minority causes.
Swain said he wished ,that in. a
news· conference last weel<_ he had
made clearer the nuan~ involved
in the process for deciding !Jow the
money will be spent. "That would
have helped to mute this backlash,"
he said.
·
However, he reiterated his wish
to have a large sum go to programs
to "h•Jrwr the legacy" of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
·
Because Arizona voters earlier
this· month rejected a paid holiday
to honor· King, black elected officials and civil rig!Jts leaders in Louisville greeted with anger U of L's
announcement Nov. 13 that the cardlnals would play in the Fiesta Bowl
r............. 11
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A controversy over the way the from the black community, Swain
university will spend the windfall said that more would go to minority
from the bowl appearance erupted · causes, such as the planned multisoon after.
'
cultural center and the Pan-African
Porter said it would be especially Studies Department.
.
helpful if bowl money could be used
He said he would appoint an ad~to help student-athletes who are .no· sory committee composed of footlonger eligible under NCAA rules to ball players, community leaders and
receive athletic scholarships to com- others to make recommendations
plete their degrees. This group on how to· spend the money.
·
would also include athletes who
(Swain said Wednesday that he
want to return to U of L after would make those appointments by
playing professionally.
the end of next week.)
The four-member ad hoc commitSwain said he will work with his
tee will make its report to the board . advisory committee, the board of
of trustees Jan. 28.
trustees and its ad hoc committee,
U .of L came under criticism for and the athletic association board of
low graduation rates among its stu- directors and its executive commit•
dent-athletes after a recent series in tee on plans to spend the money.
the Courier.Journal.· Aii upcoming - The Association of Black Students
segment of the CBS- TV news mag- bas demanded that the money go to
azine "60 Minutes" is expected to scholarsb.ips for black students and
focus on the issUe.
_
for hiring black faculty, upgrading
Swain, elaborating Wednesday-on · the Pan-African Studies Department
how the· bowl proceeds· would ti~,- and helping,football- and basketball
spent, said he would 'work to'forge'" playeis·pursiie their'degrees.
consensus among various'groups. '.- "· The · athletic association, which
Reports that· Swain said he in- · Swain chairs, will probably vote oil
tended to devote the net proceeds the matter atits Jan. 25 meeting, he
from the bowl appearance to minors said; Swain appoints a majority of
ity causes generated several dozen the._ 23-member association board,
telephone calls of protest to the uni• but he said they are an independversity. Also, basketball coach Den- ent-minded group.
:
ny Crum led a campus demonstraThe· trustees could supersede thl!
tion against using- money raised by association's decision, Swain said,
university teams for non-athletic but he doubts it would do so. Ratn•
purposes.
er, the association will be· aware of
In last week's announcement that the trustees' opinions before ma!(•
the Cardinals would play in the ing its decision, he said.
•··
bowl, Swain said the. game would · If necessary, the association
yield $200,000 for minority scliolar- meeting could be pushed back tb
ships.
accommodate the trustees' tlmetaThan
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Martin" Luther King's, ~oli~;-~:not·
just a holiday; it is a -symbol of this nalion's commitment to the struggle for'democracy, peace and justice. Those.
who have worked to·have·King's birthday made a holiday were not struggling
for a day off; ... they were asking the
nation to take notice of its formal commitments to equality and justice. They
were asking for a recognition of King
because he was a truly great American
and a national hero. They were also
asking for white America to finally recognize black America as full and equal
members of the nation.
To oppose this holiday is ... to oppose the principles and ideals he and
the movement he led put forward. . . .
For that reason, professional organizations canceled meetings and convenlions and universities refused to partlcipate in the Fiesta Bowl. If no university
had refused to participate, the university that did accept the bid would not
have made a statement either for or
against the larger political and ethical
issue raised by Arizona's refusal to rec-
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birthday. Once~ university announced that. it would not
participate because of the state's aclion, any other university that accepted
the bid would be making a political
statement in support of Arizona's aclion no matter what the university said.
If the University of Louisville accepts
a bid to the Fiesta Bowl, ·tt will be a publie embarrassment. Where the University
of Vrrginia demonstrated principle and
conscience, the University of Louisville
will, if it accepts this bid, demonstrate
self-interest, shortsightedness and lack
of sensitivity and principle. While the
university has made public statements to
indicate a concern for minority students
and the minority community, an acceptance of this bid will be a public slap in
the face to those students and that community .... It will be a disgrace to all
members of the university community. It
will send the wrong message to both our
students and the community.
As faculty members of this university, we ask that the University of Louisville not make us complicitous in an act

I

dis~t~:w;" ~l1li'ii\{'·~~~~ .:

of
not accept a bid to the Fiesta Bowl Ir
the university does accept a.bid,
will
publicly disavow such an act.
- - ··JOHN T: CUMBLER

we

Professor of History
Unive,r~i~~il~i~~~

This letter aiso ·was ·signed by Edward Berman, professor of Foundations
of Education; Lucy Freibert, professor
of English; Bruce Tyler; assistant professor of History; Eric Hill, associate
professor of Philosophy; John Flodstrom, professor of Philosophy; David
Horvath, professor, University Libraries; Seymour Slavin, professor of Social
Work; Nancy Theriot, associate professor of History; Benjamin Harrison, associate professor of History; Dennis
Hall, professor of English; Robert Miller, professor of English; Robert Hanke,
assistant professor of Communications;
Susan Griffin, associate professor of
English; and J. Blaine Hudson, associate director of Prep Division. - Editor.
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Bowl bid contributes
to unsettled mood
roiling U of L cal!lpus
By ROBIN EPSTEIN
Staff Wri_ter
While Kentuckians brace for next
week's predicted earthquake, tremors of a different sort have been reverberating through the University
of Louisville.
A swirl of what President Donald Swain calls
"forces and counter•
forces" unlike anything he
has seen since taking office nearly a decade ago
has brought an unsettled
mood to the campus along with demonstrations, a faculty petition
and unrelenting media
coverage.
Racial tensions are
brewing, critical questions
have been raised about
the relationship between
athletics and academics, and, in
some quarters, trust in Swain's administration is eroding.
Much of the controversy was triggered by the university's decision to
participate in the Fiesta Bowl in Ari•
zona despite voters' rejection there
of a paid state holiday honoring
Martin Luther King Jr.
But other events have contributed
to the mood, including:
■ A plan to cut enrollmenl'in the
College of Arts and Sciences and
possibly raise its admissions standards, making it
harder for under-prepared
students to enroll.
■ A Courier-Journal se"ries about U of L's low
student-athlete graduation
rates ·and· a subsequent
visit by a crewfor the CBS
newsmagazine "60 Min•
utes" investigating the
same issue.
·

■ Complaints of unfair
treatment from U of L custodians, most of whom are
black.
■ A restructuring and
reallocation process - designed to
examine everything the university
does with an eye toward possibly
dismantling programs and yielding
$5 million in savings over the next
three years - that has caused widespread anxiety among faculty members. Some of them took the unusual move of petitioning Swain for a
meeting of the faculty assembly.
Unlike the faculty senate of elected
representatives from colleges and
departments, the faculty assembly
includes all full-time profes,sors.
That meeting, held Nov. 16, was
attended by about 250 professors
who wanted a more active role in
the restructuring process.
In an interview Wednesday,
Swain said the preceding 10 days
had been "the most fascinating concentrated period" of his presidency.
Though he said he could "stand a
day or iwo of quiet," he said he
thrives on friction.
Swain said he doesn't "seek out
controversy, but it's exciting to see
if I can function well in it. I was a
·little tired late last week but my
juices were flowing. I have not felt
particularly beleaguered."
· In interviews, most of more than ·
'a dozen students, teachers and ad"ministrators acknowledged that
ihey had been touched by the con•
troversy.
: Blaine Hudson, associate director
pf the Preparatory Division, said,
''We're dealing with what could be
very stressful time because there's
a lot of uncertainty'' about the Fiesta Bowl and restructuring.
Not everyone believes the controversies have negative consequences.
"I worry about a university where
there's nothing controversial going
on," said trustee Chairman Wood-
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And Holly Everett, student government president and a trustee,
said that despite the "spirited debate" on campus, things are pretty

much "business as usual."
But others are deeply concerned
about recent events. The most serious fallout appears to be increased
racial tensions.
U of L's participation in the Fiesta
Bowl was opposed by black elected
officials and civil-rights leaders, the
Association of Black Students, and
14 U of L professors and one admin•
istrator who called the bowl appearance "an act of disgrace" in a letter
to The Courier-Journal.
Kenneth Webb, president of the
historically black fraternity Alpha
Phi Alpha, said the administration
"was already in hot water'' with
blacks because of the low student•
athlete graduation rates and because of an incident last year in
which a student complained of racial harassment in her dormitory.
Gerina Whethers, a senior who is
chairwoman of the Association of
Black Students, is concerned about
the lack of progress in hiring tenured black faculty and a feeling that
Swain won't follow through on oth•
er commitments he has made to the
black community.
"It goes much deeper than the Fi•
esta Bowl," she said.
According to Michael Anderson, a
senior, basketball coach Denny
Crum created a lot of antagonism
by leading a protest against Swain's
recommendation that U of L use
bowl revenues for programs benefit•
ing minorities because Crum's
"reputation has been built upon the
sweat of black folks." (The bowl
will pay U of L $2.5 million, plus
$200,000 for minority scholarships,
but it's uncertain what the team's
expenses will be for going to the
game.)
Swain acknowledged that racial
issues are being debated more
prominently than at any time during
his administration. "That's
healthy," he said.
''We wanted to 11et. racial concerns on the table with our celebration of diversity," Swain said, refer•
ring to September's weeklong series
of speakers and workshops. ''We've

Bowlbid
Continued
got tliem out in the open now. The
Fiesta Bowl does make it possible to
have further candid discussion
about racial tensions."
_
However,
Professor
Joseph
McMillan sees the bowl decision as
"a huge step backwards."
While attending a conference of
4,000 black education professors in
Dallas last week, McMillan said, "I
was the butt of a lot of jokes about
the 'Fiasco Bowl.' But people were
serious when they said, 'Why did
you take that bid? What kind of a
place is that?' "
Social work Professor Seymour
Slavin said the Fiesta Bowl decision
raises the ·question: "Is the tail wagging the dog?" Because of shortages
of resources, U of L is "easily seduced" by "big-money TV," he said,
· and ultimately will have to decide
how much of a priority to place on
sports.
With some people angry at the
administration, others angry with
the football players who wanted to
go to the game, and still others hunkering down for a fight over how
the money from the bowl will be
spent, "it's getting to be a three-ring
circus," Webb said.
It's quite a contrast from the
1980s, which were "pretty quiet,"
said Associate Provost Tom Crawford, who expects the squabbling to
continue until after the game is
played and the profits are ailocated.
For many faculty the reallocation
and restructuring process looms
larger than the Fiesta Bowl because
they fear it could affect their teaching and even cost them their jobs.
Education Professor Ed Berman
said, "The reallocation thing is really catching people in the back of
their throats." It reminds him of the
Persian Gulf crisis, he said. "At first
people are gung-ho, and then the
reality sinks in. People are asking
questions to which there are no an-

swers."
According to Crawford, "The rumor mill (about programs being
cut) is at a pretty good level right
now.'' The amount of stress is approaching the turmoil faculty felt in
1982 when the state imposed a 6
percent budget cut on the university, he said.
To alleviate faculty concerns,
Swain extended the deadline _for the
restructuring and reallocation process to late spring so faculty could
have more input. And he acquiesced
to faculty demands that a committee
elected by the faculty be allowed to
produce a report that parallels the
one being produced by Swain's appointed committees.
History Professor Joe Slavin, a
leader in faculty efforts to change
the process, said he is pleased by
Swain's actions.
But Berman said suspicion lingers. ·"1 think there's a perception
on campus that he (Swain) can't be
trusted, and that makes people ner-

vous."
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Crum embarrasses U of L again
ay this for Denny Crum:
The University of Louisville's basketball coach .
knows how to get attention. Unfortunately, Cnirn is attracting the kind of attention that
his employer surely could do without.
The embarrassments began earlier this year, when Crum recruited
a crop of players with academic
problems. They continued last
week on a larger scale, when Crum
led a protest against U of L's
decision to dedicate profits from
the Fiesta Bowl to minority programs. Crum loudly complained
that the university should put the
money into athletics.
Crum should have kepthis
mouth shut. In deciding how to use
the proceeds from the Fiesta Bowl,
U of L President Donald Swain had
artfully steered the university
through a difficult situation.

S

Leaders of several black organizations in Louisville are upset that
. U of L is going to the bowl game at
all, because it is played in Phoenix.
Arizona voters last month rejected
creating a new state holiday to
honor the late Dr. Martin Luther
King. Opponents say U of L should
have rejected the Fiesta invitation
in protest
Swain's compromise - going to
the game and using the profits for
minority programs- doesn't satisfy everybody. No decision could
do that. But it surely comes a lot
closer than the self-serving course
Crum proposes.
You have to wonder why Crum
felt compelled to make such a
scene in public. And you have to
wonder how much more embarrassment Swain and the university
are willing to take from their basketball coach, no matter how suecessful he is on the court.
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K""entucky tops South in earning GEDs
FRANKFORT, Ky. - -Kentucky has had the South's greatest
rate of increase in adults obtaining General Education Development certificates, the Southern Regional Education Board says in
a report.
Kentucky issued 9,537 GED certificates in 1985 and 10,463 in
1989, a 9.7 percent increase, the report "Educational Benchmarks
1990" said.
Twelve of the 15 member states of the consortium reported
declines in GED graduates for the period, mostly due to a decline
in the number of high school dropouts. Florida and Louisiana also
showed increases. There was a 17.9 percent decline for the nation,
the report said,
.
Kentucky has had large numbers to draw from, with tli~ nation's highest percentage o_f adults who lack a high school education. _ - - - - . _ _
··
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Fraternity
loses bid
to remain
at UK
Phi Kappa Tau cited for:hazing, alcohol violations
Herald-Leader UK bureau

The University of- Kentucky's
vice chancellor for studerit affairs
yesterday denied an appeal by the
Phi Kappa Tau social fraternity:to
reverse the school's decision· to
close the• chapter. ·
Vice Chancellor James Kuder
said he would nofreverse the decision made by Interim Dean·· of
Students David Stockham early last
month revoking the fraternity's status as a registered student organization for three years.
·
Stockham cited serious violations of rules against hazing and

alcohol use by the fraternity. Without status as a student organization, the fraternity cannot operate
on the Lexington campus.
Kuder's decision automatically
goes to the university's appeals
board - a group of administrators,
faculty and students - for review.
The board makes recommendations
to Lexington Campus Chancellor
Robert Hemenway, who can reverse
or amend the penalties against Phi
Kappa Tau.
· "I'am very hopeful we will have
this completed by Christmas,"
Kuder said of the appeals board's
review.
Kuder said he met with representatives from the fraternity and
the dean of students staff before
making his decision.
The vice chancellor said several
UK administrators, including President Charles Wethington, had received letters and calls from Phi
Kappa Tau alumni asking the
school to reconsider its decision.
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No 'Animal House'?·.

WEDNES.DAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1~
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.UK takes. a_swid against fraternity hazing
niversity of Kentucky
officials sent the right
11).essage when they refused to reverse a decision punishing the school's chapter
of the Phi Kappa Tau fraternity for
an incident of hazing.

U

: When a fraternity steps out of
lihe and endangers the safety of
UK students, the university must
take a firm stand that that such
!:khavior will not be tolerated. UK
officials, in upholding the threeyear suspension of the Phi Kappa
Tau group, took just such a stand
this week. The decision wjJI go to a
final appeal before Christmas.

The UK fraternities themseive.i
have taken several progressife/?~steps toward shedding the Animal
House stereotype - such as limiting alcohol at parties and instituting diversity workshops. National
fraternity organizations have
helped, too, with policies against
hazing and alcohol abuse. All this
indicates fraternity life is changing
- with a greater emphasis being
placed on service and academic
excellence.
By standing firm with Phi Kappa Tau, UK officials will help this
school's social organizations reach
the new standards of excellence
required by new realities.

Clarificatlon
The Appalachian Fund Inc.
transferred rather than donated
about $5 million in assets to Berea
College in 1988. The money was
used to continue programs that had
been operated by the Appalachian
Fund, which dissolved at the time
of the transfer. A story in yesterday's Herald-Leader incorrectly
characterized the transfer as a gift.

•••
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Transy spr_ead·s campus
Attacks move
t
e
n
ty
f
e
Sa
school to buy
phones, lights
By Elizabeth Wade
Herald-Leader staff writer

Transylvania University has
spent $42,000 on fences, emergency
telephones, an additional surveillance camera, lights and a new
police car to improve campus safety
after a recent series of attacks on
students.
''We believe these measures add
significant s?"ength to our. campu~
security," said· Transylvama Prestdent Charles Shearer.
Earlier this month, students
were targets in three attacks near
the campus - including one inci•
dent in which a shot was fired at
students sitting in a car at Fourth
Street and North Broadway. No one
was injured.
Transylvania faculty and staff
members and students met earlier
this month to discuss the incidents.
Since the meeting, the university
has been busy carrying out suggestions made at the meeting.
Among the new security meas•
ures:
• Telephones with direct lines
to Transylvania's Department of
Public Safety were installed outside
the Poole Residence Center; in the
Mitchell Fine Arts Center parking
-lot, at Fourth-and Upper streets; at
the entrance to the Rafskeller Grill
in the basement of Mitchell Fine
Arts; between 331 North Broadway
and Forrer Hall; and in the parking
lot at Fourth and Broadway. A
sixth phone will be installed in the
parking lot at Graham Cottage
within two weeks.
• Fencing was installed at the
back of the Mitchell Fine Arts
Center near Fourth Street and near

the Rosenthal Residence Complex
on Fourth Street.
"The university does not want
to isolate itself from the neighborhood, but this additional fencing
should discourage trespassing at
these locations," a university statement said.
.
_
..
• A new vtdeo camera was tn·
stalled at the Rosenthal Residence
Complex, bringing the number of
cameras to 26. The cameras are
monitored 24 hours a day by campus police.
• Lighting will be installed
along Fourth Street near the tennis
courts in the next two weeks.
• The university bought a second police car, which probably will
be in service by the end of the
week.
·
• An additional three full-time
police officers will be hired. i\PPii.·
cations are being accepted. Unttl the
officers are hired, five temporary
officers from a private corn.R!!!]Y
will assist campus police in patrolling the campus at night.
• Lexington police have increased their patrol of the campus
area which straddles North Broadway' between West Third and West
Fifth streets.
Students said the measures
made them feel safer.
"Every time you turn around
you see a cop and they offer to take .
you to your car,'' said Ginny Hallum a freshman from Louisville,
wh~ now carries a whistle on her
key chain for extra protection.
David Windley, a junior from
Seymour, Ind., said he tried not to
walk across campus alone.
·

"It didn't hit some students
until two or three days later that
the potential was there" to be attacked, Windley said. "Some students didn't feel it would happen to
them. Some students still walk
around by themselves."
But some students said safety
problems remained.
Angi Winners, a senior from
Lexington who commutes to Tran•
sylvania, said a lack of campus
parking forced commuters to park
on the street - sometimes blocks
from classes.
"Parking is a definite problem,"
Winners said. "I'd just as soon get
on campus within a block rather
than within three blocks."
Winners also said many of the
school's commuter students were
not aware of the incidents because
the school did not publicize the
attacks.
"A lot of students think the
administration is more concerned
about their image rather than the
students," she said.
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Clarificatio1:1

·'An article about security at
. Transylvania University in' yesterday's Herald-Leader did no! mention that the university ori two
occasions sent students, faculty1 and
staff members detailed memos
about incidents on campus, One
mailing announced a:!Nov. 8 meet.ing on can,tpµs safe.!.:,..
i
- ··L, -·.. ~ -· ,tr
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Ex-MSU chief faces allegations
of fund improprieties in Maryland
By KENNETH A. HART
profit foundation - a violation of Md.
Independent News Writer
federal tax laws.
Frostburg State, located in westMOREHEAD - Former MoreEarlier. this week, Reinhard also ern Maryland, is home to about
head State University President came under scrutiny from··a Mary- 5,000 students. Reinhard assumed
Herb F. Reinhard is facing allega- land Senate panel for allegedly us- · the presidency there shortly" after
tions that he misspent school funds ing foundation funds to buy-a cruise leaving Morehead State in 1986.
at Maryland's Frostburg State control for the state-owned car asThe allegations against Reinhard
University, wliere he now serves as signed to him.
have prompted four separate inchief executive.
Reinhard and two of his top aides vestigations into the school's past
There are published reports that appeared Tuesday before the panel political contributions, and have
Reinhard, whose two-year tenure at to answer questions about alleged some Maryland lawmakers calling
Morehead State was marked by · financial irregularities at the uni- for lighter controls on the operation
controversy, made political contri- versity, according to a report in the of school foundations, the newsbutions from Frostburg State's non- daily Times-News of Cumberland,

·The Daily Independent, Ashland, Ky., Saturday, ~ovember 24, 1990

Students tr~de hool~s for weapons
as they head for Persian Gulf duty
By ANNETTE POOLE-MALONE
Special to The Independent
MOREHEAD - For two Morehead S:tate University. students, the
gusts of fall may yield to the winds
of war.
Travis Huber, 241 originally of
Ashland, and Shane Tuel, 20,, of
_Bracken County, said goodbye to
teachers and friends this week.
Boih men received orders to report to Fort Knox when their U.S.
Marine Corps Reserve unit was activated Sunday because of the turmoil in the Middle East. _
_The departure was bittersweet for
Hhber, a senior majoring in education.
'-'i ,hate leaving school. I was
<

making about all ·•As' at mid-term
and this is the first time I've done
that well," he said.
"But I'm not worried about my
classes. I'll be back to finish them
up as soon as I can."
In an ironic twist, one of the
professors who excused Huber from ·
the rell)ain_der of classes is an Iraqi
native.
Dr. Layla Sabi of Morehead
wished Huber a safe and speedy
return.
"He's one of the best students I
have. I really want to keep him but
duty calls and he must go," she
said.
Sabi gave Huber an "A" for the
semester.

Neither Huber nor Tuel was surprised that their unit, the 8th Tank
Battalion of the 4th Division, was
called up.
.
"I've been expecting this for a
while. Actually, I was _expecting ii a
lot sooner than this," said Tuel, a
sophomore studying construction
technology.
"We're a tank division and if
there's going lo be a war it'll be a
tank war," he said.
Huber took t~e call-up in stride.
"I always knew there was a possibility for active duty in the reserves, especially now," he said.
"I've been waiting for this news
ever -since all · this started over

paper reported.
Foundations are established by
schools as independent fund-raising ·
arms. It is against Internal Revenue
Service rewtions for such organ'
izations to conlribute to political
campaigns.
The alleged improprieties were
first reported by the Times-News on
Oct. 25, when the newspaper published a letter from the Frostburg
foundation to Maryland Sen. John
N. Bam\acus, urging the senator to
accept a $100 campaign.donation.
According to the report on Tuesday's hearing, ~inhard admitted t_o
the Senate panel that he had diverted $1,240 from his foundation
discretionaty account to purcliase
tickets to pol\tical funcJion~.
. ., •
Reinhard also acknowledged using $245 from the discretionary ac'.
count to equip his car with crulse
control, but he defended the purchase as being "for university advancement," the newspaper repo.!:!ed.

there."
The unit, which will leave Fort
Knox for Camp Lejeune, N.C., next
week, was not told where it will go
from there. But the reservists were
advised to expect to be gone for up
to a year.
"They gave us a week to take care
of business," Huber said .. "And
that's not a lot of time."
Some in their unit were getting
· married this week. others had to
cancel leases and utility contracts.
Huber and Tuel returned to campus to withdraw from classes and
celebrate the holiday before leaving.
The university gives students
called into active duty three options,
said Gene Ranvier, the university's
registrar.
Students can withdraw with a full

me aiscretionary account was
closed last week at Reinhard's request,_the report said.
Questioning at Tuesday's hearing
also focused on Reinhard's relationship with a Tallahassee, Fla.,
firm that has printed pocket-sized
academic schedule cards for
Frostburg State since 1988.
Reinhard acknowledged that his
son, Herb F. Reinhard III, liad done
consulting work for Vision Marketing Inc., and in ,excha.iige, the firm
had done pi'intjng for Florida A&M
University "at reduted cost or no
charge."
;
·· The younger Reinhard is assistant
marketing director at Florida A&M.
No charges have been filed
against Reinhard, but some faculty
members at Frostburg State have
~:~;~ r!~~rt~~- ~ensure,., the newsOffices at Frostburg State were
closed Friday for Thanksgiving, and
officials there couldn't be reached
for comment.

The controversy that dogged
Reinhard.during his term at Morehead State eventually led then-Gov.
Martha Layne Collins to call for the
resignation of all eight appointed
members of the school's board of

1

regents.
.
d .
. Reinhard came to Morehea m
mid-1984 and quickly revamped the
school's administ_rative and_ academic structures and reassigned
several administrators.
Reinhard left Morehead State after the regents 'in 1985 refused his
request to extend his two-year contract by one year.
Seven of eight regents complied
with Collins' request to step down.
The governor then appointed seven
new members, including form~r
Govs. Louie B. Nunn and Edward T•
"Ned" Breathitt.
-Before coming to Morehead State,
Reinhard was president at Slippery
Rock University in Slippery Rock,
Pa., for five years.

At Fort Knox last week, both
tuition refund or, at a teacher's
signed
their wills, updated insurdiscretion receive a final grade
early or b~ assured time to_ make up ance policies and settled legal affairs.
an incomplete grade, he said.
"Leaving home is going to ~e the
Normally, students mu~t make up
hardest
thing for me," Tuel said.
an incomplete grade durmg the fol"My
biggest
worry is what's next
lowing semester.
.
"We will give them as long as it for us and trying to make it back
will take them," Ranvier s~id. "The home."
On a chilly Tuesday night, Tuel
university will not penal!ze the~e
hurriedly strung Christmas lights
folks in any way whatsoever,
"We're proud of them and what around his parents' home near
Germantown.
they are doing."
"We're doing his Christmas beRanvier said four students have
fore
he leaves," said Tuel's mother,
been called to active military duty
Joyce. "I hate that he's going and I
since August.
..
Huber and Tuel said the trans11Ion don't understand it."
from student to soldier will take
time.
.
"I guess it all hasn't hit me hard
yet. I've just ~een worrie~ about
getting everythmg m order, Huber
said.

Woman born wiJho_ut Jf~f~ has accomplished much
,

By BENITA HEATH

Special to The Independent ·
MOREHEAD - What people
notice first about Bonnie Consolo
worries her last.
Consolo was born without anns.
As she fishes through her wallet
for some change for a cup of coffee,
then grasps the cardboard cup with
her feet, she acts as if anns would
just get in her way.
"I never had anything physical to
overcome," Consolo said. "Terminology is important to some people.
But the word 'handicapped' to me is
just a word a lot of people h!!Ve
grown up wun. According to wecster's, it's winning the race with one
or more strikes against you. To me
I'm just winning the race."
The divorced mother of two boys
runs her race with blinders on. She
says she refuses not to try. That is
how she has accomplished her jobs
as mother, office worker, lecturer,
author, and most recently, college
student.
In 1988 Consolo signed up for her
first undergraduate classes at
Morehead State Univegi,lt,;.,1;;\
About three years ago;illne got a
call' from Bill Riley, assistant directo"r. of personnel at Morehead
State University.
Riley had first met Consolo when
she was lecturing at his daughter's
high school in Mt. Sterling. Much of
the early '80s, Consolo spent on the
lecture circuit showing the documentary, "A Day in the Life of
Bonnie Consolo."
Then, Riley was personnel m31:ager of A.O. Smith Corp. Elec~nc
Motor Division in Mt. Sterling
where he was responsible for employee training programs.
"It was quite a motivational fiim
for our employees," Riley said. "It
was a tremendously powerful film
to inspire peopl~ to be th~ir. best,
seeing all the things she did ID the
film. There is a great deal of latent
talent we all have inside us."
Riley kept in touch with Consolo.
When he called, he caught her between jobs. He suggested coming
back to the classroom.
"She's probably the most p~sitive,
outgoing person I've met ID my
life," Riley said. "She sees som~
thing good about everyone. Irorucally, she doesn't see,,herself as
being that handicapped_.
.
Yet getting to that po1Dt took tune.
What she had to adjust to was how
she looked at herself. That acceptance came when
was in her mid
20s after a ·stint a rehabilitation
center.iri··a~-"! sai~if-~~heck \tj~p this. _I'~
not goin~orn'....!Jii!ut this, ·
Consolo sald. "It bothered me that
people stared at me until I realized I
did the same thing. When I was at
the rehab center, I had never seen

we
at

anyone in a wheelchair and I staredtoo."
'
The 52-year-old Menifee county
native could be MSU's more unique
non-traditional student. Ten years
ago, she was featured on a CBSTV's "60 Minutes" segment by Mike
Wallace and has appeared on Phil
Donahue and Oprah Winfrey shows.
Ten years ago, she also started
work on her autobiography "Bonnie" that just came out earlier this
month. Tuesday Consolo will conduct her first autograph signing
session from 3:30 to 6 p.m. at the
Rowan County Public Library.
The autobiography took Consolo
about four years to write because
her life got in the way.
"I was traveling, doing laundry,
cooking meals, taking care of my
sons," she said.
She sent the manuscript to 35
publishers before she spent $2,000 to
have it published herself.
"I sent it to all the biggies as far
as publishers," she said. "They said
'thanks but no thanks.' There's a
message in that book I feel Mom _
the way she treated ~e - would be
a help to mothers whether they have
handicapped children or not.''
Consolo's mother Ruby Pflug
missed out on much education but
made up for it with a lot of commonsense, her daughter says.
"A lot of parents with handicapped children baby their kids because they feel it's their fault,"
Consolo said. "Whether it is or not
that child needs to be treated as an
everyday average kid."
,., ,
That's what Consolo got growing
up on a 125-acre farm in Menifee
County, about 25 miles southeast of
Mt. Sterling, in a family of five
children.

"Most of it was hills and pine
trees," she said. "Daddy raised
tobacco, corn and hay. We were
poor but we didn't care.",
Her pai:ents also weren t ashamed
_ab~u!~r daughter..
.
They freated me Just like any of
the others,_" ?>nsolo said. "Mom
and Dad didn t do me any specrnl
favors: got the belt when I deserved it.
Ruby Pflu~ knew to let her
d~~ghter do things her '!fay.
. Mom _saw I was domg the same
things w1~ my feet t~at
brothers and s1ste_r were do1:1g wit~ their
hands ·:· ~1te, use scissors, · Co~solo ~aid. She Just let ~e do 1t.
That 1s how she helped me. .
Often parents of ha_nd1capped
children try to ~lock their ch!ldren
fr~:° everyday life, Con.solo said.
Because they feel 1t s their fault,
th~y tend to shelter them, tend to do
things fm· those kids who coul?, learn
to do thing~ for themselves, . Consolo said. . If I was strugglm~ _to
button my J~cket, m:,: mo~ WOIJ!d
wait and wait and wait until I said
'Mom, I'U: having_problems.'"
Consolo s ~oal 1s to earn a maste~;s degree ID psychology.
.
We ~e psi,:chology e~;ry day_lD
our dealing with people, she said.
"ldon'tknowwhatlwanttodowith
it, whether I would go to work for a
· .CO!Ilpany or ope!_! lip my own _of:
'fice.''
·
. She does kn_ow she wants to !Je
!flted ~d the first person on her list
IS Bonrue Consolo.
.
"I want.other ~pie to_lik,~ me so
I_ have to like ~e, she said. If th~y
like ,me, thats great: If they don t,
that~ OK. I am first of all an
~dormg mother of_ two boys. I ~
Just anothe~ cog ID a wheel. Im
nobody specrnl."

t
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Ex-Morehead State president
accused of violating federal law
Staff, wire reports

,

,

Former Morehead State University President
Herb F. Reinhard has been accused of violating federal election law
by making political contributions from Frostburg State University's
non-profit foundation.
Reinhard, who is that Maryland school's chief executive, also,is
being investigated by a Maryland Senate panel for allegedly using
foundation funds to buy a cruise control for the .state-owned car
assigned to him, according to reports in The Cwnberland (Md.)
Times-News, this week.
Reinhard, who left Morehead State amid controversy in 1986,'
admitted to the Senate panel that he had diverted $1-,240 from his
foundation discretionary ~ :,:ount to buy tickets to political functions;the daily newspaper saia.
\
On Oct. 25, the Times-News published a letter from the Frostburgj
foundation to Maryland_Sen..Jo~ N. Bambacus, urg4tg the-senatorJ
to accept a $100 C3Jl1Patgn' donation,
·, , , , · r, ·;,:-;.:: ·-t, ... :i
The discretionary account was closed.,Iast week ·abReiiihaid's''
request, the report said. No _charges have been filed against Reinhard,
but some Frostburg- State faculty members have called for his
censure.
MOREHEAD -
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Morehead showing preseason 1avonte
Murray it could be force in OVC race
By DAVE KOERNER
Staff Writer .

Murray State basketball coach Steve
Newton had been filling the preseason with
words about how difficult it will be for the
Racers to claim their fourth straight Ohio
Valley Conference crown.
It's too early to tell, but Morehead State
might be among those eventually breathing
down Murray's neck.
Murray opened the season on an upbeat
last weekend by winning all three of its
games in the San Juan Shootout. Seeded
second in the eight-team tourney, the Racers beat Bucknell 81-68 in the first round,
then downed Old Dominion 76-61 and
edged Nebraska 81-79 for the title. Nebras-ka had derailed top-:rteded Illinois 100-73 in
the second round.
Morehead also is unbeaten, at 2-0, despite being riddled by injuries and suspensions.
Morehead was without nine players in its
opener Saturday, a 93-67 victory over West
Liberty ~ . Va.) State. Five were out because of a one-game, NCAA-mandated suspension for playing in a charity game last
spring, and the others, including three starters. were injured.
Then Monday night, with three players
still out with injuries, Morehead defeated
Maryland-Eastern Shore 77-71.
All of which prompts the question: How
good can Morehead be when everybody ~
turns?
.
· "That's hard to say, because then you'll
be worried about the team's chemistry;"
said Eagles coach Tommy Gaither, whose
team was 16-13 last season. "And when we
do get the starters back, they're going to
have to regain their position."
Freshman reserve guard Denny Riffe returned to practice yesterday after missing
nearly three weeks following arthro&copic
knee surgery. But Brett Roberts, a 6-foot-8
junior forward, is expected to miss angther
week ~US;e of a severe ankle sprain, ~ d

Doug Bentz, a 6-9 junior forward,
could be out another four weeks
with a partially collapsed lung.
Roberts averaged 14.l points and
9.1 rebounds last season, Bentz 9.9
points and 6.5 rebounds.
A third projected starter, 6-5 senior swingman Brian Miller, missed a
week with a bruised knee but started against Maryland-Eastern Shore
and scored 18 points.
"In 21 years of coaching, I've never had so many key injuries to so
many players. We've certainly had
our share," Gaither said. ''We
haven't practiced much together as
a unit, and our timing is off. To be
2-0, we're tickled to death."
To compound matters, Morehead
has nine newcomers this season, including five players who were redshirted last season.
''We're still making mental mistakes and not playing as consistently as I'd like, but you have to take
your hat off to them, especially the
young kids," Gaither said.
Among those Gaither singled out:
freshmen forwards Damon Miller
and Reese Turner; Clemson transfer
Rod Mitchell, a 6-10 senior center;
junior swingman Mitch Sowards, a
Kent State transfer: and junior
guard Larry Crowder.
"Crowder is probably the most
pleasant surprise,.. Gaither said.
' He's a non-scholarship player and
has staned both games, which is a
pretty good feat fo r a walk-on."
Crowder is averaging eight points
and five rebounds and also has IO
assists and seven steals.
Sowards is averaging 14 points,
Damon Miller 12.5 and Mitchell 12.
Brian Miller leads the Eagles with
an 18-point average, followed by 6-7
junior guard P. J . Nichols at 15.5.
Turner is averaging 5.5 points and
3.5 rebounds.
"I think we have a chance to be a
contender (in the OVC) if we continue to improve and come together
chemistry-wise,"
said
Gaither,
whose team next plays Northeastern Illinois at home tomorrow night.
" But Murray is a great team, and
they've got their program where everyone else in the OVC is shooting
for."

- A service of the Office of Media Relations-

Murray assistant James Holland
said the Racers' coaching staff was
particularly pleased with the team's
defense in San Juan and the play of
forward John Jackson, a junior-college transfer.
Murray trailed Bucknell 34-25 at
halftime but then went on a 17-5
tear in the first 5Y2 minutes of the
second half. In the final the Racers
held Nebraska to 79 points after the
Comhuskers had averaged 103.5
points in the first two games.
"Transition was our big problem
on defense," Holland said. " Bucknell got the ball out on rebounds
and shot some threes without us
having anybody there. And Nebraska, we just shut them down."
Murray held its three opponents
to 45.3 percent shooting.
Jackson didn't start any of the
games but averaged 6.3 points and
nine rebounds while playing nearly
27 minutes a game. He also had
eight steals. He and Scott Adams,
another junior-college transfer, are
battling to replace the departed
Chris Ogden, who averaged 11
points and seven rebounds.
The Racers, however, hit only
43.5 percent of their field-goal attempts in San Juan.
''We have to work on positioning
and spacing - sometimes are guys
are too close together or too far
apart on passes - and we need better shot selection," Holland said.
The victory against Bucknell was
Murray's l,000th.
Junior center Popeye Jones was
the tourney's MVP, averaging 23
points and 11. 7 points.
Murray plays host to Georgia
Southern tonight.
■ Eastern Kentucky's Colonels,
who some think also will challenge
Murray State for the OVC crown,
will open its season tonight at home
against non-conference foe North
Carolina-Greensboro.
Western Kentucky, meanwhile,
faces another rugged test as it visits
No. 17-ranked Georgia (2-0) tonight.
The Hilltoppers (0-1) opened with a
98-80 loss at Southern Illinois last
week and have a Saturday night
date at Murray before opening its
home schedule against Bowling
Green on Dec. 5.
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Dozens protest at U of L board meeting
By Glenn Rutherford
Herald•Leader Louisville Bureau

LOUISVILLE - It was a scene
right out of the 1960s.
While the University of Louisville Board of Trustees met in the
administration building, in the rotunda outside their meeting room
two dozen protesters sang civil
rights' anthems and chanted
against the school's participation in
the Fiesta Bowl.
U of L officially signed a contract to play in the New Year's Day
bowl on Saturday. So the resolution
of support passed unanimously by
the Board of Trustees yesterday
was largely symbolic.
The trustees' voice vote was
recorded over the singing of "We
Shall Overcome," "We Shall Not Be
Moved," and over chants of "Donald Swain, have you heard? This is
not Johannesburg."
But U of L President Donald
Swain was not unnerved. 'You
don't need to worry about me and
1

•
•.

you don't need to worry about
U of L," Swain told the board near
the end of the two-hour meeting.
"I was at the University of
California in the 1960s and this
reminds me of that," he said. "Student activism is alive and well at
this university and I welcome that.
In many ways, that's healthy."
Among the three protesters allowed to address the trustees at the
dose of the meeting was Dr. John
Cumbler, a professor of history,
who told Swain and the board that
the Fiesta Bowl decision was an
embarrassment.
"I am very disturbed and I'm
embarrassed among my colleagues
at other universities, one of whom
laughed and said, 'Well, I understand your school is going to the
Fiasco Bowl,'" Cumbler said. "It is
an embarrassment to this school's
community of scholars - its students and faculty - not only that
you decided to accept this invitation, but that no effort was made to

even ask how we felt about it.
"And the community of scholars is the core of this or any other
university."
Gerina Weathers, co-chair of the
Association of Black Students, echoed Cumbler's sentiments.
"! am very dissatisfied and
upset," Weathers said But she add- ·
ed that she hoped th; school would
use some of the $2.5 million it
receives from the football game to'
hire additional black faculty and
help minority students.
And th·e ...protest's organizer,
Rev. Louis Coleman, said the protests were also aimed at the university's decision to raise admission
standards - and thus reduce enrollment - in its Arts and Sciences
division.
"You say, Dr. Swain, that it
won't hurt minorities," Coleman
said. "But the numbers don't lie.
Ninety percent of the Afro-Ameri-

can students enrolled at this university are in the school of Arts and
Sciences. If you do this, you're
knockin' out a whole bunch of black
students and poor white students,
too."
Yesterday's protest was the latest in a series th~t ~gan. when
U of L announced ,ts mtention to
~ccept a Fiesta Bowl bid. T_he bowl
1s played m Tempe, Anz., and
protesters are upset because that
state recently d~feated a proI?Osal t?
make Kmg's birthday a paid holiday.

